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Abstract
ln order to lower the workload of the Purchasing department of a technigalwholesaler, this
graduation report argues that an assortrnent database outside the ERP-system has to b'e
used as the hase for both an automatic match and a manual search application. Prototypes
of the database and both applioations have heen designed, and validated with real-life àata.
The system architeelure and schema are applicable for any technical wholesaler.
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Management Summary
The research has been carried out at the MAG45 industrial supply solutions BV (MAG45).
MAG45 is a global technical wholesaler of tools, mechanical and electrical components, and
materials. lt operates as a supplier for machine and equipment developers, builders, and
users in the advanced electronics industry. As a trade company MAG45 has to match
supply and demand (Van Weele, 2002). One of the core functions of the lT-system is to
support the process of matching supply and demand (Ptak, 2004).
This matching process got for MAG45 to a whole other level when it differentiated its
strategy 2.5 years ago. ln the new strategy it focuses on taking over the whole supply base
of certain customers. MAG45 receives a list Írom the customer containing thousands of
different articles that the customer will demand in the future. Since matching the articles on
lists is hard because most of the articles are not part of MAG4S's assortment, the lists are
approached as project demand.
ln order to exploit the full options of lT a diagnostic research (Van de Ven, 2006) was carried
out. This research perceived that the quotation process with its control- and lT-applications
did not satisfy the project requirements. Therefore the research argued that MAG45 should
implement a certain lT-architecture especially for projects.

Problem Definition and Research Assignment
The analysis of the problem situation resulted in the problem dew that is visualized in the
figure below. The defined main problem is boxed in the Íigure. lts resulting symptom can be
found on the right hand side. lts causes can be found on the left hand side.

The main problem is that there is too much manual work at the Purchasing department for
projects. This results in a shortage of capacity when trying to source articles well. This
means that aÍicles are sourced, but not certainly with the optimal commercial conditions.
For projects this has the additional implication that the throughput time is longer than
desired. MAG45 prefers a minimization of the throughput time. As a result of the analysis,
the following problem definition and research assignment have been formulated:

Problem Definition:
There is too much manual work required at the Purchasing department for project
demand, resulting in a shortage of capacity when trying to source well and to achieve
the desired throughput time of projects.

Research Assiqnment:
Firstly, carry out an in-depth analysis to design lT-applications that reduce the required
work for projects at the Purchasing department. In addition, identify opportunities when
the tT-applications will be implemented. Secondly, design the plan to change the current
into the desired situation, and make recommendations concerning the full
implementation. Finally, evaluate the designed applications by determining their
success.
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ln order to fulfill this research assignment four research questions have been formulated
1. What lT-applications are desired to solve the defined problem?
2. What are the design specifications of these applications?
3. How should the designed lT-applications be realized and implemented?
4. To which extent are the designed lT-applications a success?

4.1. Are the applications technically feasible?
4.2. What is the performance of the applications?
4.3. What are the expected costs for building and maintaining the applications?

Definition of the Desired lT-applications
The first research question has been answered by identifying the required applications. Two
functional applications have been defined. An automatic match application is desired to
lower the workload of the Purchasing department. All project demand articles that a project
manager matches automatically do not need to be searched by the purchasers. ln addition a
manual search application is required to let the Purchasing department search the articles
that have not been matched in a more efficient way. Both applications use an assortment
that contains all articles that can potentially be delivered by MAG4S's suppliers. This
assortment can be either inside or outside BAAN. As a result, two alternative directions for
desired lT-applications can be distinguished:
I Altemative 1: lnsert every article into BAAN, and develop search and automatic

match functionality
I Alternative 2: lnsert every article into a database outside BAAN, and develop search

and automatic match functionality

Alternative t has some drawbacks. First, inserting every article into BAAN may disrupt the
operational process. To avoid this risk a validity check has to be performed always. Second,
article enrichment is required for every article. Third, performance indicator (Pl)
measurements might be disrupted. On the other hand, in Alternative 1 the articles are
already in BAAN, while in Alternative 2 the demanded articles still have to be inserted into
BAAN. Note that actually inserting the articles might be automated. lt seems that Alternative
2 also has the drawback that assortment database articles have to be matched with BAAN
to enable the information exchange. However, in Alternative 1 the articles have to be
matched with BAAN as well, and thus this is not a drawback.
Whereas in Alternative 2 only for the demanded articles the validity of has checked and
enrichment has to take place, in Alternative I for every article both have to be done.
Therefore Alternative 2 has been selected.

Design Specifications
The second research question was answered first partly by determining the design
specifications of the assortment database (ADB) and the match and search applications.
This was done by studying literature, analyzing MAG4S's information context, analyzing the
supplier files (product catalogs), and interviewing the involved users and maintenance
employees.

ADB Specifications:r The ADB must represent product details from a large subset of MAG45's supplier files,
meaning it has to support identifying, product group, and descriptive information.

- The ADB must be flexible, meaning that it supports complex products and services,
extended price models, and different scenarios, and considers the product life cycle.r The maintenance tasks and upload methods of the database have to be easy to control.r The data has to be secured, which can be achieved with restricted information access
(Alter, 1999)

iv
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r Uploading and maintenaning should preferably be done with platforms well known by the
employees of the Data Management department, e.g. MS Access and MS Excel.r The concept must have the ability to deal with MAG45's information context, which

_ implies MAG45's information usage, and the mandatory and optional entries of BAAN.: The ADB must contain all input aÀd output attributes sàecificaity required by the users of
search and match The table below lists all attributes.

Specifications of both the match and the search application:r The input and output as listed in table above has to be possible.r lt has to be possible to search and match by the articles in BAAN, the ADB, and Codis.
Codis is a database containing articles that have been purchased by Philips in the past.r The applications have to be easy to improve the acceptance (Ginsberg et al., 1999).r The users need to be able to trace back the answers to the sources (Jeusfeld ,2004).r lnformation exchange with BAAN is in SQL.

M atch Appl icati o n Specifi cati on s:: The identifying attributes by which is matched and its validity have to be displayed.r lf multiple matches are possible, the matches have to be prioritized. Articles in BAAN
have priority over articles outside BAAN. lf only article outside BAAN are found, then the
supplier with the lowest price has priority.

Se a rc h Ap pl i c ation Specifi cati on s:: The search function has to be flexible. lt has to be possible to search for separate exact
searches, partial attribute searches, and combined attribute searches.

' All potentially matching articles have to be displayed.
' The previous commercial article information has to be displayed as well.

Defin ed SysÍem Arch itectu re
To learn more about the specifications, prototypes of the ADB and the two functional
applications have been built. The supplier files loaded into the prototype of the ADB have
been selected carefully. All found basic characteristics and exceptional specialties have
been covered in the prototype by at least one file.

The first figure on the next page shows the resulting refined system architecture. On the left
hand side of the system architecture the supplier files are visualized. These form the basis
of the ADB. For the process of loading the supplier files into the ADB the data warehousing
Ell-process (extraction - transformation - loading; Kimball, 1998) was used as a guideline.
As a result, an intermediate Pre-ADB exists. From here it is easier to load articles into the
ADB.
To determine the schema of the Pre-ADB, first the schema of the ADB had to be defined. To
lower the complexity of designing the applications considerably the databases are joined frst
(Connolly & Begg, 1998). HeretheADB, BAAN, and Codis are joined in the Union of Article
Data (UAD).

Output
ldèntiÍying information
(Matchinq+Searchinol

Fixed propeÉies
(Searching only)

Variable propeÉies

. Supplier article code +
supplier name

. Manufacturer type
number (+manufacturer
name)

. EAN-code. 12NC (=MAG45'S
identifvino article code)

Description
NoÍm
UNSPSc-code

. Gross price, discount, and net price + purchasing unit and price unit. MOQ and Maximum order quantity.ow

. OLT

. Quantity discount groups

. Length dependent charges

. Customer dependent prices

. Pay and supply conditions (primarily Íor the searchinq)
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The database schema below shows a simplified version of the proposed ADB schema. Only
the key-attributes are visualized. The schema has a double cascading structure. This
implies that it can be cascades from two sides that come together: the supplier side and the
article side. As a result, for every article supplier dependent and supplier independent
attributes can be listed. ln addition it is possible to list historical commercial article
information. Furthermore it possible to list articles with multiple quantity discount prices.
The supplier independent article trunk has the 12NC as a unique identifier because articles
that are inserted into BAAN
need a 12NC anyway. The
12NC is assigned to the
articles in the Pre-ADB,
which consists of the same
tables, but without defined
relations. lf an article is
listed in BAAN, it gets
assigned the 12NC of
BAAN.

Results of the Prototypes for the Design
The prototypes refined the design on several aspects. lmportant is that MAG45 has to start
with its 130 largest suppliers. lt is expected that this will sort in an acceptable performance
without much effort. Furthermore, the prototypes learned that both polluted supplier files,
and the polluted BAAN assortment negatively affect the concept. As a result respectively
data is lost, and articles might be inserted double into BAAN when they have been
mismatched with BAAN first. To prevent both from happening, several cleaning actions have
to be carried out. Because in general the concept does function and only marginal data is
lost, the cleaning actions are optional.
The prototypes of the two functional applications have learned that the required functionality
cannot be added easily. Matching is not always possible due to differences between the
received input and the listed ADB data. Specifically differences in spelling, the omission of
spaces, and punctuation marks cause the inability to match similar articles. For searching,
the required high flexibili§ negatively affects the required high responsiveness.
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How to Íealize and implement the defined lT-applications
The third research question has been answered by Íirstly defining the process in which the
applications need to be used. Besides, the tasks and responsibilities to support this process
have been defined. Furthermore the differences between the current and the desired
situation, and what is still required to get to the desired situation have been defined.

The Success of the Applications
The fourth research question and its sub-questions have been answered in an evaluation.
The prototypes, which are very well usable, have been used to answer this question. To
cover more aspects an additional SWOT-analysis (Ansoff, 1965) of this research project has
been carried out. The results of the evaluation are discussed in the conclusions below.

Conclusionsr To lower the shortage of capacity at MAG4S's Purchasing department, two functional
applications that both use an assortment database outside BAAN are required. The
database contains the articles listed in supplier files (product catalogs). The designed
schema of this database has the capability to contain every type of article, even
materials. The schema has been validated and where necessary improved by uploading
a selection of supplier files that covered all type of files.
The Íirst functional application concerns an automatic match function to match project
demand articles without the effort of the Purchasing department. The second functional
application concerns a flexible search function that purchasers use to find not
automatically matched articles. For both applications the specifications have been
defined first. Thereafter they have been validated and refined with two prototypes.
As a result, it can be concluded that all design specifications of all defined lT-
applications have been defined.r ln order to define how the lT-applications have to be realized and implemented, Íirstly
the business process in which the applications are going to be used has been deÍined.
To support this process, secondly several tasks and their responsible functions have
been defined. As a result of both, it can be concluded that the applications can be
implemented easily.
By defining the differences between the current and the desired situation, everything that
is still required and thus has to be realized has been defined. Since the prototypes of the
ADB and the two functional applications contain in generalthe required functionality, we
propose to improve the prototypes instead of throwing them away. lt can be concluded
that when doing this, the tasks that MAG45 still has to carry out to realize the lT-
applications are not very hard.r The success of the defined lT-applications has been defined with the prototypes as well.
As a result, the following can be concluded:
: The applications are technically feasible -

The database has the ability to be used for match and search functionality, it can
be integrated into MAG4S's information context, and real-life supplier files can
actually be inserted into it. The shortcomings of the prototypes of the two functional
applications can technically be solved.

: The pefformance of the functional applications indicates success -
The precision of the prototypes of the functional applications is perfect. The
performance is only negatively affected by incorrect input of both the suppliers, and
the users. Still it is expected that the performance, on an average project
approximately 7.5 working weeks, of the applications justifies their existence.

t The expected costs compared to the expected peiormance indicate success -
It can be expected that 130 files will cost approximately five working weeks initially,
and afterwards approximately three working days per.
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- Consensus for the designed applications was created at MAG45 by the performance
prototypes themselves, the validation with all different types of supplier files, the
involvement of the future users in the experiments, the documentation of all building
steps, and by two created starting files that support the initial uploading and
maintenance process of suppliers files.

Recommendationsr Request suppliers to cooperate by supplying the list in the predefined attribute structure
or similar to the previous file, or by identifying the differences to his previous file.r Research the costs and benefits required for publication of the additional articles. When
all articles are published, then decide whether to use taxonomy or not.t Formulate a pro-active BAAN data-cleaning policy. Two pro-active policy options can be
distinguished:
r Agree with the obtained supplier article information and clean BAAN.
r Agree with the article information listed in BAAN, and get back to the supplier.r ldentify the pricing mechanisms applied by the suppliers to forecast future prices of

articles demanded by project customers.r Obtain knowledge concerníng the functionality of the matching application with the used
input and output. With this knowledge it is possible to determine what the validity and the
correctness of the output is. lf necessary adjustments have to be made. With the
knowledge it is possible to determine the usefulness of partial matching.r lf the designed concept functions very well, use it to support the 'go-no go decision' in
the initiative phase, and to support capacity planning.r lt is recommended to never quit carrying out maintenance uploads, i.e. although if
quitted articles still are matched, the benefit to not contact the supplier gets lost.r lf MAG45 wants to prevent that articles will be inserted double into BAAN, then BAAN
has to be cleaned and maintained.r lf MAG45 does not want to loose any data, every supplier file has to be cleaned before
loading. The Data Management department should carry out the cleaning actions.r When the concept is a success, research can be carried to determine whether it is
usefull to add more suppliers. lf the used platform does not have enough capacity for
these suppliers, other optional platforms have to be researched.
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Preface

Met de afronding van dit rapport komt mijn 'einde van het begin' nabij. Het afstudeerproject
waar ik ruim negen maanden intensief aan heb gewerkt is het laatste onderdeel van íiin
studie Technische Bedrijfskunde aan de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. tk heb het
project in opdracht van en bij MAG45 industrial supply solutions BV te Eindhoven
uitgevoerd. Reflecterend is het een zeer lange, doch leerzame periode geweest. Hoewel ik
lievel geen vervolgondezoek had willen uitvoeren, heeft het achteiaf wel de nodige
arbeidssatisfactie opgeleverd. lk ben namelijk in mijn ontwerpfase meer de diepte in gegaan
dan gewoonlijk is bij afstudeerprojecten.

Graag wil ik middels dit schrijven een aantal mensen bedanken voor hun inhoudelijke hulp
tijdens dit project. Ten eerste wil ik eerste afstudeerbegeleider Manfred Jeusfeld van de
Universiteit van Tilburg danken voor het ondersteunen en opbouwend bekritiseren van al
hetgeen wat ik heb gedaan. Hierbij dient te worden aangemerkt dat de rol als TU-begeleider
door niet-TU docent goed is opgepakt. Daarnaast wil ik ook Monique Jansen-Vullers
bedanken voor haar input middels de rolvan tweede TU-begeleider.

Als gezegd is het afstudeerproject een vervolgonderzoek geweest. Speciale dank gaat
daarom uit naar Marc van de Ven. Naast het feit dat hij uitvoerder is geweest van
voorafgaande afstudeeronderzoek, is hij als medewerker van MAG45 door ométandigheden
ook mijn Bedrijfsbegeleider geworden. lk heb de wekelijkse maandagochtendsessÉs met
opbouwende kritiek als zeer leezaam en plezierig ervaren. Daarnaast gaat dank uit naar
Joris Kaak, directeur van MAG45, die ondanks zijn drukbezette agenda toch de nodige input
heeft gegeven.
Bij het bouwen van de prototypes heb ik ontzettend veel hulp gehad van de MAG45
medewerkers Stefan Nuys en Peter Jaspers. Dank daarvoor. Daarnaast ook dank voor alle
collegialiteit en "Koffie?"-momenten.

Tot slot ziin er een aantal mensen die ik in het algemeen wil bedanken voor hun 'zijn'. Om te
beginnen mtjn ouders, en mijn broer en zijn vriendin. Daarnaast mijn vrienden,
studiegenoten en huisgenoten. Als allerlaatste mijn vriendin Joanne, naast haar'zijn' ook
voor haar omgang met een tijdens het afstudeerproject soms erg humeurige
ondergetekende.

Harm Sengers

Eindhoven, í3 januari 2OO7
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1. lntroduction and Research Assignment

1,1 . General lntroduction
"To be competitive, any enterprise must be able to match supply and demand better and
faster than its competition. One of the core functions of the lT-system is matching the timing
and quantity of available supply and required demand" (Ptak, 2004). Equivalenfly, at MAG45
industrial supply solutions BV (MAG45) information technology (lT) is used to support this
matching process. However, the full options of lT have not been exploited yet. As a result,
room for improvement still exists.
MAG45 is as a technical wholesaler a trade company. These companies are characterized
by the absence of a production process, meaning that there is no transformation in the
technical sense (Van Weele, 2002). As a result, they fulfill the trade function, i.e. bridging
time, place, quantity, assortment, and knowledge.
The matching process got for MAG45 to a whole other level when it differentiated its
strategy 2.5 years ago. ln the new strategy it focuses on taking over the whole supply base
of certain customers. For these customers this involves a reduction of the supply base and
integral cost savings. MAG45 receives a list from the customer containing thousands of
different articles. The customer will demand all articles in the future at MAG45. Before all
articles on the lists can be demanded, they have to be matched. Because many of the
articles are not part of MAG4S's assortment, matching requires much work. Therefore the
lists are approached as projects, and MAG45 refers to them as project demand.

ln order to support the matching process the management believed the options of lT had to
be exploited further. Therefore a diagnostic research project (Van de Ven, 2006) was carried
out. That project perceived several problems. The validity of the problems is discussed in
Appendix 1. lmportant to mention is the perceived problem that the information provision
and lT-applications resulted in many manual actions. The research perceived that the cause
of this problem was that the quotation process with its control- and lT-applications did not
satisfiT the project requirements. Therefore the research argued that MAG45 should
implement a certain lT-architecture especially for projects.

Ïhe aim of this research is to determine which specific lT-applications are desired. More
specifically, the research aims to design a system architecture with lT-applications that are
not only designed functionally, but also technically.

ln order to formulate the specific research assignment in line with this aim, Section 1.2
describes the company, which is the context oÍ the research. Next Section í.3 defines the
actual problem and gives the research assignment. From this research assignment specific
research questions are extracted. The research questions are answered in the following
chapters. Therefore Section 1.4 gives the approach to answer the questions.

1.2. Company Description
ln order to understand the context of the research assignment, this section describes the
company. Subsection 1.2.1 describes the company in general and Subsection 1.2.2 the
function that MAG45 Íulfills in its market. Thereafter Subsection 1.2.3 describes the
assortment of MAG45, and finally Subsection 1.2.4 MAG4S's primary process.

1.2.1. Company in General
The project has been carried out at MAG45 in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. MAG45 is a
global wholesaler for machine, equipment, and instrument developers, builders and users in

1
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the advanced electronics industry [MAG45, 2006]. Both MAG4S's main office and its
7,000m2 warehouse are located ín Èindnoven. ln addition MAG45 has offices in China,
Poland, and the Czech Republic.
The customer portfolio contains over 1,650 customers, from which 609 active. They
generate annual sales of approximately €17M. This is mainly generated by trade with key-
and major accounts with which MAG45 has a longterm relationship, e.g. Philips Lighting,
Philips Medical Systems, VDL ETG, Assembléon, ASML, and FEl. ln total MAG45 annually
obtains around 110,000 order lines. ln order to fulfill the demand, MAG45 has a supplier
portfolio that contains over 1,900 suppliers, from which 661 active.

History
The company has been funded in í948 as a part of, what were at that moment the Philips
machine factories, under the name 'Magazijn 4500'. Within Philips the organization
functioned as a central warehouse of materials. ln 1974 the organization was expanded with
a component warehouse. ln 1985 the name was changed into'MAG4500'. ln the nineties
Philips determined with its restructuring program Centurion that several organizational parts
should gain independence, and thus step into the market. As a result, MAG4500 became a
player that had to compete in the market, though still under the flag of Philips. Parallel to this
process the name MAG45 was introduced. ln October 2004 a buy out took place, resulting
in the fact that MAG45 has sole responsibility in the market. Furthermore the warehouses for
materials and components have been combined at one location.

1.2.2. Function in the Market
Figure 1.1 shows MAG45's position in the
supply chain. MAG45's wide and industry-
specific product assortment makes it a
suitable one-stop shop for its customers.
Instead of having multiple suppliers, a
customer can purchase every required
article at one specific supplier. MAG4S's
prime objectives are to help its customers to
further consolidate their supplier base and
to optimize their supply chain. This enables
the customer to achieve substantial integral
managing their supply base [MAG45, 2006].

Figure 1 .1: Position of MAG45 in the

cost savings and an improved performance in

As a wholesaler of standard commodities for a very wide target group, MAG45 used to apply
a cost leadership strategy. The strategy
purely aimed at regular customer demand
(market pull), i.e. continuous demand for a
bound amount known and unknown articles.
Since the buy-out in 2004, MAG45 has
differentiated itself from its competitors by
focusing on larger customers. Table 1.1
shows that approximately 20% oÍ MAG4S's
customers are medium or larger customers.
ln the specific differentiated strategy
MAG45 aims to fulfill the demand in
projects. The two characteristics of
MAG4S's projects are high risk and high
complexity. Table 1.2 shows the details of
both characteristics.

MAG45

-+
----)
----->

+
----)
--->

Customer Group Salès/vr Ík€I # oÍ customers
Kev accounts > 1.000 2
Maior accounts 250 < 1.000 16
Laroe accounts 100 < 250 12
Medium accounts 25 < 100 77
Small accounts <25 502

High
risk

Hioh orofit imoact for MAG45
Strategically important for MAG45
Vague assignment, i.e. when accepted, it is not
exactly known from which articles what quantities
have to be delivered at which moments in time

High
com-
plexity

Large numbeÍ of articles with many unknown
articles
Combination oÍ complex surrounding and time
pressure

Table 1.2: MAG45 Proiect Characteristic Details
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MAG45 distinguishes two types of projects: machine-building projects and tail projects. ln
the first MAG45 supplies an article package (100 to 500 articles) in the form of kits or
BOM's. ln the latter MAG45 takes over the supply and control of a total article package.
Figure 1.2 shows that the latter include tail articles that have low impact on the profit of the

customer. Now customers' purchasing efforts can
be fully on articles that have a high impact on their
profit. As a result, the operational efficiency is
being improved because the total processing
costs are reduced considerably. Furthermore the
supplier base is consolidated while the number of
suppliers is reduced. This implies a reduction in
the logistical complexi§. Besides, MAG45 reduces
supply risk by securing customers' bottleneck
products.

With the project customers long term contracts have been signed. Additional value-added
logistics services are being provided by MAG45 to the project customers. As a result,
inventory levels, supply chains, and procurement operations are optimized.

Figure 1.2: Proposition of MAG45

1,2.3. Assortment
Other characteristics of a trade companies
are that their assortment is very broad,
articles are bought against supplier
specifications, and they are able to break
bulk (Van Weele, 2002). Table 3.í shows
three resulting methods to divide MAG4S's
assortment of 140,000 articles.

Table 1.3: of the Assoftment

As a result of the wide assortment, the assortment can be divided into four categories.
These have been derived from the physical appearance of the articles. Figure 1.3 shows the
relative sales per physical category. The first category, make parts, are customer specific
articles made by MAG4S's East-European subcontracting partners. The second category,
components, can be divided in three sub-categories: electrical components, e.g. batteries,
mechanical components, e.g. screws, and tools, e,g. screwdrivers. The market of electrical

í: Physical AÉicle Z: Business
Case

3:Stock

Make parts
BTO Non-

stock
Components
(electrical, mechanical,
and tools)

DTO

DFS StockMaterials
Assembled or after
manufactured com oonènts MAO

(Non)-
Stock

components is very dynamic with very short product
lifecycles. ln contrast, the markets for mechanical
components and tools are very stable. The third category,
materials, contains for example stainless steel, aluminum,
and plastics. The products oÍ this market are very stable
while the prices are very dynamic. The last category consists
of assembled and after manufactured components. These

E Mechanical comp.

I Electrical comp.

uTools

tr Matèrials

r Make Parts

@ Commoditie§

Figure 1.3: Realive sa/es per are articles that ate either washed or calibrated, or
PlsicalAfticte Catesory ' assembledinto a specific kit.

As a result of buying against supplier specifications, which are not for every article always
similar, the assortment can be divided into several business cases (BC's). A BC can be
defined as a logistic format assigned to the articles for the internal process. Figure 1.4
shows the relative sales per BC category.
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Figure 1.4: Relative

Trader OEM
Standard ++ +
Soecial +

4: Article Options

Sa/esperBC Category after manufactured components.

As a result of bulk breaking and high demand, MAG45 has 19.000 different articles on stock.
Ïable í.3 shows that BTO and DTO articles are always non-stock, whereas DFS should
always be on stock.

1.2.4. Primary Process
The primary process of MAG45 consists of two main processes: the quotation process, and
the order process. The quotation process starts with the demand'for a quotation. lt is
finished when the quotation is either accepted or cancelled. The goal of this process is to
obtain an order based on a given quotation. The order process starts with an actual order. lt
is finished when the order is billed and the articles are supplied. MAG45's regular demand
and project demand require two different methods to go through the primary prócess.

For regular demand the quotation process starts with screening the completeness of the
demand. lf the obtained information is suitable, the demanó is accepted. Then per
demanded quotation llp a B_C_ is assigned. lf the article is not listed in anÀru yet, it first is
inserted into BAAN with the BC BTN. When the article is in BAAN, the quotation is inserted
into BAAN. Next a sales quotation is produced. However, if the purchase conditions of the
article are unknown, these first have to be obtained at the suppliei. lf the customer responds
positively to the sales quotation, an order based on this quotation is inserted into the order
process.
For regular demand the order process starts with screening the order. lf the order did go
through the quotation process first, then the correctness óf the order is checked. lf the
customer skips the quotation process and orders directly, a check is carried to identify the
BTO-articles of the order. lf any BTO-articles are identified, these are being redirected tó the
quotation process first. lf the order can be processed, the articles are elther taken out of
stock or purchased. lf necessary they are manufactured.

Figure 1.5 shows the project phases that can be
distinguished by MAG45. ln the initiative phase the
urge to approach the demand as project demand is
determined. lf this is positive, then the financial
potential is determined. lf this is positive as well, the
suppliers of the articles are divided into Traders and
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM's). ln addition
the types of products are divided into standard products and specials. Table 1.4 shows the

resulting four cells in which an article can be placed. ln the table
the "++" refers to the highly preferred articles, the,,+,,to the other
preferred articles, and the "-" to the not preferred articles. The
table is used to decide whether to start with the project or not.

BTo (Buy To order) refers to articres from which one or more
oDro buying conditions are not known or uncertain. They can therefore
rBro not be guaranteed to customers. BTN (Buy To order New) refers to
trDFS BTo articles that are not listed in the ERp-systemí, called BAAN.
tr'|vAo DTo (Deliver To order) refers to articles from which all the buying

conditions are known and guaranteed towards customers. MAó
(Manufactured At order) refers to articles that the assembled or

lniti-
ative

Feasi.
bility

Reali-

Quotation Order

Figure 1.5: Project Phases

1 Enterprise,resource planning systems are: configurable information systems packages that integrate information and
information-based processes within and across functional areas in an órganizàtion 1Èumar et at.. zoOoy.
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lf a project is started, the feasibility phase starts. Table 1.4 is now used to divide the project
list into batches. The first batch contains the articles that can be taken over relatively easy;
the other batches contain the harder articles. Taking over articles implies that every article is
sourced. An article is fully sourced if the supplier of the article, the article itself, and the
commercial article information are known by MAG45. Commercial information is for example
the price and the minimum order quantity (MOO). With the commercial article information a
quotation is given to the project customer. Then the customer decides whether to convert
the article or not. lf the decision is positive, the preparation phase starts. ln this phase the
BC of the article is determined, iÍ necessary missing information is replenished, and the
article is inserted into BAAN.

The organizational structure that is applied to carry out the primary processes and
supporting processes can be found in Appendix 2. Specifically important in this research is
that the three functional departments are involved: Purchasing, Project Management as part
of Sales & Marketing, and Data Management as part of Operations.

1.3. Problem Definition and Research Assignment
The purpose of this section is to define the problem and to formulate a research assignment.
Therefore Subsection 1.3.1 describes an analysis of the problem situation. Thereafter in
Subsection 1.3.2 argues what the problem is. ln Subsection 1.3.3 a research assignment is
formulated to solve this problem. ln addition research questions are determined. Finally in
Subsection 1.3.4 the approach for the rest of the research is given.

1.3.1. Analysis of the Problem Situation
Figure 1.6 shows the problem setting with a twofold base. This base consists of MAG45
being a trade company with a differentiated strategy. With this strategy it both supplies
regular demand, and special demand. With this differentiation from other manufacturer
equipment wholesalers it puts itself in a
separate spectrum, in which it has to supply a
wide range of products. ln order to be able to
supply a wide product portfolio, a broad
network of suppliers has to be used.
Eventually the external demand should be
matched with the supply. This process should
be supported by lT (Dewett & Jones, 2001).
Thus, lT is applied on both parts of the
primary business process of MAG45.

Wide
product
portfolio;

Broad
supplier
network

&
Project

demand

Figure 1.6: Problem Setting

The analysis was done by interviewing employees and by participative observation of the lT
related business processes. All found problems have been assessed together with experts
in the company on several criteria. The criteria are relevance, feasibility, research-ability,
expertise, and place in the organization (Van Aken et al., 2003).
Figure 1.7 shows the results of the analysis. ln this figure a distinction between symptoms
and causes is made (lshikawa, 1990). The defined main problem is boxed in thefigure. lts
resulting symptom can be found on the right hand side. lts causes can be found on the left
hand side. The further a cause is placed to the left, the deeper it is. The references "SP"
refer to the three distinguished sub-problems.
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Figure 1.7: Problem Clew Project

The main problem is that there is too much manual work at the Purchasing department for
projects. On average it requires ten minutes to source one project article and to give the
commercial article information to the project manager. The consequence of the combination
of the workload of matching and the shortage of capacity is that the average conversion time
of a project is approximately one year. The negotiation time does not play a major role in the
process.
Too much manual work at the Purchasing department results in a shortage of capacity when
trying to source articles well. This means that articles are sourced, but not certainly with the
optimal commercial conditions. For projects this has the additional implication that the
throughput time is longer than desired. MAG45 prefers to minimize the throughput time for
several reasons. First, the earlier an article is converted, the earlier MAG45 starts
generating money. Second, the earlier the customer is able to use MAG45, the earlier the
customer starts generating savings on its current expenses. Third, machine-building projects
can have deadlines, meaning that they have limited throughput time Írom the start.

Sub-Problem 1

Obviously a more efficient searching process implies less work for the Purchasing
department.
When going to the left hand side, the first cause of the problem is that MAG45 is a trade
company. As long as it is a tail or machine-building project, and it comes from a large
customer, MAG45 is willing to deliver any article demanded. A direct result is that it has over
í,900 suppliers. Almost any supplier lists its assortment somewhere in a physical and/or
digital product catalog. Obviously a digital catalog, from now called a supplier file, always
exists. However, it is not always supplied to customers. lf it is not supplied, several optional
reasons exist. Either the supplier does not supply any catalog but instead always needs to
be contacted, or the supplier only supplies a physical catalog, or the supplier lists its catalog
only on its website. lf the supplier file is obtained from the supplier, its structure differs from
supplier to supplier.
As a result of all this diversity, every purchaser of MAG45 has developed his own
personalized searching method. Hence, in general manual searching is error prone (Wolin,
2002). Some purchasers for example keep lists with imported articles that are demanded
frequently; others tend to call a supplier as soon as they cannot find an article. ln general
they have to browse through a supplier file. lf they cannot find an article in a file, they might
browse through another supplier file. This is very inefficient.

Sub-Problem 2
The matching process of project demand results in too few matches. The more articles are
matched automatically, the fewer articles have to be searched manually at the Purchasing
department.
Due to the differentiated strategy, MAG45 is confronted with many articles that it has never
purchased before. Furthermore the current lT-structure and applications are designed to
support the regular wholesale function, not to support projects. The combination of these
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two deepest causes results in an operating assortmeht that covers only a fraction of project
demand. ln the current lT-structure, articles are only 'known' by MAG45 if they are inserted
into BAAN. Subsection 1.2.4 described that only demanded articles are inserted into BAAN.
Therefore articles that have never been demanded are not listed in BAAN.
It is possible to- automatically match the project demand with this operating assortment in
BAAN by 12NC2. However, this option can be neglected because most projeót customers do
not have any 12NC's at all. Even if they do, it is only a minor percentage of the total
demand.

Sub-Problem 3
Only the articles of MAG45's current operating assortment are exposed to customers.
MAG4S's management believes that this implies a missed sales opportunity. lt might be
possible that some customers cannot find an article because it is not part of the operating
assortment. lf the article that the customer is searching is in the assortment of one of
MAG4S's suppliers, then MAG45 actually is able to sell the article. lt might be possible that
the customer that cannot find the article does not contact MAG45, but goes directly to a
competitor.

1.3.2. Problem Definition
The analysis oÍ the problem situation has resulted in the following problem definition:

There is too much manual work required at the Purchasing department for project
demand, resulting in a shortage of capacity when trying to source well and to achieve
the desired throughput time of projects.

1.3.3. Research Assignment and Research Questions
The analysis of the problem situation shows that article information issues cause the defined
problem. Although lT does not certainly fully solve the problem, it does help. Therefore the
focus is on lT. As a result, the following research assignment has been formulated:

Firstly, carry out an in-depth analysis to design lT-applications that reduce the required
work for projects at the Purchasing department. ln addition, identtfy opportunities when
the lT-applications will be implemented. Secondly, design the plan to change the current
into the desired situation, and make recommendations concerning the full
implementation. Finally, evaluate the designed applications by determining their
success.

The scope is as follows:r MAG45's strategy concerning commercial relationship policies, i.e. suppliers and
customers, is not part of the scope.r The order process, inventory control, and financial services are maintained in the ERP-
system BAAN.r From the several product categories of MAG45, the materials category is not taken into
account, i.e. this category is very different from the other categories.r The benefits of the designed applications are qualified, not quàntified.

Working out the Research Assignment has resulted in four research questions. By
answering these four questions the research assignment is fulfilled. Answering the first two
questions fulfills the first part of the research assignment. By answering the third and the
fourth research question, respectively the third part and the fourth part of the research

' 12NC is a coding method developed by Philips Electronics B.V. to identiíy articles with '12-digits. Details can be found in § 5.3.
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assignment are fulfilled. The first three sub-question§ of the fourth research question have
been specifically identified during an intermediate meeting.

1. What lT-applications are desired to solve the deíined problem?
2. What are the design specifications of these applicatíons?
3. How should the designed lT-applications be realized and implemented?
4. To which extent are the designed lT-applications a success?

4.1. Are the applications technically feasible?
4.2. What is the performance of the applications?
4.3. What are the expected costs for building and maintaining the applications?

1.4. Approach
This section describes the approach applied to
answer the research questions. ln order to determine
the general approach this project has to be classified.
It can be classified as an organizational improvement
project, which follows the Regulative cycle (Van
Strien, 1975) Figure 1.8 shows this cycle. ln this
cycle first the problem clew is made, after which a
problem is defined. Next an additional analysis is
carried out to come to a diagnosis, which results in
the definition of alternative directions for the solution Figure 1.8: The Regutative cycte, takenfrom
of the problem. One solution is selected and an van strien (19751

alteration of this direction is carried out. This results
in the object design (the design of the final situation), the realization design (changing plan),
and the process design (approach to obtain the two designs) (Van Aken et al., 2003).

Specific Approach
Figure 1.9 shows the structure of the remaining of this report, which is a derivation from the
specific approach applied in this project. Right oÍ all blocks is indicated which research
question is answerred in the specific block(s).

Problem
Clsw

Evaluation Problem

or
Realization diagnosis

Désign

Chapter 2 functionally designs the desired
lT-applications, which answers the first
research question. This is done by
identifying several alternative directions
for desired lT-applications, One of these
alternatives is selected.

Diagnosis RQí

Design

RQ2

RQ3

Evaluation RQ4

Figure 1.9: Structure of the Remaining Report

Chapter 3 identifies the required
specifications of the designed
applications. This only partly answers the
second research question for several
reasons.
First, it can be expected that the user
requirements will not be defined perfectly.
An exploratory prototype helps to elicitate
the user requirements (Hagge, 2003).
Second, the system architecture has to be defined as a part of the design. Probably this
defined architecture needs to be improved on some points. An evolutionary prototype
supports this improvement process (Hagge, 2003). Third, probably undetected gaps in data
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exist. An experimental prototype can be used to mitigate the adverse effects of these
problems (Saradhi & Simoneau, 2001)
These three reasons are also the justification of building prototypes of the deÍined lT-
applications. With these prototypes design specifications can be refined. As a result of using
the prototypes, Chapter 4 refines the system architecture and its applications. Therefore it
first proposes a system architecture with a schema for the ADB.

Chapter 5 defines what is required to realize and implement the defined lT-applications,
which answers the third research question. ln order to do so, the process in which the
applications need to be used is defined. Besides, the tasks and responsibilities to support
this process are defined. Furthermore, the differences between the current and the desired
situation, and what has to be done to get to this desired situation are defined.

Chapter 6 determines the success of the designed applications by evaluating the
prototypes. This answers the fourth research question. More specifically, the technical
feasibility is evaluated. Also the performance of the applications, and the costs for full
implementation are determined. This is done with the knowledge obtained when building
and testing the prototypes. As a result, the three sub-questions are answered. Because we
expect that the extent of the success involves more than what is covered by the three sub-
questions, an additionala SWOT-analysis (Ansoff, 1965)of the project is carried out.
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2. In-Depth Analysis to Define the Desired lr-applications
The purpose of this chapter is to define the desired lT-applications, which answers the first
research question. Therefore Section 2.1 identifies the alternative directions for the desired
lT-applications. More specifically, it defines what is desired to reduce manual work, and
what concepts provided in the preceding research can be useful. As a result, several
alternative directions for a solution are generated. Section 2.2 discusses the opportunities
that exist with these alternatives. Finally, Section 2.3 selects one of the alternatives, and
defines what will be is done with the opportunities.

2.1. ldentification of Alternative Directions

2.1.1. What is Desired to Reduce Manual Work
When looking at Figure 1.7, two sub-problems cause the problem that Purchasing has too
much manual work. Therefore two methods to lower the manual work can be distinguished.

ln the first method purchasers work more efficient. This means that they achieve the same
effect with less effort. Thus, the manual work requires less time.
The efficiency of the manual searching process can be improved with an lT-application that
is able to search in every supplier file, This saves the time required to swap from one file to
another. Per type of search action the time required should be minimized. As a result,
purchasers do not need their own personalized searching methods anymore

ln the second method the amount of project input is lowered, lnput refers in this situation to
the number of project articles that Purchasing has to source. The lower the number of
articles that have to be sourced, the less manual work required. ln order to achieve this,
project managers should match more articles automatically. At the moment project
managers only match the project demand by 12NC to the operating assortment. This results
in few matches. A more effective matching method would result in more matches. Thus, a
more effective matching process of project managers will lower the manual work at the
Purchasing department as well.
The effectiveness of the automatic matching process can be improved on two aspects. The
first aspect does concern the ability to match by other identifying attributes as well. lf in
addition to match attempts by 12NC, attempts are carried out by other attributes, the chance
that an article is matched rises. The second aspect does concern the expansion of the
operating assortment with which is matched. Since many demanded articles have never
been demanded before, they are not part of the operating assortment. lf these articles are
also part of the assortment by which is matched, they will be matched.

2.1.2. Useful Concepts of Preceding Research
The preceding research perceived that one of MAG4S's problems is that the information
provision and lT-applications result in many manual actions. Because this corresponds with
the analysis of this research (see § 1.3.1), it is considered valid. ThereÍore the designed
concepts for the problem have been analyzed.

The designed solution takes away the direct cause of the problems: the quotation process
with its control- and lT-applications did not satisfy the project requirements. The designed
solution consists of a redesigned separate quotation process for project demand, with
requirements for directing and adjusting this process, and an lT-architecture with a
distinction between databases and functional applications.

11
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ln this architecture the project demand is matched with an assortment database. This
database mainly consists of articles with their article information that have their origin in
supplier files. As a result, it contains more articles than the assortment of RAAN. The
schema of the database can be found in Appendix 3. Since the supplier files differ from the
schema, they have to be normalized first. ln addition the database contains Third Party
Solutions. These are companies that have assembled already certain supplier files. Against
a certain fee MAG45 could use this service.

Since the idea of an assortment database outside the ERP system might be useful, it will be
used when determining alternative design solutions in the next section. In addition the idea
of the Third Parties might be useful as well.

2.1.3. The Alternative Directions for a Solution
As a result of the analyses of what is desired to solve the problem and of the useful
information of the preceding research, in this section alternative directions are formulated.

ln order to improve the efficiency oÍ the manual searching process, an lT-application that is
able to search in every supplier file can be used, ln order to improve the effectiveness of the
automatic matching process, an lT-application can be used. This application matches the
project demand with an assortment that contains as many project list articles as possible by
multiple identifying attributes.
ln essence both applications use a database that contains the supplier articles, The general
benefits of this database are (Abels & Hahn, 2006): significantly reduced operating costs,
complete accuracy of product data, and higher customer satisfaction. This database can be
either in or outside BAAN. As a result, two alternatives can be distinguished:

J Alternative 1: lnsert every article into BAAN, and develop search and automatic match
functionality

3 Alternative 2: lnsert every article into a database outside BAAN, and develop search
and automatic match functionality

When looking at the first alternative, several remarks have to be made. First, article
enrichment has to take place. Certain information, e.g. the country of origin, is almost never
obtained from a supplier, but is required to insert an article into BAAN. Second, the
integration in BAAN may disrupt the operationalwork by storing products that have incorrect
commercial article information, or might even not be deliverable. This implies that either a
high risk is taken, or always a validity check has to be performed before every article is
uploaded or updated.

When looking at the second alternative, the obtained information does not need to be
validated in advance, i.e. only the articles that actually are demanded have to be inserted.
This implies that no additionalwork has to be carried out for articles that in the end are not
ordered at all. Still the demanded articles are not in BAAN yet, and thus still have to be
inserted, which is a drawback. However, the inserting process might be automated. lt seems
that another drawback of Alternative 2 is that assortment database articles have to be
matched with BAAN to enable the information exchange. However, because the articles in
Alternative I have to be matched with BAAN as well, this is not considered as a drawback.

2.2. Opportunities to add to the Alternatives
lf one oÍ the alternatives is implemented, MAG45 gets several opportunities. These
opportunities are thus additions to the alternatives. This section discusses the opportunities
that can be distinguished. ln addition to the already mentioned Third Party Solutions (see §

12
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2.1.2), three other opportunities can be distinguished. lt might be possible to obtain
cooperation from the suppliers, publish the additional articles as well, and maintain the
information in BAAN pro-actively. Whether the opportunities are applicable for MAG45 is
discussed in the next four subsections.

2.2.1. Third Party Solutions
To begin, note that a Third Party Solution only can be applied if the second alternative is
selected. ln order to evaluate the Third Party Solution several customer-focused catalog
evaluation criteria (Ginsberg et al., 1999) and supplier focused catalog evaluation criteria
(Georgantis et al., 2002) can be used. Table 2.1 shows these criteria. The last two are the
supplier-focused criteria, thus important when MAG45 publishes its catalog to customers.

Table 2.1: Third Party Catalog Evaluation Variables, taken et at. (2002)

Research shows that for several separate criteria the Third Party solution is not for every
situation the best solution (Ginsberg et al., 1999). For example, the costs are judged best,
while the flexibility is judged worst, but it depends on the situation whether this then is the
best solution. Therefore, the criteria oÍ Table 2.1 have been assessed specifically Íor this
situation. Details can be found in Appendix 4. The remaining Third Party evaluation criteria
to determine the applicability specific for MAG45 are:

r Automatic match functionality has to be present
: Manual search functionality has to be present.
: Coverage of the attributes that the users want to know
n Coverage oÍ MAG4S's suppliers

With these criteria several specific Third Party Solutions have been analyzed: 2BA l2BA,
2006], Ariba Buyer [SAP, 2006], and A2iXCat [Ariba, 2006]. Similar results were found for
all. Although manual searching was possible, automatic matching of a bulk of articles was
impossible. The coverage was just partly, i.e. not every attributes important for MAG45 is
available, e.g. MAG4S's discounts. The coverage of the suppliers was as well. 2BA and
Ariba covered respectively 26 and 29 suppliers of MAG4S's active suppliers. As a result,
MAG45 still has to cover the other suppliers and attributes when it uses a Third Party.
Although not using a Third Party Solution does not guarantee a full coverage of the suppliers
either, MAG45 has influence on the coverage.
Considering all the shortcomings on MAG45's specific Third Party Solution evaluation
criteria, it can be concluded that the Third Party Solutions are not applicable for MAG45.

2.2.2. Cooperation of Suppliers
An ideal situation for MAG45 would be that instead of MAG45, the suppliers would carry out
the work. The extent to which this is possible is dependent on several factors. The first factor
is the type of market. Since MAG45 is a relatively small player in the market, it does not
have much buying power. The second factor is the number of suppliers. MAG45 has over
600 active suppliers, and even if certain suppliers are willing to cooperate, still probably not
every one will be, The third factor is the number of competitors in the system (Ginsberg et

Variable Name Function of íoaramèterí. Darameter2- ---
Flexibility and Control
Purchasing and Bargaining Power
Buyer lnterÍace Cost
Technology Cost
Usability
Catalog Reach
Supplier Adoption
Supplier lnteríace Cost
lntermediary interface costs
Special Relationshio motivation/suoDort

f(number of intermediaries)
f(purchasing volume, number of end users)
f(number of catalog partners that need a diÍferent system interface)
f(sophistication oÍ solution, required technology knowledge)
f(control over system interface design)
Í(total number oÍ items accessible via the catalog system)
f(number of competitors included in the system)
f(number of partners that need a difÍerent system interface)
f(number oÍ partners that need a different system interface)
f(agreement manaqement & information syndication oolicv)
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al., 1999), i.e. the supplier adoption is inversely related with the number of competitors
included in the system. ln this case MAG45 has many suppliers that are competitors from
each other.

As a result of these three factors, we exclude the option to let the suppliers carry out all the
work. No research has been carried out to identify to which extent the suppliers are willing to
cooperate. Obviously any future cooperation is encouraged because that reduces MAG4S's
work.

2.2.3. Publication
lf the assortment is expanded, the opportunity
exists to publish the additional articles to the
customers (Friedman, 2002). ln order to give
more insight into the role of MAG45 when it
publishes articles, Figure 2.3 shows the
Catalog Exchange Model (Schmitz & Leukel,
2005). This consists of all catalog
transactions and their respective document
types. ln this case the Catalog Creator is
MAG45 and the Catalog Recipient is the
customer portfolio of MAG45.

drGiö'--

qnp91.f-9fpo,nq

Figure 2.3: Catalog Exchange Model, taken from
Schmitz & Leukel (2005)

ln general the area of related needs will vary depending on the specific requirements that a
catalog is developed to address (Porter, 1988). Several product catalog requirements can
be distinguished (Appendix 5). For publication every article should be described in fulldetail,
according to the requirements of customers, and in a manner that supports and influences
procurement decisions (Baron et al., 2000). Thus, the main important requirement is that the
catalog should contain rich content. This requirement corresponds with the information used
in the two alternatives. Furthermore two important functional requirements can be
distinguished (Castiel, 2003). First, the catalog should use taxonomy3 with product families
and relationships. Second, search functionality should be available.
ln order to determine the requirements of MAG45's customers, a customer satisfaction
survey (Appendix 6) is used. From this survey can be concluded that MAG4S's customers
primarily need a search application. This is because browsing through taxonomy that is
relatively complex due to the width and depth of MAG45's assortment.
Since making and maintaining of taxonomy is a very cumbersome task, the option can be
considered to only use a very well operating search function.

No research has been carried out to identify to what extent this additional information
actually will lead to additional sales. Because the future amount of articles in the operating
assortment is unknown, the additionalcosts have not been researched either.
To summarize, it can be concluded that it is possible to publish the additional articles.
However, in order to take a decision, additional research concerning the costs and benefits
is required.

2.2.4. Maintain Article lnformation of BAAN
At the moment one of the tasks of purchasers is to obtain the most recent commercial article
information for demanded articles that are already in the BAAN database. lnstead of

t Taxonomy can be defined as the science of classiÍication according to a predetermined system, with the resulting catalog
used to provide a conceptual framework Íor discussion, analysis. or information retrieval (Bruno & Richmond, 2003).
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operating reactive, the alternatives give the opportunity to maintain the BAAN database pro-
actively.

lnconsistencies between the information listed in BAAN compared to the information listed in
the supplier files, give two options. First the information in the supplier files is correct, and
will therefore be accepted. As a result, BAAN will be updated, Second MAG45 does not
accept the newly received commercial article information, and corresponds this to the
supplier. Eventually commercial article information that is accepted by MAG45 will be
obtained, and BAAN will be updated.
Furthermore ít becomes possible to check and if necessary change the status of the articles
that are not listed on the supplier files anymore pro-actively. lf the articles are still available,
then the responsible purchasers can maintain them in BAAN separately.

Over years it becomes possible to analyze the pricing trends of suppliers and extract their
pricing mechanisms. By doing this it becomes easier to forecast future prices. This is very
helpful for the project demand because the project customer will demand articles in the
future as well.

2.3. Selection
ln order to select one of the two alternatives discussed in Subsection 2.1.3, their drawbacks
have to be compared. Whereas in Alternative 2 only for the demanded articles the validity of
has checked and enrichment has to take place, in Alternative I for every article both have to
be done. Therefore Alternative 2, inserting every article is inserted into an assortment
database outside BAAN, has been selected.

When looking at the four discussed opportunities, the following is done:r No additional Third Party Solution will be used for building and maintaining the database.I The object design will leave room for optional cooperation of suppliers. lf no willingness
exists though, the object design is still valid.r The object design can be used for publication, but no further analysis will be carried out
concerning this point.r It is possible to maintain the data in BAAN with the database. Whether this is useful
depends on the performance of the match and search applications. lf their performance
is disappointing, then there will be no assortment database. lf on the other hand in the
Íuture only the search application will be used, then it might not be necessary to update
BAAN in advance.

With a delta analysis (Van Aken, 1994) the
difference between the current and desired
situation is determined. Figure 2.4 shows a
rough architecture of the object design. All parts
that are not present yet are colored red. The
dashed parts are optional for MAG45, but not
further considered.

Figure 2.4: Rough Architecture of Object Design
To summarize, the desired lT-applications are:
An Assoftment Database (ADB) outside the ERP system BAAN, with:

s Exchange possó/rÍles of information from supplier files and from and towards BAAN.
: A flexible manual search function;
: An automatic match application;
| (A base for publication towards customers).

BAAN Sèarch

Match

mentSupplier
Files

rl
>l Publication I
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3. Design Specifications of the Desired lT-applications

3.1. lntroduction
The purpose of this chapter is to determine the design speciÍications of the in the previous
chapter defined desired lT-applications. This answers the second research question partly.
ln the next chapter the specifications will be refined with prototypes. Section 3.2 discusses
the specifications of the ADB outside BAAN.

It might be possible that the search application and the match application have conflicting
specifications. Therefore they are prioritized (Kimball, 1998). lf a specification of a lower
prioritized application interferes with a specification of a higher prioritized specification, then
the specification of the latter will be favored.
ln this specific situation, the prioritization of the two methods is done by determining which
will have the most impact on the amount of manual work of the Purchasing department. This
is done by calculation the impact of having only either a more efficient manual search
function, or a more effective automatic match function (Appendix 7). Purchasers and project
managers have estimated the numbers used in the calculations. The calculations show that
an improved match application has more impact than an improved search application.
Therefore the match application has higher priority than the search application.
Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 define the specifications of respectively the match and the
search application.

Four types of design specifications (Van Aken et al., 2003) are distinguished in this chapter:
functional requirements, user requirements, constraints, and design restrictions. Since
requirements determination is a critical phase of information system development (Browne &
Ramesh,2002).

3.2. ADB Specifications
ln order to identify the design speciflcations, this section considers all input and intended
output aspects of the ADB. Because the ADB consists of supplier files, Subsection 3.2.1
discusses the functional specifications extracted from these files.
The ADB is will be used by the two functional applications. Therefore Subsection 3.2.2
discusses the required article attributes of these two functional applications. The Data
Management employees will maintain the ADB. Therefore Subsection 3.2.3 discusses the
restrictions of these employees to the ADB. Both these restrictions, and the specifications of
the two functional applications and have been determined with interviews and literature.
Furthermore the ADB interacts with MAG4S's information context, i.e. BAAN. Therefore
Subsection 3.2.4 discusses the specifications derived from this context.

3.2.1. Supplier Files Analysis
ln order to define the specification for the ADB, the supplier files are analyzed. The supplier
files have been analyzed with schema analysis (Jarke et al., 2002), schema semantics
comparison (Masood & Eaglestone, 1998), and with derived correspondence in the
description logic (Blanco et al., í994). Hence, the mechanisms behind specifically used
article descriptions and classifications are not identified.

Due to time constraints of this project it is impossible to analyze every supplier file.
Therefore only a selection of all files has been analyzed. Because MAG45 is active in
several segments, which all contain totally different type of products, both OEM's and
traders of every segment have been analyzed. All results of the analysis can be found in
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Appendix 8. The important points are mentioned below. Afterwards the extracted functional
specifications are listed.

lmpoftant Points
ln order to discuss the important points found in the analysis, one has to know that three
types of fields can be distinguished in a product catalog (Jeusfeld, 2004).

1. One field which identifies the product.
2. One or more fields which contain product group codes.
3. Fields that are describing some properties of the product.

Along these three points, the important points found are discussed next.

ldentifyi ng I nformation
The supplier article code that uniquely describes the article is always obtained. Another
unique attribute is the manufacturer type number. This is occasionally obtained alongside
the supplier article code. A third uniquely identifying code is the 12NC. Some Philips-related
suppliers state a 12NC in addition to their supplier article code

P rod uct G ro u p I nform atio n
Most suppliers do classify their articles. Occasionally the product groups have codes that
are listed in a separate field. However, not every supplier file states the classification
explicitly. Sometimes the article number is a classifying code by itself. lt is also possible that
article categories are stated as separate attributes. Furthermore widely used article
classification codes, e.g. UNSPSCa, are stated occasionally as a separate attribute.

Descriptive i nform ation
Descriptive information can be divided into fixed and variable article properties. Fixed
properties refer to the physical appearance of the article. Variable properties refer to
commercial article information mentioned in Subsection 1.2.4.

The extensiveness of the fixed article properties differs from file to file. ln addition the
number of attributes used to state the fixed article properties differs. Some use only one
field, whereas others use over ten fields. Although the all fixed article properties together
occasionally are unique, and therefore identifying, they mostly are not.
The specific physical properties are dependent on the type of articles. Due to MAG4S's wide
supplier portfolio, high variety in the listed attributes is found. ln files of for example the
mechanical components category, certain norms, e.g. DlN5, are listed, while in the tools
category no norms are listed at all.

The variable properties refer to commercial article information. The prime attribute is the
price. For this attribute one or multiple fields are used. The regular pricing method used by
every supplier in the market is as Íollows: a gross price minus a customer specific discount
equals the net price. Hence, this discount might be related to the article group. Furthermore
certain suppliers use special pricing mechanisms such as quantity discounts, article length
dependent charges, and differentiated prices dependent on MAG4S's customer. The
quantity obtained for the price and the unit of the article, e.g. piece and meter, are stated
occasionally.
Other commercial article properties are the MOQ, the quantity per order (O\Af), and the
order lead-time (OLT). Normally, the OW and the MOQ are not stated. ln general they are
not stated because they both are one. Sometimes they are stated as separate attributes,

] UTSeSC: United Nations Standard Products and Services Code. For details see http://www.unspsc.org/
u D|N-norms are norms identified by Dèutsches lnstitut fur Normung [DlN, 2006].
6 OW refers to the Dutch acronym 'Orderveelvoud'
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sometimes as part of descriptive attributes. The OLT is occasionally stated in days as a
separate attribute. lf so, sometimes not the OLT but whether the article is a stock item or not
is stated.
The valid time frame is exceptionally stated as a separate attribute in the file. Mostly the
purchasers who have received the file know from which date till which date they are valid
though.
Because articles can be added to, or removed out of the assortment of a supplier, some files
have a 'status' field. This is done by indicating for example that the article is new, or will
move out of the assortment. Furthermore some articles redirect the user to other articles.

F un ction al Specification s
From the main points the following two functional specifications are extracted:§ The ADB must represent product details from a large subset of MAG45's supplier files.

Therefore there has to be a structure that supports identifying, product group, and
descriptive lnformation.: The ADB must be flexible, meaning that it should support complex products and
services, provide extended price models, support different scenarios, i.e. article updates
and redirection, and consider the product life cycle, i.e. articles that move out of the
assortment. This specification is supported by Schmitz and Leukel (2005).

3.2,2. Attributes Required in the Functional Applications
For both the match and the search applications, the two functional lT-applications require
several article attributes. Table 3.1 shows the important input and output attributes required.

The matching application
requires article information that
identifies the article to perform
a match on. Furthermore the
users of the matching
application require certain
commercial article information.
The searching application has
to be able to search by the
same identifying attributes as
the match application. The only
additional attributes are the
article descriptions and norms.

Table 3.1: Aftibutes Required for the Match and Applications

As output for both applications, the commercial article information is required. The payment
and supplying conditions of a supplier are listed between brackets, because these are
specifically required when the search application is used to for regular demand.

3.2.3. Data Management Restrictions
Eventually the ADB has to be maintained by the Data Management employees. The below
listed specifications are restrictions, because users restricts the preferred solution design.r The maintenance tasks to the database and the upload methods have to be eàsy to

control (Connolly & Begg, 1998).r Uploading and maintenance should preferably be done with platforms that are well
known by the employees of the Data Management department, e.g. MS Access and MS
Excel. lf however, good reasons exist to use another platform, then this restriction is
obeyed.

OutDut Attributes
ldentifying information
íMatchino+Searchino)

Fixed properties
íSearchino onlv)

Variablè propeÉies

. Supplier article code +
supplier name

. Manufacturer type
number (+manufacturer
name)

. EAN-code

. 12NC

. Description

. Norm

. UNSPSC-code

' Gross price, discount, and
net price + purchasing unit
and price unit

. MOQ and Maximum order

. OLT

. Quantity discount groups

. Length dependent charges,

. Customer dependent prices

. (Pav and suoolv conditions)

qunatlty
OW
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3.2.4. MAG4S's lnformation Gontext
ln order to define the specifications for the ADB, MAG45's information context has been
analyzed. Because MAG45 uses BAAN to support the data part of the primary process,
BAAN has been analyzed. More specifically the BAAN entries and restrictions have been
defined. ln addition explaining literature has been used (Perreault & Vlasic, 1998).
Furthermore the usage of al involved article information has been analyzed by interviewing
the responsible employees. Also the structure and content of Codis, which is a database
containing information of articles purchased by Philips Electronics in the past, has been
analyzed. The database Codis is relevant because it lists 12NC's. MAG45, some of its
customers, and some of its suppliers use 12NC's.

BAAN Entrtes
lf an article is inserted into BAAN, it is possible to fill certain entries, i.e. article attributes.
The specific entries and their meanings can be found in Appendix 9. For every entry the
type can be found in Appendix 10. The types of entries can be divided into mandatory and
optional. The mandatory entries are technically and/or procedurally mandatory. Technically
mandatory implies that BAAN itself requires an entered value for the field, whereas
procedurally mandatory implies that the procedures of MAG45 require that the Íield is filled
correctly. Furthermore for the BTO-business case certain information is principally not
allowed. The supplier code is for example not filled because it is uncertain whether the
article can be purchased at the supplier in the future again.
To summarize the information has to be linkable to the BAAN structure, meaning that the
attributes that have to be entered have to be present in the ADB. lf an entry is derived from
a certain article property, then this property has to be in the ADB.

BAAN runs on a server with an Oracle database [Oracle, 2006]. ln order to use the BAAN
data outside BAAN, MAG45 uses a data warehouse. This data warehouse runs on a server
with an SQl-database. During a night run the SQl-server pulls with queries the information
out of the Oracle database. As a result, all data is in an SQL database. This delivers the
constraint the data of BAAN has to be approached by an SQl-based platform.

Arti cl e I nfo rm ati o n U sag e
How the article information is used by MAG45 is in detail in Appendix 11. lmportant to state
is that every article is identified uniquely by MAG45 with a 12NC. A heritage of MAG4S's
Philips past is that MAG45 always uses the same four starting digits, i.e. this used to identify
that the article was a MAG45 article. ln addition the manufacturer type numbers and supplier
article numbers might be listed in BAAN. The table in which they are listed is called the
FbrCrdtable. Furthermore certain classification codes are used. lf MAG45 has multiple
suppliers for an article, then the preferred supplier of a specific article is listed in BAAN.

The article description used by MAG45 is either copied directly from a supplier, or taken and
re-adjusted. No official guidelines for the article descriptions have been implemented. As a
result, many descriptions are not unique. ln addition it is important to know that dimension
articles, e.g. tubes, might be sold in different unit than purchasing unit. Note that several
years ago a data-cleaning project was started to deal with these issues (see Appendix 12). lt
has never been finished though.

MAG45 operates with the mechanism of cost plus pricing. The basic idea of cost plus pricing
is that the sales price of an article equals the cost price plus a certain determined uplift for
overhead (Govindarajan & Anthony, 1983). Thus, the cost price needs to be obtained,
maintained, and secured. As a result, securing the data is a functional requirement, which
can be achieved with restricted access to the data (Alter, 1999).
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Codis
The database Codis is an article database maintained by Philips
Electronics. The database contains all the articles that have been
purchased and got assigned a 12NC by any of the Philips
departments. Table 3.2 shows the attributes of the database.
Although at the moment MAG45 only has an old copy, taking it in
account now in the design enables a future usage.

Table 3.2:

3.3. Specifications of the Match Application
The specifications of the match application can be divided into functional requirements, user
requirements, and constraints.

The following functional requirements can be distinguished:r lt has to be possible to match by the articles in BAAN, the ADB, and Codis.r Automatic matching has to be possible by article properties that uniquely identify the
article (see Table 3.1).r The identifying attributes by which is matched and the validity of the match have to be
displayed.: lf multiple matches are possible, the matches have to be prioritized. Articles in BAAN
have priority over articles outside BAAN. lf an article is listed in BAAN, but has also other
known suppliers in the ADB, the BAAN supplier has priority. lf the matched article is not
in BAAN and has multiple suppliers, then the supplier with the lowest price has priority. lf
one of the above situations occurs, that has to be indicated.n The latest received commercial article information of Table 3.1 has to be displayed as
output for a found matchr Traceability: the users of the ADB need to be able to trace back the answers to the
sources (Jeusfeld, 2004). The user cannot verifi7 answers that cannot be traced back.
The sources that can be distinguished in this situation are the ADB, BAAN, and Codis.
The ADB its prime sources are the supplier files. For articles of BAAN, the specific
supplier listed in BAAN has to be given.

The general user requirement is that the application has to be easy to use, i.e. this improves
the acceptance (Ginsberg et al., í999). This implies that it has to be user friendly, i.e. the
preparation is not allowed to be too time consuming, the response time not too long (8
hours), and the output clear. The specific performance values are discussed in Section 6.2.

The previous section argued that the constraint exists that the output exchange with BAAN
is done with SQL. For similar the constraint exists that the input is done with SQL.

3.4. Specifications of the Search Application
The specifications of the search application consist of the functional requirements and one
constraint. This constraint concerns again the previous section mentioned SQL input of
BAAN. ln addition the following functional requirements of the search application have to be
taken into account.: Manual searching has to be possible by uniquely identify and certain descriptive article

information (see Table 3.1). Sometimes it is easier to use a supplier code instead of a
name. Therefore it has to possible to search by the MAG45 supplier code as well.r The search function has to be flexible. lt has to be possible to search for separate exact
searches, partial attribute searches, and combined attribute searches, e.g. the
combination of the supplier article code and the supplier name.x lf multiple potential matching articles exist for one search action, they all have to be
displayed.

Manuíacturetype number
Manufacturer name
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r The current and previous oomrnercial article information of ïahte 3.1 has to be displayed
as ot.ttput for a found match. Ey displaying the previous commercial information as well,
the purohaser is able to identify whether the current eonditions are aeceptable or no.t.: The application has to be easy to use for reasons similar to the match application,
Specifically the response time has ts be at most Íive seconds. lf it is longer, the user get
irritated by the waiting process and fall back on their own personalized searchÍng
method.r Traeeability h,as to be possible for fór reasons similar to the matoh application.
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4. Refinement of System Architecture with its Applications
The purpose of this chapter is to refine the design of the system architecture, and of its ADB
and functional applications. This answers the left-open parts of the second research
question. ln order to do so, Section 4.1 first proposes the system architecture from which the
desired lT-applications are part. Then Section 4.2 describes the process of preparing and
building the prototype of the ADB. Thereafter Section 4.3 discusses six issues in this
building process. Section 4.4 discusses three issues found in when building the prototypes
of the match and search application. Finally, Section 4.5 gives a conclusion about the
refined architecture and its database and functional applications.

4.1. Proposed SysÍem Architecture

4.1.1. System Architecture for Loading the ADB
The system architecture is a specification of the left-hand part of the rough architecture
shown by Figure 2.4.
Since the ADB consists of supplier files with different formats, the files are normalized, and
then inserted. This process is comparable to the data warehousing Ell-process (extraction

- transformation - loadíng; Kimball, 1998). ln the ETl-process external data is integrated
into a central data warehouse system in three phases. ln the first phase the required data is
extracted from the external source. The
external sources are for MAG45 the
supplier files. ln the second phase the
extracted inÍormation must be
transformed. This step consists of, first
purging the raw data. The schema of the
raw data has to be adapted to the defined
warehouse schema. The adapted data
can be loaded now into the data
warehouse. This loading process is
similar for every external source, and
therefore the most efficient way to load
data. For MAG45 a Pre-ADB format is
used.
Figure 4.1 shows the results of applying
the ETl-process to the ADB loading
system architecture.

Since the ADB loading system architecture is deÍined now, the components can be
specified. Therefore the next subsection specifies the schemas of the ADB and the Pre-
ADB.

4.1.2. Schema Design of the ADB and the Pre-ADB
ln order to design the ADB schema, several theories are used: schema integrationT (Batini
et al., 1986), practical database design theory (Connoly & Begg, 1998), and CRUD-matrix
theory (Politano, 2A01). The schema is designed with the technique of entity relationship
modeling (ERM8).

7 A literature study on schema integralion can be found in Appendix 15.
o ERÀI is a diagrammatic data modeling technique that incorporates some of the important semantic information about the real
world. lt is introduced as a tool for database design. The entity-relationship model adopts the more natural view that the real
world consists oÍ entities and relationships (Chen, 1976).

Pre-
ADB ADB

Source Files Raw Oata

Tr"nslorm Load

Data Ready
Íor Loading
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A complete description of the schema design process can be found in Appendix 13. Several
general carried out steps can be distinguished.
To identify the entities and to understand and identify their relationships both a case diagram
and a CRUD-matrix (Appendix 14) were made. Both have been used to make a conceptual
model with ERM. From this model several entities and attributes were removed, relations
specified. Thereafter primary keyss are assigned. The resulting model's compatible for future
user transactions was checked. Thereafter it was compared with the preceding design
(Appendix 4), and checked against certain quality dimensions (Ekenberg & Johannesson,
í996) and evaluation criteria (Connoly & Begg, 199S). As a result, several adaptations were
required. Finally integrity constraints were defined.

The extensive schema
design process has
resulted in a schema of
the ADB. The objective
was that the schema
would support the
placement of make parts
and components. Figure
4.2 shows the proposed
schema of the ADB. The
schema, which consists
of five tables, has a
double cascading
structure. This implies
that it cascades from two
sides that come together:
the supplier side and the
article side.

Starting at the supplier
side, every supplier
(SupplierTrunk) has a
'one to many' article
groups. Most suppliers

Figure 4.2: Proposed ADB Schema before Experiments with Ptototypes

use discounts per article group. The discounts can now be listed on article group level
instead of article level. Suppliers that not place the articles in groups, just have one fictive
article group. Continuing from here, every article group contains one to many supplier
specific articles (SupArtSpecs). Supplier specific article information consists of fixed and
variable information (see § 3.2.1). Because one requirement was to store historical
commercial article information, the old variable information has to be stored as well. As a
result,. one supplier specific artícle has one to many supplier specific article information
tuples'" (ComArtlnfo). ln order to make it possible having articles with multiple quantity
discount prices in this table, the attribute'MaxStaffelQuantity' is added as a primary key.

Starting at the article side, every article has supplier independent attributes (ArticleTrunk).
Since one article can have one to many suppliers, one article has supplier specific
information from one to many suppliers.

e^A primary key is an attribute or a combination of attributes that uniquely identify a record
'' Tuple a synonym for record
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Sometimes no unique manufacturer article code or even no article trunk ínformation is
obtained at all. Therefore the Article Trunk requires an identifier independent from the
supplier. Eventually every ADB-article that is inserted into BAAN gets assigned a unique
12NC. Therefore it has been decided to assign already a random 12NC to every article in
the ADB that is not in BAAN. The effort for the generation process is negligible. Calculations
show that more than enough 12NC's are available (Appendix 16). Even if MAG45 has
reasons to maintain the fixed four starting digits (see § 3.2.4), almost 100 million codes are
available.
Figure 4.3 shows that now for every article a 12NC is
either extracted from BAAN, or taken at random from a
database containing available í2NC's. lf the supplier lists
the 12NC while the article is not listed in BAAN, this í2NC
is assigned. ln order to extract a 12NC from BAAN, the
FbrCrdtable is checked for matching manufacturer type
numbers or supplier article codes.
The dashed arrow towards the data-cleaning form in
Figure 4.3 represents the possibility of having one article
multiple times in the ADB under different 12NC's. These
articles can only be distinguished by the combination of the
supplier code and the supplier article code. Only a
purchaser with expertise of the assortments of both
suppliers might recognize this situation when looking at the
article descriptions. lf so, one oÍ the two 12NC's has to be
changed into the other one.

Since the ADB-Schema is defined, it now is possible to define the Pre-ADB schema. With
the Pre-ADB it has to be easy to load information into the ADB. Therefore the Pre-ADB
consists of four tables similar to the ADB. Figure 4.4 shows the Pre-ADB tables. The tables
are not joined because there is no use for in this stage. Since certain information is required
for the SupplierTrunk of the ADB, a fifth table is used. ln addition to the supplier trunk
information, this table contains other general article information of the supplier.

Figure 4.4: Pre-ADB and Default Tables before Experimenting with Prototypes

When the Pre-ADB tables are filled correctly, it is possible to start with the loading process.
Figure 4.3 shows that the loading process now consists of two actions. Articles that were not
in the ADB yet are appended, and articles that were already listed in the ADB are updated.
To maintain history the commercial article information can only be appended, not updated.
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Articles that are listed in the ADB, but that are not part of the latest obtained supplier file, are
deactivated.

4.1.3. System Architecture for the Functional Applications
This subsection proposes the system architecture for the functional applications. lt is a
specification of the right-hand part
ln addition to the articles in the
ADB, the articles in BAAN and
Codis are used by the functional
applications. These three are
joined in the Union of Article
Data (UAD). The benefit of this is
that the functional applications
have to use only one database
instead of three, meaning the
complexity of designing the
applications is lowered
considerably (Connolly & Begg,
1998). Figure 4.5 shows the
resulting system architecture.
Again the publication block
dashed to indicate that the
option exists.

of the rough architecture shown by Figure 2.4

Figure 4.5: Union Process Íor the Functional Applications

Figure 4.5 shows that articles will be uploaded with an exchange interface. ln this interface
the articles have to be enriched, their structure has to be validated, data has to be derived
from the current data, and the format has to be converted. This can be integrated with the
current application used to upload batches of articles at once. Uploading articles through the
regular BTN-BTO and DTO processes remains possible. The arrow in the top left corner of
Figure 4.5 refers to these processes.

4.2. Building the Prototype of the ADB
This section describes how a prototype of the in Section 4.2 proposed system architecture
was built. During the building process technical database design and integration theory
(connoly & Begg, 1998; Viescas,2005), database importing theory (Kimbail, 1998; castiei,
2003), and the finished design of the schema have been used, ln order to maintain the
prototype database maintenance theory (Jarke el al., 2002); lRiversand, 2006] has been
applied. Nex the Magnitude of the experiment and the specifically selcted files are
discussed. Then the reasoning behind the selected platform is discussed. Finally, the
general building steps are discussed.

4.2.1. Magnitude of Experiment and File Selction
The determination of the magnitude of the experiments, and the selection of the specific
supplier files are interrelated aspects. They are interrelated because all found basic
characteristics and exceptional specialties have to be covered by at least one file. Therefore
the basic characteristics and exceptional specialties are used to determine the general
selection criteria. The following general selection criteria, which are specified in Appendix
17, can be distinguished:r The origin of the file, i.e. the type of supplier, trader or an OEM, and his physical type of

articles.r The content in the file, i.e. formats and number of tables used.
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r The presence of certain attributes.r The extent to which certain attributes are irregularly listed.r The extent to which certain information is not available directly but has to be added as
default information.

With these criteria eventually nine supplier files, containing in total over 176,000 articles,
have been selected. The reasoning behind the specific files and their magnitude can be
found in Appendix 18.

4.2.2. Platform Selection
The third aspect concerns the selection of the platform to use for the prototypes. When
looking at the design specifications, the by the Data Management employees preferred
platform MS Access can be used for the prototypes.
Although normally prototypes are to be thrown away (Andriole, 1994), we do take into
account that the prototype of the ADB eventually will evolve into the definitive ADB. ïhis
corresponds with the database life cycle (see Appendix 19 for details) that proposes to test
and improve a database iteratively (Connolly & Begg, 1gg8).

Using this platform does constraint the design however, because MS Access 2007 files have
a maximum size of 2.0 GB [Microsoft, 20071. As a result, the number of suppliers that can be
loaded is limited. Therefore it is necessary to determine how many supplier files MAG45
actually will upload.
From MAG45's 1,900 suppliers only one third is active (see § 1.2.1). According to the
Purchase department, 80% oÍ the articles are purchased at approximately 20% of the active
suppliers. Because the exact performance of the concept in relation with the loaded
suppliers is unknown, we propose to start with only these approximately 130 suppliers.
When assumed that on average the number of articles of these 130 suppliers is 15,000 and
one tuple requires 1KB, then approximately 2GB is required. Note that the numbers í5,OOO
and 1KB are estimations of respectively the Purchasing and Data Management
departments. Although the calculation implies that history has to be maintained sepàrately,
still MS Access can be used. Besides, when MS Access is used, no investment in software
is required now already. lf in the future the application is a major success, and a newer
version MS Access version with even more capacity restricts the concept, still another
platform can be used. Thus, the platform MS Access is used in the experiment.

4.2.3. General ADB Prototype Building Steps
Subsection 4.1.1 discussed that to get from the obtained supplier file to the Pre-ADB tables,
the extract and the transform steps have to be carried out. Thereafter the load step has to
be carried out to get from the Pre-ADB tables to the ADB. Then a fourth step has to be
carried out to union the articles of the ADB, BAAN, and Codis. During the building process of
the prototype all these steps have been carried out as well. Full descriptions of every step,
their sub-steps, and examples can be found in Appendix 20.

ln the extract step the file first is placed on a predetermined fixed location and gets assigned
the name of the supplier. Second, the file is imported. The prototypes identified that this
involves more aspects than expected. subsection 4.3.1 discusses this issue.
ln transform step, the imported table is purged Íirst. As a result, we have a table containing
only the required information. Apart of this table, certain default information is added to the
default table now. With these two tables, the four pre-ADB tables can be filled. Normally first
the supplier group and supplier specifications tables are filled. The article trunk information
is now part of the supplier specifications table as well. lf a 12NC is obtained it is assigned,
else a randomly selected 12NC is assigned. Subsection 4.3.2 discusses the found issué that
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the FbrCrd-table that has to be used for this step is polluted. Experiments with prototypes
learned that four different 12NC codes can be obtained. Subsection 4.3.3 discusses this
issue. Next the table with commercial article information is filled. lf necessary the discount
percentages of the supplier article group table are used to compute the specific net prices.
subsection 4.3.4 discusses the problems that the discounts cause in this step
ln the load step, the Pre-ADB articles are appended and updated to the ADBtables. More
specifically, the Pre-ADB articles that are already present in the ADB are updated in the
supplier article group-, supplier article specs-, and article trunk table. The commercial article
information is always appended. The Pre-ADB articles that are not present in the ADB yet,
are appended to every table. ln addition the status of the articles in the ADB that are not on
the supplier files anymore, are changed now to 'Not obtained anymore'.

ln the final step, the articles in the ADB, BAAN, and Codis are joined. ln order to simplify this
process, the UAD consists of two tables: a supplier independent article trunk table and a
supplier dependent article table. Because multiple suppliers can supply one article a'one to
many'-relationship exists. ln this schema both the supplier specific commercial article
information that has its origin in BAAN, and it has its origin in the ADB, can be listed next to
each other. The specific schema of the UAD can be found in Appendix 21. The general idea
is that the UAD will be updated daily during a night-run. The ambiguous usage of the
supplier codes when joining the ADB and BAAN in the UAD caused some problems.
Subsection 4.3.5 discusses this issue. Furthermore joining articles of Codis that are present
in the ADB and/or BAAN caused some problems. Subsection 4.3.6 discusses this issue.

4,3. /ssues of the ADB Prototype

4.3.1. Data-Cleaning of Supplier Files
The ADB requires unique key identifiers per supplier file.

t Problem
Experiments with prototypes learned that some articles in the files do not fulfill this
requirement. The following specific problems have been found:r Supposed to be unique identifiers that actually are not unique because they are used for

multiple different articles (90 articles divided over 2 supplier files);r Articles which are listed multiple times (299 articles divided over 4 supplier files);r And articles that have an article group code that is not listed in the article group table
(891 articles divided over 2 supplier files).

r Solution
ln order to get insight in the problems, all potential inconsistencies and MAG4S's risks when
ignoring the inconsistencies have been identified. By doing this it was possible to determine
the exact checks MAG45 has to carry to prevent the loss of data. All possible
inconsistencies, their risks, the files were they were found, and the resulting specific data-
cleaning actions can be found in Appendix 22.
As a result, for MAG45 two options exist now. First, carry out the data-cleaning actions to
prevent the loss of data. Second, accept the marginal loss of data (0.05%), and do not carry
out the data-cleaning actions.

4.3.2. Data-Cleaning of the BAAN Fbrcrd-Table
Subsection 3.2.4 described that for every supplier file article a match attempt with identifying
article information listed in BAAN has to be carried out. The manufacturer type numbers and
supplier article numbers are listed in the FbrCrd-table. Two types of matches can be
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distinguished: a match by Fbr-code and a match by Crd-code. The Fbr-code is the
combination of the manufacturer name and the manufacturer type number. The Crd-code is
the combination of the MAG45 supplier code and the supplier article code. Table 4.1 shows
the differences between the two. While for the Crd-code two attributes are filled, for the Fbr-
code only one is. The specific Fbr-code consists of the manufacturer type number plus a
space plus a colon plus another space plus the name of the manufacturer in capitals.

Table 4.1: BAAN FbrCrd-

: Problem
lf the data in the FbrCrd-table is always filed completely and correctly, no problems occur.
However, the information is not always complete and correct. lncomplete information might
occur if MAG45 substitutes for an article the supplier, and does not fill the FbrCrd-table for
the new supplier.
For incorrect information two reasons exist. The first reason is that purchasers fill the table
manually. Obviously human actions imply that errors are made. Errors vary from typing
errors to errors of leaving one of the spaces around the colon. Note that the made prototype
is able to cope with the omission of spaces in the Fbr-code. The second reason is that
purchasers abuse the field by intentionally filling incorrect codes to achieve certain effects.
To indicate for example that the article cannot be supplied anymore the code NMLll is
added. Also the norm is filled for example to get the norm printed on the purchasing bill, i.e.
on the purchasing bill the attribute norm is not printed whereas the attribute Fbr-code is.

As a result of all incorrect fills several problems can occur. All problems, their risk, and the
resulting actions to solve the problem can be found in Appendix 23. The problems have
three problematic effects on the usage of the ADB:: No matches for the article in the Pre-ADB will be found. As a result, a new 12NC is

generated. lf in the future the ADB article is inserted into BAAN, the article is listed
double. Thus, the system will be polluted.r lncorrect matches are found. This is happens when an incorrectly listed code in the
FbrCrd-table is coincidently similar to a totally different article in the ADB. As a result, the
article in the ADB has an incorrect í2NC. This implies incorrect input when using the
ADB to clean BAAN. During the experiments with prototypes coincidently 25 incorrectly
listed codes were found. Unfortunately it is not possible to quantify the total number of
incorrectly listed codes.It Muftiple matches are found from which one is selected at random. As a result, the ADB
information is used for only one of the multiple BAAN listings. During the experiments
with prototypes 266 articles that were listed in BAAN multiple times were found.

: Solution
ln order to cope with these problems, the following actions have to be undertaken on the
FbrCrd-table of BAAN:: Replace the incorrectly filled manufacturer name in the Fbr-code for the correct name.

More specifically, delete text and punctuation marks added to the codes by MAG45, e.g.
dashes, and replace abbreviated name for the original.: Replace the incorrect manufacturer type number in the Fbr-code by updating it to the
supplier file of the corresponding OEM. Note that it might occur that all codes for one
manufacturer actually are listed correctly in BAAN, but that only punctuation marks have

Codinq svstem to alternative
I2NCBAANFbT FBR ABC1234 : MANUFACÏURERNAME
I2NCBAANCTd CRD 123456 123456
12NC

" NML is a Dutch abreviation for 'Niet Meer Leverbaar', meaning cannot be supplied anymore
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been added. Now only these punctuation marks have to be deleted. From the nine
selected supplier files this was the situation for one file.r Replace the incorrect supplier article code in the Crd-code by deleting additions and
punctuation marks added by MAG45, and replacing abbreviations by the original Íull
codes.x lf the supplier of an article is changed, then fill the new supplier as in FbrCrd{able as
well.

Corresponding to the previous section, again two options exist for MAG45. First, carry out
the data-cleaning actions to prevent the BAAN from being polluted. Second, accept the
chance that articles can be inserted double, and do not carry out the data-cleaning actions.
Because the second corresponds with the goal of this research to minimize the workload of
the Purchasing department, MAG45 does not have to start with the data-cleaning actions. ln
the future, it still might consider it.

4.3.3. Assigning a í2NC
Subsection 4.2.3 described that every article would get assigned a í2NC in the Pre-ADB.
This would be the BAAN 12NC, the 12NC obtained from the supplier when the article is not
in BAAN, or a randomly generated 12NC.

t Problem
Experiments with prototype showed that actually four optional 12NC's for an article exists:

1. The í2NC found by matching with the Fbr-codes in BAAN;
2. The 12NC found by matching with the Crd-codes in BAAN;
3. The 12NC obtained from the supplier;
4. And the 12NC of the article by which it is listed in the ADB already.

Note that this list indicates that for an article both an Fbr-and a Crd-code can be found. This
might occur when purchasers fill the wrong coding system. More specifically, for articles
purchased at traders sometimes the Fbr-code is filled, and for articles purchased at OEM's
sometimes the Crd-code is filled. The main reason is that the purchaser was not paying
attention when he filled the incorrect coding system. This occurs because some traders and
OEM's state in addition respectively manufacturer §pe numbers and order numbers.
A direct result of purchasers using the incorrect coding-system is that an article is not always
found and therefore inserted into BAAN again. As a result, two 12NC's can be found when
an article of a supplier Íile is matched with BAAN. The codes can be either similar or
different. During the experim ent 174 articles with two different codes were found.
Furthermore the experiments with prototypes learned that the 12NC obtained from the
supplier could be similar to the 12NC of the same article in BAAN. However, it is also
possible that in BAAN another 12NC is used. ln addition it is possible that the 12NC
obtained from the supplier refers in BAAN to a totally different article. This was found for 158
articles of the 4,548 obtained articles with a 12NC.

: Solution
Since the goal oÍ this research is to minimize the workload of the Purchasing department,
the process of selecting one of the four 12NC's has to be automated. ln order to do so, the
four optionally received codes have been added as four separate attributes to the Article
Trunk table of the Pre-ADB (Figure 4.4). Because four codes, which can be similar or
different, might be obtained, several scenarios can be distinguished (Appendix 24). ln order
to select one code automatically, prioritization is required. The priority used in the prototype
is similar to the listing in the beginning of this subsection. ln this prioritization the obtained
í2NC's from BAAN have priority over the obtained 12NC from the supplier. This is done
because all customers of MAG45 also already know the article by the 12NC of BAAN. lf two
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12NC's are obtained from BAAN, then the 12NC of the Fbr-code is selected because this
12NC is on article level, while the í2NC of the Crd-code is on article specific level.
ln order to not loose any information in the functional applications, the 12NC's of the supplier
and the Crd-code that are different from the selected 12NC, are stored in separate
attributes. These attributes are added to the Article Trunk table of the Pre-ADB (Figure 4.4)
as well. ln addition they are added to the Article Trunk of the ADB itself (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.6: Algorithm to Select one

Figure 4.6 shows an applied algorithm to transfer tuples. An inserted tuple without a
selected 12NC is transferred into a tuple with a selected í2NC and other 12NC's. Apart
from assigning one 12NC to a tuple, the algorithm deals with the following three sub-issues:

r Se/ected 12NC differs from the current 12NC
The selected 12NC can differ from the current 12NC of the article in the ADB. lf this is
occurs, then the current 12NC in the ADB has to be changed before the actual loading
process starts.
Due to the assigned relations in the ADB, the 12NC's will change automatically in the lower
table of the ADB when the 12NC is changed in the Article Trunk table.

: Obtained 12NC refers to different article in BAAN
lf a 12NC is obtained from a supplier, it can only be selected as the unique 12NC when the
12NC does not refer to another article in BAAN. When it does refer to another article in
BAAN though, a randomly selected 12NC has to be assigned. Because this is done in at a
later moment in time, these tuples have to be recognizable with a unique default dimension
(Kimball, í998). Therefore a true/false attribute used to place the records on hold has been
added to the Supplier Specs table of the Pre-ADB (Figure 4.4).

r Assrgn a randomly generated 12NC
ln order to assign randomly generated 12NC's, a database containing available 12NC's was
made. A list that contains one million 12NC's starting with '84' (option 2 of Appendix 16) has
been made with MS Excel and imported into MS Access afterwards. ln the 12NC-database
is listed whether a í2NC is used already in BAAN and/or in the ADB with two attributes.
Both attributes have to be updated parallel to assigning 12NC's and changing 12NC's in the
ADB. Furthermore an auto number attribute has been added to every 12NC code. The

lF 12NC from Fbr-code is obtained
THEN lF Different Crd-Code is obtainèd AND diffeÍent 12NC from supplier is obtained

THEN Select Fbr-code as unique 12NC AND store 12NC Írom Crd-Code AND store 12NC Írom
supplier

ELSE lF Different Crd-Codè is obtained
THEN Select Fbr-code as unique 12NC AND store 12NC from Crd-Code
ELSE lF Different 12NC from supplier is obtained

THEN Select Fbr-code as unique 1 2NC AND store I 2NC from supplier
ELSE Select Fbr-code as uníque 12NC

ELSE lF 12NC Írom Crd-code is obtained
THEN lF DiÍÍerent 12NC from supplier is obtained

THEN Select Crd-code as unique 12NC AND store 12NC Írom supplier
ELSE Select Crd-code as unique 12NC

ELSE lF 12NC from Supplier is obtained which is not listed in BAAN
THEN Select 12NC from Supplier as unique 12NC
ELSE Select a randomly generated 12NC as unique 12NC

OUTPUT A tuple in for the ADB with the following properties:
-One unique í2NC;
-Which is not used in BAAN for a different article
-Which is assigned with the determined prioritized rules

theÍ obtained from respectively the Fbr-match, the

-Zero one or two other attributes with 1

INPUT A tuple with zero to
supplier, and the ADB
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similar auto number attribute has in addition been added to the Article Trunk table of the
Pre-ADB (Figure 4.4). Because now both tables contain a similar attribute, it is possible to
assign the 12NC's at random. Note that unfortunately it is not possible to fully automate this
step in the used platform.

4.3.4. Usage of Discounts
Subsection 3.2.1 described that the general supplier pricing mechanism consists of a gross
price minus a discount equals the net price. The discount can be a derivation of the supplier
article group and/or the demanded quantity. Both caused problems during the experiments
with prototypes.

Article Group Problem
The net price is computed already during the transfer process (Pre-ADB) by using the gross
price and the discount percentage. As a result, the in the ADB listed discount percentage is
only valid for the current gross and net price. lf a supplier changes the specific díscount
percentages per article group, or places articles in another article groups, discrepancies
between the listed discount percentage and the old prices can be found. This problem
cannot be solved, only the users have to be aware of the existence of the discrepancy.

Quantity discount Problem
lf quantity discounts are listed in a supplier file, every article has multiple attributes referring
to prices per quantity range. lf the normal transfer process is carried out, the articles are
added multiple times to the article trunk table of the Pre-ADB (Figure 4.4). This problem is
solved when an additional intermediate article table is used in the transfer process to extract
the commercial article information. More details can be found Appendix 20.

4.3.5. Ambiguous Usage of Supplier Codes
For articles listed in BAAN suppliers can be listed on multiple places. First, suppliers can be
listed in the FbrCrd-table (see § 4.4.2). Second, the commercial article information of
MAG4S's latest supplier is listed (see § 3.2.4).lt can be possible that articles in BAAN do not
have a supplier listed for the commercial information due to their assigned BTO BC.

t Problem
As a result of the in the FbrCrd-table listed suppliers and the preferred supplier, an article
can have two different suppliers in the UAD. The problem is that all required information of
both suppliers has to be available for the functional applications. Thus, all the available
supplier codes and accompanying commercial information of every article have to be
inserted into the supplier specific table of the UAD.

: So/uÍion
Because for one article multiple codes of two types of supplier codes can be received, from
which one is selected, eight scenarios can occur (Appendix 25). There is dealt with all eight
scenarios by listing every supplier of an article is listed as a separate record. Per record all
available commercial information is listed at the corresponding supplier. ln order to indicate
which supplier the BAAN supplier is, an additional attribute has been added to the UAD.

4.3.6. Already Present Codis AÉicles
Apart from the ADB and BAAN, the UAD contains articles that are listed in Codis as well. lf
all the article information of Codis (see § 3.2.4) is neither present in the ADB nor in BAAN,
the Codis article information can be added easily.
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* Problem
The situation becomes more complex when certain information is already present in one of
the other databases.

: Solution
When a 12NC of Codis is not listed in BAAN and/or the ADB, the article can be inserted
completely into the UAD. To justify this, the assumption has to be made that this is a new
article. ln addition, now no data gets lost.
When a manufacturer type number of Codis is used in BAAN and/or the ADB, it is possible
that the Codis article has a different 12NC. ln order to not loose the í2NC of Codis, the
article is added again to the UAD.

When a 12NC of Codis is listed in BAAN and/or the ADB several scenarios might occur.
These scenarios are dependent on the extent to which the other Codis information is
corresponding. All scenarios are identifled (Appendix 26) to determine which attributes have
to be added in which scenario. ln order to check whether the articles indeed are the same,
the manufacturer names of the matching UAD-articles are compared with the ones of Codis.
lf they are not similar, the article is not uploaded (5% of the ADB), meaning that the
information is lost. The only method to not loose this 5% is, to leave Codis out of the UAD
and let the functional applications use it separately.
Thus, MAG45 has to decide wheteher it accepts the loss of data, or uses the Codis
information seperatelly.

4.4. lssues of the Functional Application Prototypes
This section discusses three issues found when building prototypes of the automatic match
application and manual search application. Due to close cooperation with the future users
when building both prototypes, they were improved iteratively. All building steps can be
found in Appendix 27.

Section 3.3 identified that due to the validity of the matches, the match application has
prioritization as a functional requirement. A project manager wants to know to which extent
he can rely on the output oÍ the match application. Ascertaining the validity of the matches
caused problems when building the prototype of the matching application. Therefore
Subsection 4.4.1 discusses the issue of the validity of the match application.
Section 3.3 also identified that the match application should be user-friendy. Because this
caused some problems, Subseclion 4.4.2 discusses this issue.
Section 3.4 identified the functional requirement of the search application that it has to have
a high responsiveness as well as a high degree of flexibility. Subsection 4.4.3 discusses the
prototype learned that the flexibility of the application is negatively related to the
responsiveness.

4.4.1. Validity of the Match Application
Subsection 3.2.2 discusses that the identifying codes by which can be matched are the
12NC, the EAN-code, the manufacturer type number, and the supplier article code. Because
not every match has a reliability of 100%, priority was assigned to the matching options. The
exact priority list with the validity can be found in Appendix 28. Only determining the validity
of matching by supplier article codes appeared to be more complex than expected.
Therefore this issue and how is dealt with it is described below.

While the manufacturer type number is on article level, the supplier article code is on the
supplier article specific level. As a result, it might be possible that one code refers to multiple
different articles. A method to deal with this issue is to match by article code in combination
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with the supplier name. Since this match by the combined attributes has a higher validity, it
is performed first.
Unfortunately one pitfall exists when performing this two-attribute match: supplier names
used in a project demand list might be different from names in the UAD, when actually
refering to the same supplier. As a result, not only exact matches, but also comparable
names have to be matched for
this attribute. This is possible
when the first is exactly similar
to a part of the second. Table
4.2 shows however, four
examples of impossible
matches.

Another problem that occurs in the combined match is that it might be possible that one
supplier gives multiple articles the same supplier article code. When looking at the
description and the commercial variables, these articles clearly are different ones. As a
result, the combination of a supplier article code and a supplier name might be listed
multiple times, giving multiple matching options.
ln order to cope with this issue the UAD information is divided into two selections, which are
shown in Table 4.3. Because Selection t has a higher validity, a match by this selection is
performed first. When carrying out a match attempt with Selection 2, it is possible to Íind

Table

multiple matches. Therefore the user has to be
notified when this is the case. He now has to
select one of the matching options manually after
studying the descriptions. ln the built prototype
the user is notified about the number of found
matches.

and lmpossible Matches by Name

TuDles of selection 1 Tuples of Selection 2
Unique combination oÍ
supplier article code and
supplier name
combination

Not unique combination
of supplier article code
and supplier name,
except quanlity
discounts.Quantitv discounts

Table 4.3: UAD Selections for

TuDles of Selèction Tuples oÍ Selection 2
Unique supplier article
code

Not unique supplier
article code,
except quantity discounts
and except similar article
codes that refer to the
same 12NC

reÍer to the same í2NC

Matching

Another problem that occurs in the single article code match: it might be possible that
multiple suppliers coincidently use exactly the same article code Íor not corresponding, thus
different articles. ln order to cope with this issue, again the UAD information is divided into
two selections. Table 4.4 shows the selections.
Again Selection t has a higher validity.
Therefore a match by this selection is
performed flrst. Selection 2 results in multiple
matches, from which again a purchaser has to
select the intended article manually. Note that it
might be possible that none of the found
potential matches actually refers to the intended
article.

4.4.2. User Friendliness of the Match Application
ln order to maximize the user friendliness of the match application, the effort carried out by
the user to obtain the output has to be minimized. ldeally a project manager obtains all
required information of every matched article as additional information in his project file
without any effort.

A problem is that the match application has been built on the platform MS Access, while the
project manger files are in MS Excel. Therefore, the project file has to be imported into MS
Access. The imported information cannot be matched if the identifying properties, which are
listed in Table 3.1, are not stated as separate attributes. Therefore the listed properties first
have to be listed as separate attributes. When that is done, it is possible to carry out the

Dellino í SDellino Match Reason'No'
Steenkist BV Yes

BV No Word in between
No Soaces

Steenkist BV Steenkist B.V No Punctuation
marks

Guhrino No Soellino oÍ name
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match attempts, and add the in Table 3.1 listed output information. Then all information has
to be added to the p§ect file of the project manager. Thus, the information has to be
exported to MS Excel.
ln order to minimize the effort carried out by the project managers, this whole process
should be done automatically. Automating
the process requires that every time the
same attributes are imported to MS Access.
Therefore the imported attribute structure
should be pre-determined. Furthermore
adding the obtained output information to
the project file requires that every project file
has a predetermined attribute structure.
Both requirements together result in the
idea that the project file itself should have a
predetermi ned attribute structure.
Figure 4.7 shows the procedure that has to
be embedded into the tool environment of
the user to achieve the required user
friendliness. ln this procedure steps 3 to 5 Figure 4.7: Procedure to Emerge from
can now be automated, which optimizes the the lnteraction Between the User and the Application

user-friendliness.

Basically the attributes structure can be divided into three parts:r The input of the project customer, thus what is stated on the project list;r The project specific information of the project manager, e.g. wave number;: The output attributes of the match application.

At this moment the prototype is able to cope with a predetermined project file format that
contains these three parts. The specific attributes that are currently used can be found in
Appendix 29. ln the prototype the MS Excel project file that is ready to be matched has to be
placed on a predetermined location. After pressing one button in the user interface of the
match application (Appendix 30), the matches are performed and the MS Excel project file is
replaced without any problems.

Examples of the in and output can be found in Appendix 31. Note that sometimes the
received project lists contain the identifying information already as separate attributes. Only
sometimes spaces in front and behind the identifying information in the attributes are placed.
These spaces have to be removed to peÍorm the match attempts. To minimize the
workload, the spaces are removed automatically by the prototype of the match application.

4.4.3. Flexibility of the Search Application
Section 3.4 identified that the search application should be capable to search by the
identifying and descriptive article information listed in ïable 3.í. ln addition it has to be
possible to search by the supplier codes that MAG45 uses. The effort to fill the searched
attributes in separate entries is negligible compared to the effort to fill only one overall entry.
Because filling multiple entries improves the easiness of building the search application, the
prototype contains eleven separate insertions by which can be searched. Appendix 32
shows the designed user interface with these insertion options. For users this is acceptable.
ln contrast the high responsiveness of the prototype is not acceptable.

identifying article properties
SÍep í Receive project list
Step 2 Place the obtained information in

the corresponding attributes of the
predetermined project list
structure.

Sfep 3 lmport the MS Excel format into
MS Access

Step 4 Carry out the match attempts
SÍep 5 Export the MS Access file to an

MS Ecxel project ist with the
added match output information.

Tuples in MS Excel Project file with for the
found matches commercial article
information

in MS Excel project list with
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The beginning oÍ this section described that the flexibility of the search application is
negatively related to the responsiveness. The high flexibility of the prototype is achieved for
two reasons:r lt is possible to insert up.to eleven attributes at once.! lt is possible search for comparable attributes in addition to exact matching attributes.

The concept of searching for similar attributes is similar to the concept of matching
similar names as discussed in Subsection 4.4.1.

To achieve this highly flexible prototype of the search application, a relative complex query
is used. To illustrate the complexness the query, its one page long SQL can be found in
Appendix 33. Clearly the used query negatively afÍects the responsiveness of the
application. Unfortunately in the prototype the responsiveness is affected too much, i.e. the
prototype of the search application processes approximately fifteen seconds before giving
output.

Although flexible searching was a requirement (see § 3.4), most search actions are relative
simple searches. Simple searches are searches for one or just few attributes at once, which
in addition are exact searches, e.g. by í2NC. These simple search actions use the same
complex query in the current prototype. ln order to improve the responsiveness of the simple
searches, the designed prototype of the search application still needs to be improved. When
for simple searches only parts of the current search query are used, the responsiveness will
be improved.

4.5. Conclusion
ln this chapter the system architecture has been refined and validated with prototypes. The
supplier files loaded into the prototype cover all basic characteristics and exceptional
specialties. The experiments with the prototypes learned that several unexpected issues
exist.

The conclusion for the ADB is that the concept does function, but that some issues
negatively affect the concept. ln these issues (see § 3.3.1, § 3.3.2, and § 3.3 6), either
information is lost, or additional actions have to be carried out. With the other ADB issues
was coped in the prototypes; resulting in a refined design.
The conclusion for the two functional applications is that not every in Chapter 3 described
required functionality could be added easily. Matching is not possible always possible
because differences between the received input and the listed ADB information exist.
Specifically differences in spelling, the omission of spaces, and punctuation marks cause the
inability to match similar articles. The responsiveness of the prototype of the searching
application is too low because the required high flexibility negatively affects the required high
responsiveness.
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5. Realization Design
The purpose of this chapter is to define what is required to realize and implement the
defined system architecture with its database and functional applications. This answers the
third research question. Section 5.1 describes the designed business process in which the
functional applications will be used. Section 5.2 describes the tasks and responsibilities to
support this process when it is implemented. Thereafter Section 5.3 describes the required
changes that have been identified with a delta analysis (Van Aken, 1994). Section 5.4 uses
the required changes as a guideline to define how to realize this desired situation.

5.1. Business Process of ProlecÍs
The designed lT-applications have to be used in the project demand quotation process of
MAG4S's primary process (see § 1.2.4). The starting point used for this new business
process is the in previously designed quotation process for projects (Appendix 34). ln that
process the ADB is used in the feasibility phase to find the articles, their suppliers, and their
commercial variables. However, if a reasonable subset of MAG45's supplier portfolio is part
of the ADB, and the validity of the match application is acceptable, the concept can be used
earlier. A first match attempt can be used to support the 'go-no go decision' in the initiative
phase of the quotation process. This because the match attempt directly results in
information useful in the initiative phase:
r The number of articles listed in BAAN;
r The number of articles not listed in BAAN but matched;
I The number of these matched non-BAAN articles for which all required information is

already present and for which it is not;
r The number of not matched articles for which the supplier is a MAG45 supplier;
: The number of articles that are not matched and for which the supplier is not a MAG45

supplier.

It does not matter whether the concept is already used in the initiative or the feasibility
phase. Therefore the remaining oÍ this chapter describes the new process when the concept
is used in the feasibility phase.

Figure 5.1 shows the simplified workflow of a project demand article in the new feasibility
and preparation phases of the quotation process. The circles are the places, i.e. the
statuses of the article in the quotation process. The blocks are transitions, i.e. actions by
which the status of the article is changed. ln the figure the transitions are actually sub-
process from which a specification can be found in Appendix 35. The flow is represented in
a Petri-net (Petri, í962) because that visualizes explicit OR-splits clearly. Explicit OR-splits
are the transitions with two outgoing arrows. The flow can take only one of the two arrows.
The four general steps are discussed on the next page.

Acceptèd
.ilicl. Íound

Obt in misdng All requircd Agrèo on Agr.od Exchange Articlo rè.dy to
bo ordered

Obtrinèd
.rticle in Match and

prolect liÉt sèarch .ttempt3

Aíicle r.turned
to

SÍep , SÍ€p 3 Stop I

No udcl. R.gul.r

Figure Feasibility and Preparation Phases
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r SÍep 1: Match And search aftempts
ln this sub-process the two designed functional lT-applications are used. For the match
application the procedure of Figure 4.7 has to be carried out. The method with which the
current prototype is operating is acceptable (see § 4.4.2). The result of the match attempt is
that a matching article is found or not. lf a match is found for an article, this is either
assumed to be correct, or it has to be validated. The latter is the case if for example multiple
potential matches by Crd-code are found (see § 4.4.1). Then a purchaser validates which
match is the correct match.
lf for a whole group of aricles from one supplier that is listed in the ADB, no matches are
found, then a second normalization might be required. This is the case when all identifying
article information in the obtained project list is for example with puntuoation marks while all
articles of the supplier in the ADB are without.
For all articles for which no match was found, the purchaser can use the search application.
Eventually this will result in an accepted article found, or no article found.

, SÍep 2: Obtain allrequired data
lndependent of whether an accepted article was found or no article was found the second
step starts. The goal of this step is to have all required information for an article. lf an article
is not found in the first step, then the regular searching process of the Purchasing
department starts. Obtaining the required information when the supplier is known is much
easier than when the supplier is unknown. Therefore the match application prototype states
whether the supplier is known by MAG45.
The articles found with either the match or search application, have to be checked by their
available data. lf only a supplier is found, then the exact article has to be found first. This is
possible if an article is matched by 12NC that is listed only in Codis, without a supplier code.
lf both the supplier and the article are known, all the commercial information should be
checked. lf not all commercial information is available, then this information should be
obtained at the supplier first. Eventually all the required information will be available.

. SÍep 3: Negotiation
As a result, it is possible to make a quotation and send this to the specific project customer.
lf the quotation is accepted, then the process can proceed. lf however the customer does
not agree with the quotation, then the quotation has to be changed first, resulting in a new
quotation. lt is possible that the differences are too big. Then MAG45 goes back to its
supplier to request better conditions. lf eventually MAG4S's customer still does not except
the quotation, it is cancelled.

. SÍep 4: Exchange information
An accepted quotation triggers the process of the preparation phase of the quotation
process. Now with the exchange application (see Figure 4.5) the article can be enriched, its
uniqueness can be validated, derivative information can be filled, and the format can be
converted. Finally the exchange application inserts the articles into BAAN. As a result, the
project customer can order the article,

5.2. Tasks and Responsibilities to Supportthe Business Process
ln order to support the business process of project that is described in the previous section,
several tasks have to be carried out. Every task has to be carried out by certain functions
(employees). To minimize the complexi§, the function that carries out the task is also
immediately responsible for the task. The following four different types of tasks with
accompanying responsibilities can be distinguished:
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r Selection of the suppliers - This has to be done by the users of the automatic match and
manual search applications, who respectively are the project managers and the
purchasers. Both have to agree with each other which suppliers have to be loaded.: Providing the data - This has to be done by the purchasers that are responsible for the
speciÍic suppliers that are determined to be loaded. The purchasers have to deliver the
supplier files at the Data Management department. lf no supplier files is received from a
supplier, the purchaser has to request the supplier for a file. lf a purchaser does not take
his responsibility, he will not benefit from the concept. Moreover, his amount of work Íor
projects will not decrease because none of the articles from his suppliers are matched
automatically.r Loading the ADB - This has to be done by the Data Management employees who
receive the supplier files from the purchasers. They extract, transform, and load the data
into the ADB. The task implies both initial and maintenance supplier file uploads.r Maintaining the functionat apptications - This is required due to the changing
requirements in the dynamic environment. When other data is required, the ADB and
UAD might require changes as well. The Data Management department is already
responsible for the technical functionality of all used applications. Therefore, Data
Management will also be responsible for this task.

5.3. Delta Analysis: Required Changes
This section describes required changes to the current situation. As mentioned in
Subsection 4.2.2, prototypes normally are to be thrown away (Andriole, 1994). Subsection
4.2.2 also mentioned that in contrast, we propose to use the prototype of the ADB as the
base for the final database. Apart from the issues mentioned in Subsection 4.4.1 and
Subsection 4.4.3, the prototypes of the two function applications operate well. Therefore, we
also propose to refine these prototypes and use them in the future as well. As a result, the
following four identiÍied changes can be distinguished:r The designed situation contains a filled ADB. At this moment only a prototype in which

nine supplier files have been loaded exists, meaning that still approximately 120 files
have to be loaded (see § 4.2.2). ThereÍore, first a list with the suppliers that will be
loaded has to be made. For the nine already loaded files maintenance loads have to be
carried out when new fileshave been received already.r Although the current prototype of the match application in general functions well, still
improvements are required (see § 4.4.1), i.e. it is not always able to match different
spellings, and to deal with punctuation marks and the omission of spaces.r The responsiveness of the prototype of the search application is too low (see § 4.4.3). lt
can be improved when the applied query is improved. Another method to improve the
responsiveness is running the applications on a powerful server computer that the users
access by their less powerful desktop computers.r No exchange application has been designed technically yet. At the moment, articles are
placed in the DAP-tool''. ln this tool the inserts are validated and uploaded into BAAN in
whole batches. Since this tool can be used very well, an export function towards the
DAP{ool is only required.

When the prototype of the match application is used now already, the project managers can
use the resulting output immediately. lt can be used either to give a quotation to the
customers, or to direct the purchasers to obtain missing data.

12 DAP is name of the fÍrst project customer Íor which this tool was used
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5.4. Realization of Functioning lT-applications

5.4.1.lnitial Uploading and Maintaining the ADB
At this moment nine supplier files have initially been uploaded into the prototype of the ADB.
These files cover all found basic characteristics and exceptional specialties (see Appendix
18). Therefore they can be used as examples when similar characteristics and specialties
are found in other files. As a result, all the used queries and macros can be used agaín
when other supplier files are received again in the future. Although obviously for every file
specific adjustments have to be made, the general concept can be used for every file.
ln order to create consensus, and to improve the easiness of the initial upload and
maintenance of a supplier file, two starting files have been made. These files contain several
macros, tables, and queries. The first starting file can be used when the received supplier
file is from an oEM, the second when the received supplier file is from a trader.

ln Appendix 36 the realization design of the ADB when the prototype is used as the base for
the real ADB is given. This design contains the queries and macros of the starting files, and
whether they need to be adjusted or not. Furthermore the design contains the specific steps
that have to be carried out per type of file. ln these steps the specific names of the queries
and macros of the starting file that have to be used are given. ln addition the starting files list
for every specific steps in which of the nine supplier files this step has been carried out
already.

The uploading method is designed is such a way that the adjustments to the queries or
macros for maintenance uploads are minimized. When the new file has exactly the same
attribute structure and attribute names as the previously obtained file, no adaptations have
to be carried out at all. ln order to ascertain that the structure and attribute names are
similar, the file has to be analyzed. lÍ any changes are detected, few queries have to be
adjusted to these changes.

Since in the uploading process checks whether the article is present in BAAN, the most
recent information of BAAN has to be used. Therefore first a macro has to run to ascertain
that the most recent BAAN information is used. This is has to be done only once per day,
because BAAN is also dumped only once per day into the data warehouse.

Because the UAD uses the information of BAAN, it has to be updated daily as well. The
designed method to integrate the prototype of the ADB, BAAN, and Codis in the prototype oÍ
the UAD makes it possible to update the UAD daily using one macro. To ascertain that the
functional applications use the most recent data, this macro has to run at the end of every
night. Note that during the day the assortment of BAAN may be adapted and/or the ADB
may be expanded or updated. As a result, the latest adaptation, expansions, and updates
are not used by the functionalapplications on that day yet.

5.4.2. Fully Working Functional Applications
The previous subsection discussed that the prototypes of both the match and the search
application still need to be improved.

The prototype of the match is not always able to identify whether a supplier is known (see
examples in Table 4.2).ln order to add this capability Visual Basic for Applicationsl3 has to
be used.

13 
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is a programming language that can be used to automate or expand the functionality of

applications like MS Access.
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The extent to which the project Íiles have to be normalized depends on the extent to which
they are similar to the defined attribute structure. Normally the content of the fields of the
received project list can simply be copied into the project file.
Since the built prototype oÍ the match application probably requires some small
improvements due to programming errors, or additional user requirements, the application is
not finished yet. An example of an addition can be to match by other attributes, e.g. a
combination of norm and measure.

The prototype of the manual search application certainly needs to be improved. At the
moment it is able to cope with any search. However, straightforward exact search actions
and search actions by parts oÍ only one attribute have a too low responsiveness. At the
moment the response time is with fifteen seconds too long when compared with the required
maximum of five seconds (see § 3.4). The responsiveness can be improved if the
intelligence is built into the application to use only parts of the current search query. ln
addition only parts of the query should be used when exact search actions are carried out.

5.4.3. Exchange Application
ln order to insert articles or article information into BAAN, an exchange interface is required.
Section 5.1 briefly discussed in its fourth step the four actions that have to be carried out.
These are elaborated below. Thereafter the functionally required speciÍic steps are
discussed for project demand. The search application can also be used for articles of regular
demand that are not listed in BAAN. Therefore finally the functional exchange for regular
demand is discussed.

Exchang e I nbrtace Actions: Article enrichment: information that not yet obtained, e.g. the country of origin, is
obtained and added.r Validity check'. all entries have to satisfy the restrictions of BAAN (Appendix 10), e.g. the
description is not longer than 30 and the combination of the manufacturer name and the
manufacturer type number is not longer than 32 alphanumeric characters. Furthermore
the validity check implies that either the Fbr or the Crd-code is filled certainly. As a
result, an article that is listed in BAAN will receive the correct í2NC in the ADB.

' Adding derívatives: with the obtained information other derivative information can be
added. More specifically, the article group is determined by using the purchasing price
(PCA'"), the supplier, and the MOQ. With this article group the simulated cost price
(SlM) is determined. Furthermore the sales unitls and the price unit, i.e. the price per
quantity, are determined.
Note that dimension articles, which are not sold per piece but in another unit, need to
have mass and a measure. The BTO and DTO BC's however, always have the unit of
piece.a Format conversion: BAAN is an oracle database, thus the SQL format has to be
converted.

Exchange of Project Demand
The match application adds the required information into the project file. lf an article is found
with the search application, it should be filled into the project file as well. This can be done
by just copying the required information of the speciÍic fields, or by upgrading the
functionality of the search application. This upgrade implies that for a selected article, the
identifying record number of the project file for which the article is selected should be given.
Next the information should be filled automatically in the project file. To which extent this

'o PCA refers to the Price per CreditoÍ per Artrcle
'' Used sales units of MAG45 are: pc. kg, lM1, and M2
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functional description is technically feasible has not been researched. The time that will be
saved has not been researched either.
The project file can be uploaded in the DAPtool. This tool is already operating well, and its
usage guidelines are in correspondence with the above-mentioned exchange requirements.
Thus, only a toolto automatically upload the project file into the DAPtool is required.

Exchange of Regular Demand
lf with the search application an article is found, it has to be uploaded into BAAN. ln order to
do so, several steps have to be undertaken. First the supplier and if used the quantity
discount group have to be selected. Then the presence of all required information has to be
checked.
lf not all the required information is present, the user has to be be notified that it is not
possible to upload the article. The user now has to obtain the missing data. Afterwards all
information can be inserted into BAAN by another BAAN article insertion method (Figure
4.5). lf all the required information is present though, the information should be validated
automatically and inserted afterwards.
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6. Evaluation of the Defined lT-applications
The purpose of this chapter is to determine the success of the identified desired lT-
applications, which answers the fourth research question. More specifically the three sub-
questions are answered in this chapter. The prototypes are used to support the evaluations.
Section 6.1 evaluates the technical feasibility (Research Question 4.1). The issues
discussed in sections 4.4 and 4.5 are used in this evaluation. Section 6.2 evaluates the
performance oÍ the designed applications (Research Question 4.2). Section 6.3 evaluates
what can be expected of the costs for building and maintaining the designed applications
(Research Question 4.3).
Section 1.4 discussed that in order to cover more aspects than just the three sub-questions,
an additional SWOT-analysis (Ansoff, 1965) of this research project has been carried out.
This analysis evaluates the internal strengths and weaknesses, and the external
opportunities and threats of this project. Section 6.4 describes the results of the analysis.

6.1. Technical Feasibility of the Applications
This section evaluates the technical feasibility of the designed applications on four below
discussed points. By doing this Research Question 4.1 is answered.

: Possibility to actually insert supplier files into the designed ADB
We have shown that it is possible to insert every type of supplier file, independent of the
general characteristics and exceptional specialties that the Íile has. lnserting several
supplier files into the prototype of the ADB has validated this. The inserted supplier files
together cover all basic characteristics and exceptional specialties. Essentially it is possible
to upload every type of article of every type of supplier. The risk of obtaining polluted
supplier article information exists (see § 4.3.1). This polluted information can cause in the
inability to upload certain articles. More specifically, multiple articles get assigned the same
12NC. Because the 12NC is the primary key in the ADB, one of the two cannot be inserted.
ln order to prevent this loss of data; several input data-cleaning checks have to be carried
out by MAG45 (Appendix 22).

: Possibility Ío use the ADB for the searching and matching
We have shown that the designed ADB is able to contain all attributes required for project
managers, purchasers, and customers. Although loading certain discounts caused some
problems (see § 4.3.4), eventually every discount can be listed in the ADB. Thus, it can be
concluded that the ADB has the ability to be used for match and search functionality.

: Possibility to integrate the ADB-concept into MAG45's information context
We have shown that it is possible to have an ADB that is able to deal with mandatory and
optional insertions of BAAN. Besides, we have shown that the ADB is able to deal with the
technical and procedural restrictions of BAAN. Although assigning a 12NC (see § 4.3.2 and
§ 4.3.3), the ambiguous usage of supplier codes (see § 4.3.5), and some Codis articles (see
§ 4.3.6) did cause some problems; the ADB-concept is able to deal with the information as
used by MAG45. Thus, it can be concluded that it is possible to integrate the ADB-concept
into MAG45's information context.

: Remaining technical problems
We have shown that the technical operations that have to be carried out are all possible.
The used loading process of the prototype of the ADB is automated as far as possible. As a
result, the process of maintenance loading is automated as far as possible as well. Only the
process of assigning randomly generated 12NC's cannot be fully automated. This adds few
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minutes to the required loading time. The prototypes of the two functional applications do not
functional perfectly. However, as described in Subsection 5.4.2 it is possible to improve their
functionality technically.

To summarize, it can be concluded that the designed applications are technically feasible.
Thus, when looking at the technical feasibility of the defined lT-application, they will be a
success.

6.2. Pertormance of the Applications
This section evaluates the performance of the applications, which answers Research
Question 4.2. Therefore the expected effects of the designed lT-applications are compared
with the achieved effects of the prototypes. One aspect concerns the possibility to match
and search by all required attributes. The experiments with prototypes have shown that this
is possible. Thus, on this aspect the applications are useful. The performance involves two
other aspects as well.
The first other aspect concerns the usefulness of the applications. The second other aspect
concerns the in Subsection 4.4.3 discussed responsiveness (Kimball, 1998), i.e. the
application processing time. This can be determined for both the match function and the
search function.

Usefulness
McCarn and Lewis (1990) specifythe usefulnesswith the precision ratioand the recallratio.
The precision ratio is the fraction of retrieved items that are relevant to an information
request. The recall ratio is the fraction of the total number of relevant items that were
actually retrieved. When defining the measures precision and recall, the following
assumptions have been made. First, the UAD contains a set of tuples that are either
relevant or irrelevant to the search topic. Second, the actually retrieved set may not perfectly
match the set of relevant tuples.

When looking at the match retrieval of the proto§pes of the match and search application,
they are designed in such a manner that only relevant tuples are retrieved. As a result, the
precision ratio of both applications themselves is 100To. Although this is a pefect
performance, at the moment, certainly a number of relevant tuples is not retrieved in the
applications. These tuples may not be retrieved for two reasons. First, due to incorrectly
listed manufacturer type numbers and the supplier article codes in BAAN. Experiments with
prototypes learned that the codes of one of the nine loaded suppliers are listed in BAAN with
unnecessary punctuation marks.
Second, due to incorrectly inserted numbers and codes by the application users. These
might contain unnecessary punctuation marks. As a result, mismatches between the listed
numbers and codes and the inserted numbers and codes occur. The extent to which the
users Íill unnecessary punctuation marks is unknown. As a result, the recall ratio cannot be
determined.

Another interesting number to determine for the matching application is the average
percentage of matched articles. The only valid information available is the matching
percentage of two tests oÍ recently obtained project lists. At the first test 20% of the articles
was matched, and at the second 52%. With this information it can be expected that 36% is
matched if one project file is considered. Though, clearly this percentage does not have a
high reliability with its origin in only two tests. Moreover, only nine supplier files are uploaded
at the moment. The eÍent to which these nine suppliers are representative for the intended
130 suppliers is unknown.
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The extent to which the two tests are representative is unknown either. An analysis of
several 2006 projects (Appendix 37) shows that every project list contains other suppliers
responsible for the major part of the articles on the specific list. This implies that it can be
expected that future projects again have other major suppliers.
Still, it is possible to give more meaning to the 36%. When assumed that every article
requires the same time for purchasing, for 36% of the articles on a new project list ten
minutes per article (see § 1.3.1) is saved. On an average project of say 5,000 articles, this
would be a saving of more than 7.5 working weeks of a purchaser's his time. The effect on
the conversion time is hard to estimate due to the uniqueness of the projects. Moreover, at
the moment projects get assigned capacity of Purchasing depending on the number of
articles that still have to be found to complete a wave. Which articles of which waves have
been found or matched already cannot be determined.

To summarize, the designed prototypes of the search and match applications have a
precision ration of 100%. UnÍortunately, the performance is negatively affected by incorrect
input of both the suppliers, and the project customers. Therefore it is impossible to calculate
recall rate. However, the average number of matched articles by the match application has
been determined on 36%. Although the validity of this percentage is very low, it is possible
to state that the match application does save time at the purchasing department. Thus, it
can be concluded that when looking at the performance, the designed lT-applications will be
a success.

The Responsiveness
Since the future users are using standard desktop computers, the hardware used to
determine the responsiveness is a regular desktop computerlo. The in Section 5.3
mentioned method of a powerful server computer has not been used because no such
device was available during the project.
The processing time of the match application is with approximately fifteen minutes
acceptable. The numbers of tuples that have to be matched do not affect this time
significantly, i.e. test with 35 tuples require almost exactly the same time as tests with 6,000
tuples. Thus, it can be concluded that when looking at the responsiveness is a success.
The responsiveness of the current search function is with approximately fifteen seconds too
long. However, Subsection 5.4.2 discussed those improving options that make the
responsiveness of the search application a success exist.

6.3. CosÍs for Building and Maintaining the Applications
This section evaluates the costs of the designed applications, which answers the Research
Question 4.3. Since the designed prototype ADB does satisfy allthe requirements, it can be
used as the base for the fully filled ADB (see § 5.2). The costs for full implementation of the
ADB concern the cost for initial and maintenance uploads of supplier files. The other costs
that can be distinguished are the costs oÍ building two fully working functional applications.
Both are discussed in the next two subsections.

6.3.í. Costs for Initial and Maintenance Uploads
The effort it costs to upload files with certain basic characteristics and exceptional
specialties have been determined with the experimental loads of the selected supplier files.
The involved cost aspects are: the average time required for an initial upload, the average
time required for a maintenance upload, and average of the frequency with which a new
supplier file of a certain supplier is obtained.

16 The relevant properties of the used computer: lntel@ Pentium@ 4 CPU 3.ooGHz, 5o4MB of RAM
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ln order to determine the first aspect, the average initial uploading time per file, the time per
basic characteristics and per exceptional specialty is determined. These times are used in a
framework that has been made to calculate the expected initial upload time. This framework
can be found in Appendix 38. ln addition, the appendix shows the characteristics per
category for the nine uploaded supplier files.
Since the times per characteristic and per specialty are only estimations, it is not possible to
state that a certain file with certain basic characteristics and special exceptionalities certainly
requires a certain initial upload time. However, it is possible to divide the files roughly in
three types of categories. Table 6.1 shows these three categories and their average time
required. These numbers are supported in Appendix 38 by three example calculations. Note
that in these expected times the learning effect has already been taken into account, i.e. it is
not expected that these times lower considerably over time. ln addition Table 6.1 shows the
estimated percentage of supplier
files that are part of the three
categories. This estimation is not
only based on the results of the
original supplier file analysis
(Appendix 8), but also on many
other supplier files that have been
analyzed later in the project.

lnitial
uploading
time Íminl

Number
of

attributes
Other

Characteristics
Easy 60 90 4-10 One table in one file

Moderate 90 I 11-22
lnput data cleaning
required

Hard 180 1
Similar to 'Moderate'
+ Ouantitv discóunts

Table 6-1

The second aspect that affects the costs of having the ADB is the time it requires to carry
out a maintenance upload of a supplier file. This depends on the number of adaptations that
have to be carried to a set of uploading steps. The adaptations concern: difÍerent attribute
names, dealing with the presence of new attributes and the un-presence of previously
present attributes, and merged or split attributes.
ln the current prototype with its uploading methods, a file that has attributes equal to the
previous file requires approximately five minutes. Note that this time includes the time of
analyzing the file to detect differences with the previous fïle. lt is assumed that new files will
not be totally different from the previous files. Therefore it can be expected that an average
mainetance upload requires approximately ten minutes.

The third aspect that affects the costs of having the ADB is the frequency at which suppliers
give new supplier files. No specific research has been carried out to determine this
frequency; however the Purchasing employees state that almost every file is received
approximately once a year.

lf the assumption is made that eventually 130 supplier files are inserted into the ADB, then it
can be expected that this will cost approximately five working weeks initially. Afterwards
approximately three working days per year are required for maintenance uploads. When
comparing both times with the expected savings 7.5 weeks per project at Purchasing, it can
be concluded that these costs are acceptable. However, there are more costs involved.
These are discussed in the next subsection.

6.3.2. Costs for building the Match and Search Applications
The costs for building the applications are dependent on the time required to build the
applications, and the time required to adapt or to make extensions to the applications.

The prototype of the match application is able to match by the defined input attributes
automatically. However, it is not always able to match corresponding supplier names (see §
4.4.1). The prototype of the match application is also not able to deal with the presence and
un-presence of punctuation marks in codes (see § 6.2). lt is unknown to which extent the
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current user requirements remain the same over time. lf however the need evolves to match
by another attribute, this extension requires approximately 45 minutes.

The prototype of the search application can be used to perform flexible search actions
manually. However, it has a too low responsiveness (see § 4.4.3). Although it is hard to give
an estimation of the time required to improve the application, we expect that finishing a well
working application requires approximately three working days. This number has been
identified together with the experienced Data Management employees.

To summarize, it can be conclude that the applications will be a success when looking at the
expected costs compared to the expected performance.

6.4. SWOT-Analysis of this Project
This section evaluates the results of a carried out SWOT-analysis of the project. Firstly the
internal strengths, secondly the internal weaknesses, thirdly the external opportunities, and
finally the external threats are discussed. The difference between internal and external is
that this project is fully responsible for the internal aspects. ln contrast for the external
aspects only awareness can be created and recommendations to cope with these aspects
can be made.

6.4.1. lnternal Strengths
The following internal strengths of the project can be distinguished:: All the argued design specifïcations have been identified carefully (see Chapter 3). For

the ADB the requirements of the two functional applications have been identified as well
as the restrictions of the Data Management employees. ln addition both the supplier files
and MAG4S's information context have been analyzed carefully.r The model of the ADB has been validated by building an actual physical prototype of the
ADB, and by uploading multiple real-life supplier files into this prototype (Chapter 4).
Because the supplier files were selected carefully, all basic characteristics and
exceptional specialties have been considered. The prototypes learned more about the
specifications and validated the design (see § 4.3).r Building the prototypes of the match and search application gave more information about
the applications. Unexpected issues have been identified (see § 4.4).r The process of building the prototypes of the ADB and the UAD was in very close
cooperation with the Data Management employees. As a result, consensus has been
created: the employees understand very well why the ADB will be used and what their
future role will be. To support the Data Management employees several actions have
been undertaken. For the initial uploading and maintenance processes of other files, all
steps and checks have been described. ln addition two specific starting files have been
made. FuÍhermore all building steps have been documented to improve the easiness of
adjusting the prototypes.
Consensus for the functional applications was created for several reasons. First, the
iteratively design process was in close cooperation with the future users. Second, the
prototypes are very user friendly. Third, the perÍormance (see § 6.2) of the applications,
and especially the fact that both prototypes have encoded in their rules a precision ratio
of 100%.: The designed applications can be implemented into the current business process
relatively easy (Chapter 5). The designed applications fit very well in the current primary
process. Because the prototypes have covered already major parts of the required
building processes, they can be used as the starting point for the definitive applications.
The principal ADB process leaves room for a not functioning search application. This
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implies that when for some reason the search application never will be finished, using
only the match application is an option.

6.4.2. Internal Weaknesses
The following internal weaknesses of the project can be distinguished:
' The Data Management preferred that allthe prototypes would be built with a well-known

platform. Therefore the front design of MS Access has been used. However, it is not
possible to update the supplier files fully automatically.r The reliability of the determined usefulness of the match application in terms of
percentage of matched articles is very low because only two tests were carried out on a
prototype with only nine supplier files.r The current prototype of the search application has a too low responsiveness, which
should be improved. However, the prototype was only tested on a regular computer. As
a result, the effect of running it on a powerful server computer that is accessed by less
powerful desktop computers is unknown.r MAG4S's materials category was not taken into account when designing the ADB.
Although the current ADB is able to cope with the materials as well, another problem
exists. The dimensions of the purchase and sold articles are very dynamic. ln addition
the pricing is extremely dynamic.

6.4.3. External Opportunities
The following external opportunities of the project can be distinguished:r Request suppliers to cooperate, and let them carry out as much work as possible (see §

2.2.2). ldeally the supplier files contain exactly the attributes as listed in the ADB, and
they would be consistent over time. lf the received Íile is not consistent with the
previously received file, the supplier could identify and indicate the differences already.r Publish the article in the supplier files that are not listed in BAAN towards the customers
(see § 2.2.3). However, additional research concerning the costs and benefits is
required.r Maintain the article information in BAAN pro-actively (see § 2.2.4).r lÍ a match is not valid, then it might be possible to carry out an additional matching
attempt. This attempt starts with a match attempt at the next attribute(s) in the prioritized
line behind the attribute(s) by which the not valid match was found. The extent to which
this is required, and to which this will improve the number of found matches, has not
been researched. lt is not part of the designed process because it might be possible that
these additional loops require more effort than simply searching the additionally found
articles. ln order to support future research on this, the specific partial match buttons are
already added to the user interface of the match application (Appendix 30).r With the knowledge of the validity of the found matches the 'go-no go decision' and the
capacity planning of the resources can be improved (see § 5.1).r The prototype of the matching function always selects for articles not listed in BAAN the
supplier with the lowest price. Research can be carried out to determine whether this is
always the correct selection. lt can for example be preferable to reduce the number of
suppliers. This might be achieved when one of the other matching suppliers is selected.

6.4.4. External Threats
The following external threats of the project can be distinguished:r lf for example due to financial limitations MAG45 does not carry out or quits carrying out

certain activities, then the designed solution does not work perfectly anymore. When
future ADB maintenance tasks are skipped, eventually the status and current
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commercial article information of articles cannot be found anymore. As a result, the
suppliers always need to be contacted.r When the obtained supplier files are not cleaned (see § 4.3.1), certain articles will not be
uploaded into the ADB. The prototypes have showed however, that this is marginal.
When the FbrCrd-table is not cleaned (see § 4.3.2), articles cannot get assigned a 12NC
oÍ BAAN. As a result, the article might be inserted again into BAAN, which thus will be
polluted. The cleaning actions consume time of the Purchase department that already
has a shortage of capacity though.n A supplier threatens the solution for two resons. First, if a supplier delivers a file totally
different supplier file to his last one, much manual work has to be carried out for the
maintenance upload. Second, if a supplier delivers an incorrect file and notifies MAG45
for example one week later, some unnecessary work is carried out by MAG45 already.r Due to incorrectly obtained article codes, either from suppliers or from project
customers, demanded articles cannot be matched while they actually are present in the
UAD.r Due to incorrect fills of the FbrCrd-table (see § 4.4.3) articles are not matched with
BAAN. lf the purchasing employees keep inserting incorrect codes into the table, this
problem remains.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1. Conclusions
ln order to improve the required work at the purchasing department, the research
assignment has been formulated. From this research assignment four research questions
have been extracted.

The Íirst research question was to define the desired lT-application. Therefore Chapter 2
defined that MAG45 desires an assortment database outside the ERP-system that is the
base for two functional applications. The database contains the articles listed in obtained
supplier files (product catalogs). lnformation between this database and the assortment
listed in BAAN is exchanged. The Íirst functional application concerns an automatic match
function. With this application project demand articles can be found without the effort of the
Purchasing department. For the articles that are not matched automatically, the second
functional application is used. This application concerns a search function that is able to
search flexibly in the assortment database.

The second research question was to define the design specifications of the defined
applications. Chapter 3 answered this research question partly by defining the specifications
with several analyses and literature. ln order to learn more about the speciÍications,
proto§pes of the applications have been built after. Chapter 4 refined the system
architecture with its applications. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 discussed issues that were not
identified by the prototypes. As a result, it can be concluded that second research question
is answered completely.
ln addition it can be concluded that the final schema of the ADB has the capability to contain
every type of article, even materials. Thus, the schema is also usable for other technical
wholesale organizations that want to integrate product catalogs.

The third research question was to define how the defined lT-applications have to realized
and implemented. Chapter 5 answered this research question by firstly defining the business
process in which the applications are going to be used. This is the quotation process for
project demand. To support this business process several tasks have to be carried out.
These tasks and the responsible functions have been defined as well. Only the Data
Management department will have more work. lt can be concluded that the designed system
architecture with its lT-applications can be implemented easily without distracting other
processes. Not only can it be implemented at MAG45, but any technical wholesale
organization that deals with unknown bulk demand.
By defining the differences between the current and the desired situation, it was possible to
deÍine what is still required. Everything what is still required, has to be realized. Since the
prototypes of the ADB and the two functional applications contain in general the required
functionality, we propose to improve the prototypes instead of throwing them away. lt can be
concluded that when doing this, the tasks that MAG45 still has to carry out to realize the lT-
applications are not very hard. The following tasks can be distinguished:: A list with the top 130 suppliers, when looking at the number of different sold articles,

has to be produced.r All identified suppliers have to be loaded. lf no file of the supplier is available, then the
supplier has to be contacted to obtain the list.r The matching functionality has to be improved. Specifically the functionality has to be
added to deal with different spellings, omission of spaces and punctuation marks.: The responsiveness of the search application has to be improved. The query used by for
simple search actions has to be derived from the current query of the prototype. Also the
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effect and the costs of running the applications on a powerful server computer that the
users access by their less powerfuldesktop computers has to be determined.

The fourth research question was to define the extent of the success of the defined lT-
applications. Chapter 6 answered this research question by answering the three formulated
sub-questions with the prototypes. To cover more aspects, the results of a SWOT-analysis
of this project have been discussed as well.
It can be concluded that the applications are technically feasible. The ADB has the ability to
be used for match and search functionality. Furthermore it is possible to integrate the ADB-
concept into MAG45's information context, and to actually insert supplier files into the
designed ADB. Still some minor technical problems remain. Apart Írom that, the prototypes
of the two functional applications do not functional perfectly. However, it is possible to
improve their functionality technically.
It can be concluded that when looking at
the perÍormance, the designed lT-
applications will be a success. Table 7.1
shows the three determined performances

Prototypes Precision
ratio

Matching
Coveraqe

Respon-
siveness

Match aoDlication
lOOo/o

360k 15 min.
Search aDDlication 1 5 sec.

of the prototypes of the two function"l Table7.l:Pertormanceof Prototypesof

applications. Íire preclsion ratio is perfect. Apptications

Unfortunately, the performance is negatively affected by incorrect input of both the suppliers,
and the users. Therefore it is impossible to calculate recall rate. However, the average
number of matched articles by the match application (matching coverage) has been
determined to be 36%. Although the validity of this percentage is very low, it is possible to
state that the match application does save time at the Purchasing department. Whereas the
responsiveness of the match application is acceptable, it is too low for the search
application. However, we expect that it can be improved relatively easy.
It can be conclude that when looking at the expected costs compared to the expected
performance, the applications will be a success. For 90% of the supplier files the initial
uploading process requires approximately 60 minutes. ln addition it can be expected that on
average per Íile one maintenance upload of five to ten minutes per year is required. As a
result, it can be expected that 130 files will cost approximately five working weeks initially,
and aftenvards approximately three working days per.
Apart from points mentioned earlier in this section already, from the SWOT-analysis can be
concluded that much consensus for the designed applications was created. Specifically,
consensus was created at the departments Data Management, Purchasing, and Projects.
This was achieved by the performance of the prototypes themselves, involving the users in
the experiments, documenting all building steps, considering all different types of supplier
files, and by creating two starting files for the initial uploading and maintenance process.
The SWOT-analysis also resulted in the identification of several opportunities and threats.
The recommendations that are extracted from both are listed in the next section.

To summarize it can be concluded that all research questions have been answered properly.
The research designed a system architecture in which product catalogs are integrated. It
can be concluded that this system architecture with lT-applications can be integrated into
MAG4S's business process, and operates well. ln addition, the designed system architecture
with its database and functional applications is applicable in any technical wholesale
organization.

7.2. Recommendations
r The more work the suppliers carry out, the less work MAG45 has to carry out. Therefore

it is recommended to request the suppliers to cooperate and supply the list in the
predefined attribute structure. PreÍerably the obtained file is similar to the previous file.
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Therefore the supplier should be requested to maintain the structure of his supplier file. lf
the supplier still decides to change his structure, then the supplier has to be requested to
identifu the differences compared to his previous file. With these activities the threat of
unexpected behavior of the suppliers is minimized.r lt is recommended to research the costs and benefits required for publication of the
additional articles. lf this analysis supports the belief that the additional publication is
beneficial, then MAG45 should decide whether to use taxonomy or not.r lt is recommended to formulate a pro-active BAAN data-cleaning policy. Two pro-active
policy options can be distinguished:
: Agree with the obtained supplier article information and clean BAAN.
r Agree with the article information listed in BAAN and get back to the supplier.

ln addition it is recommended to identify the pricing mechanisms applied by the suppliers
over years. The identified mechanisms can be used to forecast future prices of articles
demanded by project customers.: lt is recommended to obtain knowledge concerning the functionality of the matching
application with the used input and output. With this knowledge it is possible to
determine what the validity, and thus the quality of matching by the specific attributes is.
As a result, prioritization adjustments and manual validation might be required. ln
addition it is possible to determine whether the selection of the supplier with the lowest
price for a non-BAAN article is always the correct selection.r With the obtained knowledge it is also possible to determine whether it is useful to carry
out partial matches. ln order to support future research on this, the specific partial match
functionality has already been added to the prototype with actual buttons on the user
interface (Appendix 30).r lf the designed concept functions very well, it can be used to assess new project
demand in the initiative phase, and thus to support the 'go-no go decision'. ln addition
capacity planning can be supported. Therefore it is recommended to obtain knowledge
concerning the time required after every type of match.r lt is recommended to never quit carrying out maintenance uploads, i.e. although if
quitted, articles still are being matched, the benefit to not contact the supplier gets lost.r lf MAG45 wants to prevent that BAAN gets articles inserted double, the FbrCrdtable has
to be cleaned. Then, it is recommended to start with the suppliers that are listed in the
ADB. Afterwards MAG45 has to guard that the FbrCrd-table is always filled correctly
when another insertion method is used.tr lf MAG45 does not want to loose any data, it is recommended to clean every supplier file
before loading it into the ADB. Due to the limited capacity at the Purchasing department,
it is recommended to let the Data Management department carry out the cleaning
actions.r When the concept is a success, research can be carried out to determine the usefulness
and the required effort of loading additional suppliers. lf additional suppliers will loaded,
but the limits of the used platform ar going to be reached, other optional platforms have
to be researched.r Finally, MAG45 operates in a dynamic environment that results in changing
requirements. Therefore it is recommended to keep improving: first mover advantage in
B2B e-commerce is lost in approximately 80o/o of the situations (Hidding & Williams,
2003).
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Epilog
After spending nine months on this project, I think it is useful to spend to some additional
words that cannot be placed in any of the previous chapters.

My first conclusion is that a huge difference exists between the process of functionally
designed data-related lT-applications, and the process of technically realizing these
applications. The first is relatively easy, while the latter is almost always harder than
expected.

My second conclusion is that having consensus for a designed lT-application is a must have
and not a nice to have. MAG45 has many lT-applications available for its employees. Due to
a lack of consensus some of them have been used only shortly, even though they are
working well.
lf no consensus for an application exists with the future users, they will not use the
application. Although it is possible to force users to use the application by making it part of
the official procedure, this still does not ascertain that they will use it. Even though the newly
designed application is more efficient and/or more effective, many users, conservative as
they are, prefer the previously used method. lf this method is still working, they thus still
might use that one instead. As a resull they can only be forced if the new lT-application is
the only method to carry out a task. Unfortunately forcing people might have a negative
impact on both their overall personal performance. lf they are opposing this might affect the
company wide performance negatively as well.
As a result, it can be concluded that it is preferable to involve future users as much as
possible in the design phase already. By doing this consensus will be created and no forcing
policy is required at all.

To summarize, I will in the future be aware that technically designing data-related lT-
applications is relatively hard. Furthermore I will be aware that creating consensus during
the designing process of an lT-application is required to make the application to a success.
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List of Abbreviations

ADB

12-digits Numeric Code

Assortment DataBase

Business to Business
Business Gase
Bill Of Materials
Buy To order New
Buy To Order
See VAT (The original Dutch acronym: Belasting Toegevoegde Waarde)
Business Unit
Gross sales price (The original Dutch acronym: Bruto VerkoopPrijs)

Cost Price
Central Processing Unit

German industry norm (The original German acronym: Deutsches lnstitut fUr Normung)
Deliver From Stock
Deliver To Order

European Article Number
Electronic Commerce
Electron ic Data lnterchange
Enterprise Resource Planning
Extraction Transformation Loading

Giga Byte
Giga Hertz

Harmonized Systems

lnternational Standardization Organization
lnformation Technology

Kilo Byte

Meter
MegaByte
MAG45 industrial supply solutions BV
Manufactured At Order
Minimum Order Quantity
MicroSoft Access
MicroSoft Excel
A classification code (The original Dutch acronym: Map Tab Blad)

Multiple order quantity (The original Dutch acronym: Order VeeMoud)

Piece
Price per Creditor per Article
Price per Debtor per Article
Performance lndicator
Price per group of debtors per article (The original Dutch acronym: Prijs Lijst Code)

Random Access Memory

Slmulated Price
Structured Query Language

Union of Article Data
United Nations Standard Products and Services Code

B2B
BC
BOM
BTN
BTO
BTW
BU
BVP

CP
CPU

DIN
DFS
DTO

EAN
E-Commerce
EDI
ERP
ETL

GB
GHz

HS

rso
IT

KB

M
MB
MAG45
MAO
MOQ
MS Access
MS Excel
MTB

OW

PC
PCA
PDA
PI
PLC

RAM

SIM
SQL

UAD
UNSPSC

VAT
VBA

Value Added Tax (The Dutch acronym: 'BTW')
Visual Basic for Applications
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Validity of Previously Percieved Problems
Oí the identified problems, which all concern special customer demand, the first three effects
on the right hand side of the figure below have nearly been solved due to several reasons.
Firstly due to natural wastage, i.e. project managers, and thus their different operating
methods, left MAG45 and were replaced by new project managers who learned identical
working methods.

Although the steps are standardized, the actual execution is not. Secondly projects are
being scheduled better. ln addition they are not pressed through the internal process
anymore. Actually the quotation process takes place outside BAAN, and at the very end
articles are inserted into BAAN through a new appÍication, the DTO-tool.
Only the effect that 'either the throughput time of the quotation process is too long, or the
borders of the human capacity are reached' is still valid, i.e. it corresponds with what was
signalized during the first analysis of this project (see § 1.3). As a result, the problem that
the information provision and lT-applications result in many manual actions is stíll valid.

The ncw strategy of
MAG45 deliveE new
requirements for thg
organÉalion

It is haÍd to interchaf,go
prcjecl betw€en ppject
manage6

The Ègular order prccess is
b€ing distuóed by pmjoctsThe quotation pD@ss

wilh its contrcl- and lT -
applicalions doès not
saÍsry the cquiErents
lhat the prcjects deliver

-+ the quolation procBss are not
corect

Th€
end

pdmary process -r'thè lT-applcatioos /
aF designed Íor rcguhr
customÍ demand

Eilherthe thrcughput time oÍthe
quotation prccess is too long, o.lhe
bordeE oÍthe huren capacity are
reached

Pl: Th. architecture, contrcl, and
informtion prcvision is tied to the
individual pcFon at thg execution of
the quotNtion process of projects

P2: Within lhe inÍomation prcvision no
diltinction is madc between regulaÍ
customr domnd and ptujects

P3r The infomation provision and lT-
applications result in many manual
actions
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Appendix 2. ization Structure MAG45

Appendix 2. Organization Structure of MAG45

consUlling
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Appendix 3. Preceding Design of Assortment Database

Taken from Van de Ven (2006)

Assortment
database

ARTICLE TRUNK SUP ART RELATIE SUPPLIER

Manufacturer nam+-
Manufacturer type numbeE-
Manufacture description
Norm
Measure
Unit of measure
Manufacturer: yes

Supplier type number
Supplier description

. Manufacturer name

.Manufacturer type number
Nom
Measure
Unit of measure
MAG45 description

Supplier lD 'Supplier lD
Supplier name
Contact information
ManuÍacturer: yes / no
MAG45 can purchase:

yes/no
Supplying conditions
Payment conditions
(Brand)

PURCHASING
CONDITIONS

Supplier lD
Supplier type number
Price supplier
Unit oí price supplier
Currency
MOQ supplier
OW supplier
OLT supplier r
Valid from: date
Valid till: date
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Appendix 4. Third Party Solutions Analysis
Usefulness of Evaluation Criteria

Flexibility and
Control intermediaries)

solution should providè support for changes, even
occur on short notice
less important in this case
is less important because it will not occur frequently that multiple purchasers
of MAG45 require the identical aíicle at the same moment in time

are dependent on the diÍferences in the supplier catalogs that need set up and
maintenance.
Note that even if MAG45 is a buying firm is large that enjoys great buying
power, effectively utilizing such power does not come without cost.
All other things equal, self-made solutions require a higher amount of internal
technical knowledge than solutions where expertise is acquired externally.
Often, goods, which are similar along several attributes, can be intelligently
aggregated across multiple vendors. The question then becomes whether to
rely on a third party or parties to aggregate, or whether to develop aggregation
strategies in-house.
We assume that user adoption is determined by the amount of control that the
individual Íirm has over the design oÍ the user interface oí the system.
Special requirement in MAG45's case: automatic match and manual search
functionality has to be present.
It is important to which extent the catalog holds all items that MAG45 needs
access. SpeciÍcally the catalog should cover as many oÍ MAG45'S supplier
Íiles as possible. Furthermore it should state as many attributes of a specific
article as possible - ideally there will no need to explore other sources.
However, if certain speciÍic attributes are not known, e.g. price, the catalog
has the'knowledge discovery power', meaning that it directs the search.
)Coverage of the suppliers
)Coverage of the Attributes
The success of each any inÍormation system is dependent on its adoption of
all parties that are impacted by it.
)The type oÍ catalog solution does not inÍluence the number of suppliers and
is thus not important.

Purchasing and
Bargaining
Power
Buyer lnterface
Cost

Technology Cost

Useability

Catalog Reach

Supplier
Adoption

Supplier
lnterface Cöst

c Third

f(purchasing volume,
number of end users)

Í(number of catalog
paÍtners that need a
diÍferent system
interface)
f(sophistication of
solution, required
technology
knowledge)

f(control over system
interface design)

Í(total number of
items accessible via
the catalog system)

f(number of
competitors included
in the system)

f(number of partners )Since the input concerns relative similar input this is not a real issue.
that need a difÍerent
system interface)

Solutions Evaluated

Variable Name Function of

Darameter2. ..,1
(paÍameterí

comment

Specific Third Partv Solutions

Specific MAG45 Criteria 2BA - BestandsBeheer Aftikelen Ariba Buver - Aiba
Automatic match bulk lmpossible lmpossible
Manual Search: Possible Possible
Coveraqe of the suppliers 2611 .900=1 .37o/o'. Parllv 29/'í .900=1 .53o/o Parllv
Coveraoe of the aftibutes Partlv Partlv
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Appendix 5. Literature Study on User Requirements of Product Catalogs

F u n cti o n al Req u i rem ents
The functional product catalog requirements that can be distinguished are that the catalog
should contain rich content that is organized as taxonomy with product families and
relationships, and that the catalog should have a search function (Castiel, 2003).

Rich Content
Rich content has its origin in imported data. lt includes basic article data, i.e. number,
description, and price, plus detailed product specifications, e.g. measurements, additional
text and images. Some argue that the main object of catalog-based transaction systems are
standardized products of limited specification and complexity (Leuket et at., 2003). Ín contrast,
with this is that some argue that it is vital for suppliers, thus the companies that create
electronic catalogs, to be able to describe their products in full detail, according to the
requirements of customers and in a manner that supports and influences proc-urement
decisions (Baron et al., 2000).

ln order to have enriched formal article specifications, one could also define that the
database should fulfill the following requirements: support multilingualism, support complex
products and services, support different scenarios, provide extended price models, and
consider product life cycle (Schmitz & Leukel, 20OS).

The extent to which the content can be used easily depends on the complexity of the
products in the product catalog. ln order to identify how easy the products can be used, their
complexity has to be identified. Four types of product complexity when using in product
catalogs can be distinguished (Leuket et at., 2003):

1. Fix Products
2. Parameterizable products (e.9. color)
3. Configurable products (e.9. price)
4. EÍernal products (selection of products (of previous 3) and selection of relevant

attributes)

Taxonomy
The data must be cleansed, standardized, categorized, and structured to fit the taxonomy.
Taxonomy can be defined as the science of classification according to a predetermined
system, with the resulting catalog used to provide a conceptual framework for discussion,
analysis, or inÍormation retrieval (Bruno & Richmond, 2OO3). The structure can contain any
number of levels and categories can appear in more than one place in the hierarchy.

Furthermore it might be possible that product attributes only apply to certain classes of
products. Classification might be done by using both product families, based on common
attributes, and the relationships between those products. These relationships must be
defined and maintained because they help customers easily find products that are used
together and encourage cross selling and up selling.

ClassiÍication of the products actually is a category oÍdata mining (Kimball, 1998). When looking at
existing approaches and their implementations for peÍorming an automatic classification of
product data, two different types can be identified (Abets & Hahn, 2006b).
Approaches based respectively on mapping between the several classification systems, and
on analyzing the product data.
The first approach, mapping between classification systems, can for example be mapping
Írom the article classification system UNSPSCto eCla@ss, which is another articló
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classification system. The following problems can occur: "Mapping the content standards by
specifying pairs of equivalent categories is not always possible due to different principles
used to aggregate the products into categories of the same abstraction level" (Ding et al.,
2003). Note that models that would describe the several classification systems universally,
and could be used for the transmission of one system into another can and actually are
being developed, but never work perfectly (Leukel et al., 2002a). A classification system
used suppliers in the research project is the Harmonized Systems. Details can be found in
Vischer (1990).
Metrics for the content quality of products and services categorization standards are
developed and applied to eCl@ss, eOTD, RNTD, and UNSPSC (Hepp et al., 2005).
Significant differences are identified, which both influence the choice of a standard for a
specific business purpose and the maintenance strategies for the standards themselves.

The second type consists of approaches based on analyzing the data of each product in
order to assign the product to an appropriate class. Those are basically classification
approaches that neglect the existing classification information and that try to perform a
complete new classification of the product into the new taxonomy.

Furthermore it is important to state that once a year the system might change, merge, split,
or remove certain specific codes. This can be identified as reclassification (Beneventano &
Magnani, 2004). Taking care of the first three is relatively easy and does not require much
time. The last however, implies that the articles in have to be reclassified by the Purchasing
department. Note that it can be argued that in general it might take 5-10 minutes of work for
each product when using a manual classification (Grabowski et al., 2002)

S u p p o rti n g ap p ro ach es w h en a uto m ati n g c I ass if i c ati o n
Several approaches to analyze the information are listed by (Abels & Hahn, 2005). Most of
can be adapted to analyze the data or the data model and can therefore contribute to an
semi-automatic product (re-)classification. Although further research is required, below the
several analysing methods are listed.

. Syntactical analysis
The syntax defines the structure of a product catalog, such as the structure of the
data or the data model. The structural analysis can be performed by using existing
approaches such as schema matching solutions, which can lead to the building of a
map, e.g. the project COMA (Doan et al., 2003).

. Analysis of semantics
Methodologies and approaches, which are analyzing the semantics, can be used to
conclude the meaning of a textual description, e.g. ConceptNet (Liu & Singh, 2004).
ln the area of product classification they could for example be used to determine the
meaning of a product name or the relationships between keywords.

. Analysis of metadata
Several approaches are based on extracting and analyzing metadata and by
mapping them or relating those metadata to other data.

. Recognizing and analysing ontologies
ln this area the connection and interrelation of entities and structures of a model is
analyzed and expressed by considering the product ontology. Existing approaches
try to make conclusions of logical information, such as the inheritance of objects,
e.g.the SMART-Algorithm [Noy &Musen, 1999) and the PROMPT-Algorithm (Noy
&Musen, 2000).
Modeling e-Catalogs with a developed formal ontology requires the ability to analyze
the ontological expressiveness and complexity necessary for the domain. !n addition
it requires clear understanding of description logics (Lee & Shim, 2005).
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Apart from adjusting information, enhancement of the existing information can be
practical as well. Firstly this can be done by performing a word splitting of
compounds, e.g. "football" to "foot" + "ball". Secondly this can be done by adding
synonyms wherever possible, e.g. "laptop" for "notebook" (Abets & Hahn, 2006b).
Furthermore text information can be cleaned with a language based stemming
algorithm, e.g. (Porter, 1980). Such an algorithm replaces all words with their basic
form, e.g. "houses" is replaced with "house", and stopwords, e.g. "the" and "for", are
removed.

c Similarity analysis
Analyzing the similarity of products can help to classify products by comparing them,
e.g. determine the similarity oÍ product data that has to be classifies to other product
data, which is known to be classified correctly. Most machine-learning approaches
can be used in this area.

. Model mapping and transformation
An approach to transform the (meta) models oÍ the product data or to create a
mapping from one catalog format into another one. This can become useful when
performing a re-classification of data which is based on different data models. Two
general approaches, which might take advantages of those mapping techniques,
exist. The first one is the usage of a common meta-model to which the specific
systems (e.9., UNSPSC) are mapped. The second one is to create a direct mapping
from the source-model to the destination model.

. Using context information
The usage of context interpreting could lead to a high limitation of possible
categories and will therefore allow a faster classification with much more accurate
results

User Requirements
ln addition to the above stated functional requirements several non-functional requirements
can be distinguished. A first user requirement that can be distinguished is user requirement
is that there should be enhanced user support (Schmitz & Leukel, 2005). Furthermore
security and history (Bussler, 2005) and lnformation usefulness can be distinguished.
History implies that historical article data is stored and can be retrieved if necessary.
Security and information usefulness are explained further below.

Securtty
Security can be divided into two parts: lnformation accessibility and information security. The
first consists of the characteristics availability and admissibility, the latter of the
characteristics access restriction and encryption (Alter, 1999). These four characteristics,
their definitions, and their related information system role can be found in Table 2.1 below.

related roles of lnformation Systems

I nfo rm ati o n Usefuln ess
Defining information requirements is perhaps the most neglected aspect of the information
management process (Davenport, 1993). The product description stored in an electronic catalog

Characteristic Definition Related lS Roles
Availability Extent to which the necessary information

exists and can be accesses eÍfectively by
peoole who need it

Make information with minimum efÍort

. Admissibility Whether or not use of the information is
leqal or culturallv aoorooriate in this situation

No automatic approach even though it is possible to
orovide leoal ouidelines in an oroanize form

Access
Restriction

Procedures and techniques controlling who
can access what information under what
circumstances

Use passwords or schemes to prevent unauthorized
users Írom accessing data or systems that process data

Encryption Converting data to a coded Íorm that
unauthorized users cannot decode

Encrypt and decrypt data
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and its properties do in many cases nol supply enough information to group similar products and to
classify them. (Abels & Hahn, 2005).

Usefulness, taken from Alter (1999)

Depending on the specific requirements that a catalog is developed to address, the area of
related needs will vary (Porter, 1988). ln order to determine to what extent the supplier
article inÍormation is useful, and thus to what extent it has to be enriched, several
determinants of information quality usefulness can be used (Alter, 1999). These
determinants, their meanings, and related lS roles, in Table 2.2 on the previous page.

Websop Customer Requirement: Rich Content
First of all it is important that the articles have some sort of identification that can be used for
ordering and referring to a certain article. Specifically in this case MAG45's article code, the
12NC, is the identifying code. lt might be possible that customers refer to either a supplier
number or a manuÍacturer number instead of the 12NC. Therefore these should be stated
as well if available.

Since it might be possible that a customers does not know any of the above mentioned
article codes of the required article beforehand, the article needs to be recognizable as well.
Thus the article needs to have an article description. Both suppliers and manufacturers
might give an article a certain description. MAG45 might use these or state an own
description to make an article recognizable. Because some customers might refer to the
exact manufacturer article déscription or to the exact description of a certain supplier, these
should if available be stated anyhow.

Obviously customers are for every article interested in the commercial variables, i.e. price,
order leadtime, minimum order quantity, and order quantity multiplicity. The stated price
should be accompanied with the currency and the unit the price, i.e. price per piece, per
meter, or per kg. Furthermore customers might be interested in certain classification codes
that identify the type of article. MAG4S's customers require EAN and UNSPSC1T codes. ln
addition it might be possible that they are interested in catalog details such as drawings and
measurements of a specific article parts, e.g. the diameter of the head of a screw.

Characteristic Definition Reratéd rs Rores
Accuracy Extent to which the inÍormation represents

what it is suDDosed to reDresent
Control data to insure accuracy; identify likely errors

Precision Fineness of detail of the Dortraval Providè information with adeouate errors
Completeness Extent to which the available information

is adequate for the task
Provide information that is complete enough for the user and
situation: avoid swamDino the user with excÉssive information

Age Amount of time that has passed since the
data were oroduced

Update information more frequently and transmit it to users
more quicklv

Timeliness Extent to which the age of the data is
aoDroDriate Íor the task and user

Provide iníormation quickly enough that is useful

Source The person or organization that produced
the data

Veriry source of inÍormation; provide infoÍmation Írom
DreÍened sources: analvze information Íor bias

" UNSPSC: United Nations Standard Products and Services Code. Fordetails see http://www.unspsc.org/.
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Appendix 6. Customer Satisfaction Survey
Below a form that was given to customers last year.
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The first question, whether the right information and products on are found on the current
website, only three of the fifteen were positive, meaning that 80% is not satisÍied. Most
negative comment referred to a not correctly working search function. Furthermore
comments were made that the taxonomy is not used.
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Appendix 7. Estimated lmpact calculations for prioritization
The in the calculations used numbers are estimations based on expectations of respectively
purchasers and project managers.

Average searching time per article: 10 minutes
Average project list: 10.000 articles

lf only one of the two is implemented:. Only an improved efficiency of a manual search application
The average time searching to search an article is now lowered with 2 minutes, from
í0 to I minutes.
The average percentage of articles automatically matched articles is 2o/o.) I 0,000.(1 -0.03)*8 = 77,600 minutes. Only an improved effectiveness automatic match function
The average percentage of articles automatically matched articles is 40%.
)10,000-(1-0.40)*10 = 60,000 minutes

77,600>60,000
Thus the matching application requires less work for the purchasing department
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Appendix 8. Supplier Article Files Analyses
Below firstly a table is listed that states per supplier file whether it is a manufacturer, the
number of articles it contained, and what type of file(s) it is/are. Furthermore for every file
there is listed whether a field was found, and at which relative position. Secondly the formats
of supplier files are discussed. Thirdly the several attribute categories of found fields are
discussed. These categories are: the supplier article code, the supplier article description,
pricing, other commercial article variables, article classification and identification, and the
valid time frame. Finally the information quality of the files is assessed with from literature
extracted criteria.
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Formats of supplier files
Most supplier files are received all Ín a basic Excel file. By exception the file contains several
worksheets. Another exception is that sometimes an additional file with information is
supplied found is a different format, i.e. PDF or wrd file containing the discounts. One
supplier refers in his Excel file for additional information concerning the lifecycles of its
articles to a physical CD-Rom.

Attribute categories
Supplier afticle code
Sometimes only the supplier article code is stated, sometimes the manufacturer code is
stated as well. A supplier that is not the manufacturer might name its own article number as
the Order number.
The Íleld that contains the article number has a certain name, e.g. Article number, Article lD,
Order number, or Supplier part number. One exception was found in which an additional
article number was found. That number represented the new article code and was called the
Replacing article number.
The numbers mainly contain digits, although sometimes one or more characters are part of
the number as well. Occasionally the number consists of several parts with one oi more
hyphens or spaces in between.
certain (former) Philips BU's, e.g. ASML, vDL ETG, and philips Lighting operate very
frequently with a 12-digits article code which is different form MAG45's 12-digits article code.
Note that some suppliers state MAG45's article code in their files as well.

Suppl ier afticle description
ln order have recognizable records; all distinctive characteristics have to be mentioned.
certain of these characteristics, e.g. measures, materials, colors, and norms, can be
mentioned in separate files or added at the article description.

Most of the supplier files contain an article description in just one field. Sometimes a supplier
states a type instead of a description, i.e. the type is actually the description. This is thus
another type than the type that the other suppliers use next to the article description. Some
supplier files contain a description that is partly in one field, and partly in the other. Few
examples were found of files containing several descriptions, e.g. short, long, and regular
descriptions. Note that many suppliers use one same description for more articles, i.e. the
description is not unique.
Logically an article description should explain what the article is. However, this is not always
the case, i.e. it is unclear what the actual article is. The following remarkable points, even
with inconsistencies per supplier, were found:

o Article number also in the description.
. Manufacturer name in description.
. Different language, e.g. German or French
. Use of brackets, hyphen, spaces (also more (e.g. 9!!) behind each other)
. Use of capitals, lower cases, totally capitals
. Abbreviations (followed by a full stop or nothing),
. Norms in descriptions, e.g. DIN at mechanical components
o Measures, Norms, colors, and materials part of description
o Comma's (with and without space behind the comma)

The specific norms are obtained from suppliers. Actually in the market of mechanical
components a certain article is identified by a norm plus the material the measurements.
Both in the market of electrical components and in the market of tools norms are not used.
Although in the latter brands are used to identify articles. Examples of two common ones are
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the Deutsches lnstitut fUr Normung (DlN) and lSO18 (lnternational Standardization
Organization). There is a certain overlap between DIN and lSO. The most powerful
organization in a market determines with which norms to operate, e.g. Automobile
manuÍacturers use DlN.

Picing
The regular pricing method used by every supplier in the market is that a given gross price
minus a customer specific discount equals the net price. Thus all supplier files contain a
gross price in a separate field. The used field names are: Gross price, Price, Catalog Price,
Price in pricelist, or Market Reference price. Note that this net price is without VAT-
chargesre. Note that sometimes only the gross price is stated, i.e. nor the discount, nor the
net price is stated. Sometimes in addition only the discount or the net price is stated. lf the
discount is stated, then it is stated as absolute amount of money or as a percentage.

Several exceptions in the basic pricing mechanism might occur. lt might be possible that
suppliers operate with quantity discounts ('staffels'), e.g. less than í00 articles cost €0,50
per piece, between 100 and 500 articles cost €0,25 per piece, and more than 500 articles
cost €0,10 per piece.
Furthermore it might be possible that the supplier operates with MAG4S's customer
dependent discounts, e.g. Festo, a former Philips division as well, gives a higher discount if
MAG4S's customer is also a (former) Philips division.
Another pricing mechanism is the use of a charge dependent on the purchased length
('Slaglengte'). This mechanism is used for certain articles that can be purchased in different
lengths, e.g. metal cylinders. ln this case on top of a fixed price an article length depending
amount is added.

The stated price is for a certain quantity of articles. Sometimes this is not stated at all, one
has to assume the price is per piece. Sometimes the'price'field is already in 'Price/unit'. lt is
also possible that the obtained quantity for the price is stated in a separate field with the
name'price per'.
An article might be sold in pieces (PC), but also in other units. The other common units are
Meters (m) and kilograms (kg). The unit is stated in a separate unit field. lf there is no 'unit'
field, one has to assume that the price is per PC.

The price itself is stated either with commas or with full stops. The currency for the price is in
some files not stated at all, i.e. one has to assume that it is in Euros. lf it is stated, it is either
in the same field as the price itself, or in a separate 'currency' field. Note that other
currencies, e.g. GBf, were found as well.

Other Commercial afticle variables
The OW is usually one, meaning that the article can be purchased per one. lf this is this
case, in general nothing is stated in the files. However, sometimes it is only possible to order
an article with a quantity bigger than one, e.g. nails that are package per 50. Remarkable is
that sometimes suppliers identiÍy the field with the inconsistent terms like 'staffel' and
packing quantity. The first term should determine the quantity at which the discount
changes. The latter term normally indicate the number of articles per one article, thus
actually a'price per' field.
The MOQ is usually one as well; meaning that ordering the article can be done with a
minimum of one. lf this is this case, in general nothing is stated in the files. However,
sometimes articles have to be purchased with a higher minimum quantity. This quantity

" lso details can be found on http://www.iso.org/.
'n MAG45 supplies products for which the high Value Added Tax (VAT) tariff has to be used.
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might equal the OW, but might also be bigger, e.g. an order has to contain minimal 10
boxes oÍ 50 nails resulting in an MOQ of 500. For obvious reasons both the MOQ and the
OW are integer numbers.
The OLT of an article to MAG45 depends on the supplier, but also on customs. MAG45
obtains estimated leadtimes from its suppliers, but does not have any guarantees that these
leadtimes are actually made. Suppliers determine for their first 20% of articles, the most
important ones, this leadtime has been determined very precisely. For the other 80%
supplier it is more like a rough estimation.
It might be possible that an article is out of stock at a supplier, even if he gave a leadtime
just a few days. This might happen when he had to deal with sudden peak demand. lt might
take severalweeks before the supplier is able to deliver the article again, e.g. Cooper's next
production run for solding points is six weeks from now, or Mitutoyo is out of stock and has
to transport the required articles out of Japan, which it principally does only by boat. lf
MAG45's customer really insists on having the article at the end of the stated DTO-leadtime,
MAG45 has to source the article at another dealer for a worse price. lf not, then MAG45
agrees purchases at its supplier with the longer leadtime.
A supplier will only put articles in stock for MAG45, if MAG45 assures a demand for the
coming year. Thus MAG45 has to step to its customers in order to let them guarantee that
they will purchase a certain quantity in the coming year. lf customers ascertain that, then
making a stock article (DFS) has to be taken into consideration.

Afticle Classification and ldentification
Most suppliers do classify their articles. However, not every supplier Íile states the
classification explicitly. Sometimes the article number is a classifying code by itself. lt is also
possible that article categories are stated in separate fields. By exception the meaning of the
group code is given additionally.
Both the official UNSPSC classification and the EAN identification code are sometimes
stated in separate fields. Other officialclassifying codes, the HS-code2o

Valid time frame
ln order to determine when the stated commercial values as such as price are valid, that
additional information is necessary. This information might be stated in special fields, e.g.
Starting date price, Valid from, and Valid till. lt is also possible that the information is stated
above or below the article list on the worksheet, or in a text file that is received together with
the supplier article file.

lnformation Usefulness
The determinants, their meanings, and related lS roles, in determining the quality of the
supplier information is stated in the table below. The Characteristics have been used to
identify which supplier information is incorrect. The judgment is stated in table of the nxt
page.

f information oualitv usefulness. taken 'om Alter (í 999)
Cherecteristic Definltlón ReraÍed rS Rores
Accuracy ELtent to which the information represents

what it is suooosed to reoresent
Control data to insure accuracy; identify likely errors

Prècision Fineness of detail oí the Dortraval Provide information with adeouetè errors
Completeness Extent to which the available information

is adequate for the task
Provide inÍormation that is complete enough Íor the user and
situation: avoid swamoino the user with excessive information

Age Amount of time that has passed since the
data wère oroducèd

Update inÍormation more frequently and transmit it to users
morè ouicklv

Timeliness Extent to which the age of the data is
eobronriàle Íor the tesk and usèr

Provide inÍormation quickly enough that is useful

Sorrcé The berson or ordaniTatión theÍ nróducéd Verifv source of information: Drovide information from

20 HS stands Íor Harmonized System. Detai:s can be found in Vischer ('1990)
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the inÍormation

aÍticle information
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References of this Appendix that are not listed ln the Rference List of this repoÉ:
Alter, S. (1999). lnformation sysÍems - a management perspective. 3rd edition Addison-Wesley

Educational Publishers lnc.; 1 31-1 39.
Vischer, J. (1990). The Harmonized System Íor the naming and encoding of lnternational Trade

Commodities. Tools for Knowledge Organization and the Human lnteríace. Proceedings. 1st
I ntemational I SKO Conference: 175-182.
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Appendix 9. BAAN Article Entries per Display Group

Lengttr
Mèasure
Norm
Mass
Artikelsoort

Artikelgroep
PÍoductsoort
Btw code

A dimension article (Ml and M2) has a certaln mass (Kg)
(inkoopdeel, maakdeel, genedek, uitbesteding, diensten, koslen)
(op lev., op productsoort (BTO etc.), op MOQ,CP=interuat, op bijz. handetingen) .Mbv:
'Herkomst van gegevens'en 'toepassing van gegevens,
(BTO, DTO, DFS, MAO, uitbesteden(=een activiteit, e.g. zagen)
(low tarif, high tari0

The type of melerial, e.g. RVS
if dimension article,then a measuÍe

Material costs
Process costs

Standard cost price (=Material costs+ Process costs)

Opslageenheid

Eenhedenset
Voorraadeenheid

(=tbv een specifike appliÉtie)
(PC , M1, M2) (àWordt gebruikt voor berekenën vooraadkosten)
(=geeft aan op welke wijze artikelen mrden bewaard. Alleen nuttig als magazijn locatie wordt
gebruikt)

TX

lnkoopeenheid
Prijseenhèid
Prijsgroep
Slatistiekgroep
lnkoopvalula
lnkoopprijs
Crediteur (=supplier)
lnkoper
Tekst

( PC , M1, M2)
PC 1=1 Out 1 piece), Í00 pe|l00 piece

WeYNiet E-Biz)
MTB mde

B'O'

Verkoopeenheid
Prijseenheid

Prijsgroep
Statistiekgroep
Marge
Laatste mutatiedatum Verkoop PrUs
(VP)
T

(=een groep artikelen met overeenkomstige afspraken ten aanzien van verkoopprijzen en
kortingen)
MTB code
(Verkoopprijs tov normale prijs)

(PC , M1, M2)

Bestelmethode
O\A/ Orderhoeveelheid veelvoud van
MOQ Minimale orderhoeveelheid
MAQ Maximale orderhoeveelheid
FOQ Vaste orderhoeveelheid
EOQ Optimale seriegroote
Bestelniveau
OrderlooptÍd
Veiligheidstijd
Eerst toegestane besteldatum

van Herkomst

Bestelbeleid

Bestelsysteem

op basis van voorspellingen wordt anoniem op voorraad geproduceerd oÍ ingekocht
'op ordei: Speciaal voor eèn klant ingekochugeproduceerd
R'SlC' (=De wijze waarop inkoop of pÍoductieorders worden gegenereeÍd)
(Optimale seriegroote, partij voor partii, ...) B Wordt gebruikt
(NB: mn van belang bij LFL en EQQ)

R Wordt gebruikt
(punt waarop nieuwe bestelling wordt gedaan)
(=tijd die het duurt tot een order ook daadwerkelijk beschikbaar is)
(=om fluctuaties in de normale ordelooptud op te vangen)
R Wordt gebruikt, niet voor ieder artikel

met BTW-code

'anoniem':

Stuklijsteenheid

Routingeenheid
Orderkosten
Time Fence
Low level ode
Order hoeveelheid aÍhankeliik routing
Planner
Hoeveelheid per pullnote

R"l' Het aantal BOM-componenten van een BOM
B'1'Bewerkingen, hun volgorde, de èrbij betrokken productieaÍdelingen en standaardwaarden
kunnen worden opgevÍaagd.
R'0'VeMerking-, transport-, inkoop-, productieplannings- en kwaliteitscontrolekosten
R'0' Tijdshorizon
Het laagste niveau in de BOM waarop een component is opgenomen

De verantwoordeliik medewerker
Hoeveelheidvan het artikel dat naar de werkvloer gebracht wordt
Het ls aan een
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Appendix í0. Type of BAAN Entry per Business Case

BTq DÍO...:!:._.f..
BAAN entry BAAI{ entry

Code (Unique, <32 alphanumèric char.) Tech-
mandatory

I ech.
mandatorv

1 Article

12NU

(Arlikel)

Proc. mandatory Proc. mandatory
(Unique, <30 alphanumeric char,) Tech.

mandalorv
Tech.
mandaloru

2 Article Description

Descriptron MAG45

(Omschriiving)

Proc. mandatory Proc. mandatory
3 (Statistiekgroep) Optional Optional

(=classifcation code used
íor

Proc.
Mandatory/
ODtional

Proc.
Mandatory/
Optional

uountry oÍ orioin (Land) Proc. mandatory Proc. mandatory
if dimension article, e.g. M1 or M2, then Tech.

mandatory
Tech.
mandatorv

',10 Mass

if per PC

Massa

optional Optional
if unity in mass, e.g. kg, then a measure I ech.

mandatory
Tech.
mandatoru

Measure

else

Maat

Optional Optional
Norm (e.9. DIN) Norm Optional Optional

9 Materiàl Materiaal optional Optional
Manufaclurer type number

11 Manufacturer name FbrCode Optional Tech.
mandatory

1Z suPplier name CÍediteur Optional I ech.
mandatorv

't3 Supplier code CrdCode Optional Tech.
mandalory

11 §upplrer §pe number Crdtxt Optional I ech.
mandatory

Purchasing unit Tech.
mandatoru

15

) only: PC, Ml, M2

Eenhlnkp
(PCA) Not allowed

Proc. mandalory
't6 Purchasing unit price Eenhlnl(pPrus Not allowed Tech.

mandatory
1t sales unrt EenhVerkp Not allored IèCh.

mandatoru
ÍE Article group

internal cost
(used for
price charoes)

Not allored Proc. mandatory

19 Selection code Not allored Optjonal
20 Warehouse Magazln Tech.

mandatoru
Tech.
mandalory

21 Warehouse unit EenhvÍrd I ech.
mandatorv

Tech.
mandatoru

22 OW 1=MrPir1" OrO"'.
Quantitv)

(orderveelvoud) Not allored Tech.
mandatory

MOQ (=M;6i6u, gr."t
Ouantitv|

Nol allowed I ech.
mandalorv

z4 OLT (=O16st 1..a r'r., (orderboptUd) Not allowed Tech.
mandatoru

25 SIM (simulated purchasing
orice/ Net Durchasino ori@l

sim Not allored upuonal

SIM unit SimEenh Not allored Optional
t7 SIM Currency SimVal Nol allowed Optional

Cuslomer code DbrCode Optional Optional
29 Cuslomer name Debiteur Optional Optional
30 Cuslomer article code DebtÍ Optional optonal
91 Description in English Omschrijving

Enoels
Optional uptronal

32 Year of delivery JaaÍ afgifte Optional Optional
33 §et up costs lnstelkoslen optional Optional
v Cycle costs Cyclus kosten Optional optional
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Appendix í 1. Information Usage of MAG45
Afticle coding
MAG45 uses, apart from the supplier and manufacturer article codes, its own article code,
the 12NC. Since the buy out MAG45 does not use the classifying logic behind the code
anymore. lnstead for every article that is uploaded into BAAN, a 12NC is generated
randomly. lt has been determined that for every 12NC that will be generated the first four
digits represent MAG45, meaning that they are fixed. As a result, every newly generated
12NC starts with the following four digits: 8322. Thus basically only the last eight digits are
used as an article code, implying that there is room for í00M articles.
Customer specific stock has its own 12NC. This 12NC is not published to other customers. lf
such an article is demanded by another customer, either this other customer got the number
from the customer for who the articles are in stock, or he made a typing error.

Furthermore for articles the manufacturer type numbers and supplier article numbers might
be listed. The manufacturer type number is listed in with the Fbr-coding system. The codes
is made by assembling the manufacturer number and the manufacturer name, e.g.'12345:
NAMEMANUFACTURER',

Afticle Description
The article description might be copied from the supplier directly or taken and readjusted.
Normally MAG45's article descriptions are being determined by the Purchasing department.
Only for BTO articles the article description of the customer is used as the MAG45
description.
At the moment, there is no fully awareness that the description is not only a technical
requirement for BAAN, but also a procedural requirement of MAG45 because it is displayed
towards customers.
Note that there has been a project in the past that determined the requirements of an article
description (see Appendix 12\. The reasons to do this were to generate a standard built up,
a clean ERP system, implement better search functionality, and obtain consensus and thus
understanding of the built up in order to not delay the processes. Despite the project, still no
official guidelines for the article descriptions have been implemented.

As a result the article descriptions are not unique. At this moment there are different articles,
with different í2NC's, that might have exactly the same description. To illustrate this
problem some specific figures:

. 5500 unique article descriptions are each used for two or more articles
o ln total 49.000 articles, which is approximately 38% of the assortment, have a

description that is used for at least two articles.
. On top is one unique article description that is used for over different 3700(!) articles.

Pricing
It has to be noted that cost information can play a key role in determining selling prices
(Langfield-Smith et al., 1998).

More specifically, MAG4S's pricing mechanism starts with the price per creditor per article
(PCA). lf suppliers operate with special pricing mechanisms, e.g. quantity discounts, one
simulated (SlM) price, which also takes potential sales into account, is determined. An uplift
oí 1.5o/o on the SIM results in the cost price (CP). Then finally an extra uplift results in the
gross sales price (BVP)21. Note that the SIM unity is determined in both stocking units and

" BVP is a Dutch abbreviation for 'Bruto Verkoop prijs', meaning gross sales price
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Euros, because this is in the same currency as the cost price, and because currency
exchan ge differences are tracked immediately.

The last uplift is depends on the article group, which is identified by MAG45. There are two
types of article groups. The first type of article group consists of supplier dependent uplifts.
For the major suppliers, based on purchasing value, an article group has been made. lt
might be possible that there are more groups per supplier. These groups depend on either
the cost price of the commodities, or the obtained discount rates, which normally depend on
the several supplier article groups.
The second type of article group consists of articles that cannot be placed in one of the first
type of groups. Determining the group of the second type depends on the product of the cost
price per piece and the MOQ. Higher resulting values of this function end up in categories
with a lower uplift. ln total there are 13 of these groups.
Hence, the uplifts of the groups of the first type are not maintained. Furthermore groups are
not added or deleted if the purchase value of the supplier overwrites a certain limit. As a
result of the latter some articles might fall in the second type of article groups.

For MAO-articles that undergo a certain activity the CP exists of the CP of the article itself
plus the costs for the activity and routing. For MAO-kitting articles the CP of the kit exists of
the sum of the separate CP's plus another 1.5% charge.

Due to the strategic change MAG45 operates more and more with contracts in which buying
conditions for its customers are prefixed. When determining these conditions the mechanism
of cost plus pricing is not used. ln this case MAG45 operates with either a price per debtor
per article (PDA) or a price per group of debtors per article (PLCs"r"")22.

T ransportation ove rhead
For the transportation method agreements have to be made. The transportation methods
that ca be distinguished are Francohuis and ExWorks. ln the first method the supplier is
responsible for the transportation to the address of MAG45. The costs for this method are
charged in the article purchase price. Although MAG45 prefers this method, sometimes
suppliers do not agree, resulting in the usage o the second method. ln this method the
supplier states a day at which the articles can be picked up at its facilities. As a result
MAG45 arranges the transport, and thus the costs and the risk. lt does this by using either
its own contracted transportation company, or a by the supplier contracted transportation
company.

Classification codes
Both the HS-code and MTB-code23are article classification codes use by MAG45. The first
is mandatory for articles that are purchased in another country and/or exported to another
country. The latter is used to be mandatory, but now is optional.

The Harmonized System, consisting of 8-digit HS-codes, is used worldwide applied.
Customs determines the amount of charges that have to be paid when importing articles
from counties outside the European Union. For MAG45 the HS-code is thus important if it
imports articles, which are bought ExWorks, from outside the EU. Furthermore the code is
important if MAG45 exports, and thus is responsible, articles towards customers outside the
EU. An incorrectly stated or missing code will results in longer leadtimes and higher
charges, respectively because customs has to reclassify the articles, and because a more
generalclassification will be given by customs.

of debiors per article
tab sheets'

22 PLC is a Dutch abbreviation íor'PrijsLijst Code', meaning Price per group
23 MTB is a Dutch abbreviation for 'Map Tab Blad', literally meaning 'Bindei
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Since MAG45 only obtains 'raw' or no HS-codes from its suppliers, it has to classify every
article itself. This is done by the Purchasing department employees. For familiar iype ot
articles they are able to do it in a few seconds. However, for totally unknown articles, ií inignt
require several minutes. Furthermore it is important to note thàt once a yeat the system
might change, merge, split, or remove certain specific codes. Taking care of the first tttree is
relatively easy and does not require much time. The last however, implies that the articles in
have to be reclassified by the Purchasing department.

ln addition MAG45 adds the 6-digits MTB-code. This code has its origin in the time that
MAG45 was still the internal wholesaler of Philips. All the other Philipi BU's had folders,
divided into the different categories, containing the preferred article to purchase in a certain
category. ln the past the department product Management Team (pMT) of MAG45
determined the MTB-code moved to the general purchasing department oi enitips. However,
four years ago PMT was repositioned within Philips, towards Philips Corporate purchasing.
Since that moment MAG45 determines the MTB-code apart from PMT, resulting in
discrepancies with the PMT determination. Nowadays customers do not refer to the code
anymore. The only purpose it still fulfills is the classification of the webshop.
The code is manually determined by purchasing. Again, if the purchaser is familiar with the
article it takes several seconds, if not it might take longer. lt has to be stated that the quality
of the fill is not always optimal.

TUle MAG45 11 lnformation I e of ÍvlAG4S

Country of origin code
This code is required for customs. Experimentally customs might check the county oÍ origin.
lf customs flnds an incorrectly stated country of origin, MAG45 will get a fine. The-higherihe
found incorrectly stated codes, the higher the checking frequency will become. Ínis will
result in longer overall leadtimes. Note that at the moment, the frequency of the
experímental checks is relatively low due to the fact that customs still sees MAG45 as
Philips, which has a good reputation.
lf MAG45 purely acts as a wholesaler for an article, then the manuÍacturer's country is the
articles country of. lf MAG45 adds a relatively much value to a product, by for example
assembling or sawing, the country of origin might be the Netherlands.
The country of origin is obtained should be obtained from the supplier officially in as some
sort oÍ certificate.

Preferred supplier
It is possible that several suppliers are able to deliver an article. Therefore MAG4S operates
with.preferred suppliers. They are determined on article group level, i.e. a supplier of several
article groups can be the preferred supplier for only one of these article groups, and not for
another article group while MAG45 needs those types of articles as we[. The assessment
criteria are: quality, delivery, price, and responsiveness, i.e. support and communication.
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Appendix í2. Article Description Requirements Project (ln Dutch)
V€ld Fomal{isen Soelreoels

12NC

Uniek
252203230627
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0522 0,í60 Í 00'l
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Appendix í3. Practical Schema Design Steps
Conceptual model
ln order to identify the entities and their relationships types, first a case diagram of the
desired situation was made for better understanding. Thereafter a first relationship diagram
derived from the case diagram was made (see figure below). This is done because ternary
or quaternary increase the difficulty of the designing process.

í Givca 1

,|

Contair3Givet

llMttchelBy )

1

16P.íOÍ

0.,,t

l!P.rtoí
0..1

Supplior Supplier Aílclo Fih

( H"t
ArticlePurchrscSpscr AÉicle MAG'15

Articlè lnsèí lnfo

0..í

Requies

13PaÍtol

0..1

MAG45Aíicl.Additio

Entitv Descriotion Aliases Occurrence
Article General term describing every artÍcle that

can be delivered bv a suoolier
Product One article can be delivered by one or

more suooliers
Supplier General term for every enterprise that is

delivers MAG45 their demanded articles
Creditor One supplier can deliver many articles.

The supplier gives a one supplier article
Íile. The supplier gives article specific
ourchase sDeciÍication

MAG45 The company that matches supply and
demand, and adds article specific
information

The company, the
organization

MAG45 matches certain articles to
demand, and adds if necessary article
publication info and article insert info Íor
respectively publication and order
Drocessino

Supplier
Article File

General term describing the íile that a
supplier gives with article information Íor
everv article the suoolier is able to deliver

§upplier lïle,
Supplier document

One supplier file is given by one supplier
and contains many articles.

ArticlePurch
aseSpecs

Describes the specific conditions Íor
purchasing a certain article at a certain
suDDlier

Purchasing
conditions

On supplier gives many article specific
purchase speciÍcations. One article
burchase srréc cóncerns one article

Article
lnsert lnfo

Article specific information that is required
to insert an article into BAAN

BAAN entries lf processed in BAAN, an article requires
article insert inÍo; lÍ published, an article
has article publication info.

Article
Publication
lnfo

Article specific information that is required
for publication of an article

Webshop,
Add.Art.lnfo for
Publication

One article has, if published, article
speciÍic publication info . One article
specific purchase specification is part of
one article soécific oublication information

MAG45
Article
Additions

Article specific inÍormation that is added
for publication and processing

MAG45 additional article specific
information is part oÍ article specific
processing info and article specific
bubli€lion inÍo
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The red colored attributes are not additionalones and can therefore be removed.
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LoqicalModel
Objective: To build a logical data model based on the conceptual data model of the user's
view of the enterprise, and then to validate this model using the technique of normalization
and against the required transactions.

local data modelto I data model

Remove ":* binary relationship types
-Remove relation between supplier and article
-Remove relation between Supplier ArticleFile and Article

Re mov e com pl ex rel ation sh i p types;
- No complex, e.g.ternary, relationships here

Remove *:* recursive relationship types;
- No recursive relationships here

Re move rel ationsh i ps w ith atti b ute s
- No relationships with attributes.
The only relationship especially with an attribute, the last mutation date, is already
possible in this design.

Re m ov e m u lti-v al u ed attri b ute s.
-ln Article: no, one, or multiple Quantity discounts can be given, each with another
price. Therefore the two tables are added.

Re-examine 1 : 1 relationships
-Remove Supplier Article File
-Remove MAG4SArticle Additions

Re move redu nd a nt rel atio nsh i p s
-Remove Article-ArticlePubl icationl nfo relation
-Remove Article Pu rchase Specs-Articlel nsertl nfo relation
-Remove Supplier file enti§
-Entities of ArticlePublicationlnfo and Articlelnsertlnfo are partly also present in
ArticlePurchaseSpecs and Article. Therefore only both entries are changed in
AddArtPublicationlnfo ad AddArticlelnsertlnfo containing only additional information.

wfigther
an article is in

Supplilr MAG,l5

Supplier aÍticle group

Strff.lr Artícl.PurchaseSpèc5 Aílcle

BrandOuanlily
Discount

AddAÍticlePublicalion Add.AíirlèlnsèrtlnÍo

( Hrs

0..10..1

0..1

cives lsM.tchcaBy

í...

Roquirus

0..í

0.., í í... 0..í

lrPartoÍ
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Relational
entitv

Type Primary (composito)
ksys

Alternative Key Forelgn Key AltèÍnativo FoÍoign
Key

Man. code
Man. type number
Man. desaiption
Nom
Mass
M6asuE
Unil of reasure
MateÍial
EAN{odg
UNSPSC {ode
lmage/dÉwing
Country oí origin
T6chni€l DcscÍiption
n.§cd.lion in Fndli.h

Article Strong Man. type number:

(Sometimes a null
value, thus not àllowed)

MAG45 article code

MAG45 AÍticle Code
refèrencés Add.Article
Publication lnÍo
(MAG45 AIticle Code)

(supplying
conditions)
(Prymnt
conditions)
ÍBEndl

Supplier

Supplior code
Supplisr nam
Purch. Cumncy
Othsr inÍo (e.g,
addrcss)

Strong Supplier code Supplier namei
AddÍéss

Article Purchase
Specs

Supplier aÍticle code
Supplier aÍlicle descr.
Supplier article grcup
PuÍchasing unil
Price per quantity
Discount percsntag€
(Customer d6pendent
diffèrentiatcd price)
(Quantity discount
prices (staíél))
PcA (=net purch.
price)
MOO
OW
OLT
Vslid time Íramè

weal( Man. type number
and
Supplier code

Supplier code
and
Supplier article @de

MAG45 Article Code
and
Supplier code

Man. type number
rèférences Article
(Man. typè number)
and

Supplier mde
reÍerènces Supplier
(Supplier codè)

SuPPlaer 6de
referencos SupplieÍ
(Suppli8r code)
and
Supplier article code
reÍerences Supplier
(Supplier article codé)

MAG45 Article Code
referGnces Add.AÍlicle
lnsert lnfo (MAG45
Micle Code) and
Supplier @de
referonces Supplier
(Supplier code)

Add.Article
lnsert lnfo

MAG45 aíiclo codo
MAGilS .rticl6 descr
Wachousa
WaÉhous€ unit
HS4odè
MTB{ode
MAG45 Artich Grcup

§trong MAG45 Article Code MAG45 article doscr
and
Material
and
Norm;

Man. type number;

MAG45 AÍticle Code

MAG45 antde
dessiption
+Material references
Article (material)
+ Norm reÍerences
AÍticle (Nom)

Man. type number
reíerencès Arlicle
(Man. tvDe number

PÍice curÉncy

Add.AÉicle
Publication lnfo

Seles Unit
PÍice unit

Weak Not possible because
also dependent on
pÍedicted demand.

Staffel quantity;
Staffel discount

2nd slsÍÍel quantity
2nd staíel discount

5h staíel quantity
srh stafiel discount

Weak §upplier article code; Supplier code
and
MAG45 Article Code

§upplier code
refcrences Supplier
(Supplieí code) and
Supplier article code
refeÍences Add.Article
Publimtion lnfo
(Supplièr article code)

MAG45

Derivate lations from ica! data model

Note that since the manuÍacturer type number is not always known, it cannot be a primary
key relation. Therefore it will be replaced by the MAG45 article code acting as a foreign key.
By doing so, it is still possible to have multiple suppliers for one article.
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MAG45 Ariicle Code as primary key
lf every potentially deliverable article will have a 12NC, this 12NC should first be generated
by MAG45. The assumption is made that the effort for the generation process is a nglectable
factor. Furthermore there has to be taken into consideration whether the number of digits is
not a limitation for the next, say ten years. ln addition there has to be taken in account that
the articles that are in BAAN have already a MAG45 article code.
lf the Íirst four digits are Íixed, the other eight digits leave 99,999,999 optional MAG45 article
codes. Furthermore the last 12NC cannot be a zero, which leaves 90M options. From these
í40,000 are taken, which still leaves over 98.86M options.

lf all 1,9 00 suppliers are able to deliver 60,000 articles, in total 66,000,000 codes are
required. lf in ten years time suppliers add 20o/o to their assortment, the number of available
codes is still sufficient.
ln order to indicate that an article is already in BAAN, and thus already has a MAG45 article
code, an attribute has to be added to one of the relations that indicates whether the article is
in BAAN or not.
) Thus A 12 NC is also required to exchange the afticles from BAAN to the ADB

Validate model against user transactions
Irttld Uplo.dho oí hÍm{ton

W@d Msppilshlom.M
uP@d w poretLlly dtu.t bl. ,tu|.

lnn.l lplo.d dí.w ruppli.íÍ1.
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lnitialUpload
*Upload new supplier information

. Every required attribute of a supplier is available

. Check whether a supplier is not already in the database.
insertion, and only add new articles.

lf it does, prohibit the
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. Add supplier code and name. Fill out other supplier information in RAAN
*Upload new potentially deliverable afticle

. lf the supplier unknown, then first add supplier, afterwards:
r Generate í2NC
. Fill in Article
. FillArticlePurchaseSpecs (see below)

*Upload new article specific purchase specifications
lnitial upload of attributes oÍ an article into the 'SupplierArticleSpecifications' that are not
part of the supplier article files, but have to be obtained from suppliers?
Purchasing conditions change and might therefore not be inserted for every supplier.
Thus only big suppliers with stable purchasing conditions.

)A Supplier delivers periodically a file, with a predetermined validation, containing
the purchasing conditions for all articles.

Adjustment leads to stable norms for manual labour concerning manually tracking of the
purchasing condition

Determine whether purchase conditions will be uploaded.
lf article will be processed, then gather the required article purchase specifications
information that is not obtained from the supplier and insert this.

Maintain lnformation
" Ch an ge supp li er i nfo rm ati on :

Possible without problems
*Remove supplier:

Search in the supplier number column and delete the appropriate row.
*MAG45 switches from one preferred supplier to another:

lf another supplier replaces a supplier, this supplier will still be a supplier for an article,
and thus nothing has to be done.

*lndicate preferred supplier per article group:
MAG45 has for its several categories preferred suppliers. lt can be the case that MAG45
is the preferred supplier for one category, but not for the other one.
) Thus add Preferred Supplier Article (Y/N)

*A supplier rs the manufacturer
Note that if an article is purchased directly from a manufacturer, the manufacturer is
MAG45's supplier as well. As a result the supplier code and supplier article code are
respectively equal to the manufacturer code and the manufacturer code number.
Furthermore the country of the manufacturer is equal to the country of origin of the
article. Brand idem.
)Thus copy supplier code and supplier articb code to manufacturer code and manufacturer aÉicle
code
)Thus copy the country of the manufacturer to the country of ortgin of the adicle.
)Thus copy the bnnd of the manufacturer to the brand of the article
)Thus therefore the relational entity'Supplier Trunk' has the afirtbub'Manufacturer (Y/N)'.

*Upload new potentially deliverable article hecause a supplier adds article as
potential ly del iverab I e arti c le

First check whether this article is already in the ADB by checking the manufacturer type
number if available. !f negative then add both the Article and Supplier Purchasing specs,
if positive then add only the latter.
Both an article and the specific article purchase specifications can be added by simple
fill a new row in respectively the Article table or How to add ArticlePurchaseSpecs.

*A Supplier changes AfticlePurchaseSpecs of an afticle
3 options (Kimball, p.í81)
)Or overwrite the changed all the purchase specs
)Or overurite only the specs that are not valid anymore.
àOr create an "old" field to store the immediate previous field

*A Supplier removes an article out of its assoftment
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lf several suppliers supplied the article, the other ones are still able to deliver the article,
and thus a supplier can always be found. However, if on a later moment in time the last
supplier removes the article out of its official assortment as well, the situation occurs that
MAG45 does not have any supplier for the article at all anymore. Note that although a
supplier removes an article out of its assortment, he is not necessarily able to deliver the
article anymore.
When the last supplier removes the afticle, MAG45 has the following four options:
1. Delete both the article and the article speciÍic purchase specifications

)The article cannot be found anymore in the future.
)The operating speed is maximized because the number of articles in the ADB is

minimized
NB Research is required to determine whether only delete an article if the number of
articles significantly affects the processing speed of the added applications, the
database capacity and the webshop capacity.

2. Delete the article only in the Article table.
As a result the row of the article in the ArticlePurchaseSpecs does not have a
specific foreign key anymore and thus does not cause any problems.
) The article cannot be found by 12NC and other general article properties
) The article can be found by supplier code and supplier article code,

àAdd an attribute in the ArticlePurchaseSpecs table that states whether it is
deliverable

3. Delete the article only in the ArticlePurchaseSpecs table.
)Articles can be found by 12NC and other general article properties
)Articles cannot be found by supplier code and supplier article code

)Add an attribute in the Article table that states whether it is deliverable
4. lndicate that the article is not deliverable by a supplier, but maintain the information

àThe article can still be found in the future.
)The operating speed is minimized because the number of articles in the ADB is

maximized.
Add an attribute to the ArticlePurchaseSpecs table that states whether the
supplier is still able to deliver the article.
)The ArticlePurchaseSpecs might be few years old, and might thus probably
incorrect

3'#i':JlY'U?,5'I,i,,"*i:fJ[lïïr?'5 "A1",, the past, then the
SpecifcaÍÍons are not valid anymore.

:i;,!i:':"ri,"i::::!!:#:;,':;?;",::;li::::fr:i:,"i::',,,'r:::i::1:":!f,
that the supplieÍ did not send out the latest valid article specifications.

The fourth situation represents the belonged situation, i.e. the chance to find an article,
even if it is not deliverable anymore at the moment, is maximized.

*lf an article is replaced by another article
The article that is replaced is deactivated via the valid till date
The new article is added. For this article there has to be indicated which article is
replaced by the article.
Or)Add the previous 12NC as an attribute to Article table

)Only one previous article can be added.
Or)Thus add a separate table that is related to the Articb table for the previous 12NC. Now an
article can have more than one previously used articb numbers.

*lf an afticle will be replaced b1r another article, but is not replaced yet.
Add the new article and immediately add the previous article codes in the
Previous/replacingArticle table of the new article.

*lf a length-charge article is actually sold in multiple lengths
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For a length charge article every length has to be uploaded into BAAN as a separate
article with a separate 12NC. Therefore the specific 12NC's have to be placed in the
Previous/replacing article table. ln addition a certain amount of MAG45 article codes,
e.g. 10, has to be left after the code that is generated for a length charge article.

*Two articles supplied by turo different suppliers appear to be the same
Both Supplier specific article specifications have to be connected to one article. Thus the
MAG45 article code that acts as a foreign key in one of the two tables has to be
substituted by the other MAG45 article code. ln addition the Substituted code has to be
added to the Previous/replaci n gArticle table.
Hence, if two similar articles that only have different suppliers are kept as separated
articles with ditferent 12NC's, then the relation between Article and
ArticlePurchaseSpecs becomes a one-to-one relation. Then thus there would be no
reason to not merge Article and ArticlePurchaseSpecs into one entity.

Define integrity constraints
Referential integity: lÍ a foreign key contains a value, that value must refer to an existing
occurrence in the parent relation

o lnsert occurrence (=specific insertion of the entity) into child relation
o Delete occurrence from child relation
o Update foreign key of child occurrence
o lnsert occurrence into parent relation
o Delete occurrence from parent relationàNo problem if the parent occurrence

'"":'ïLiï1tïïïï:ïï:"ï",,m::J:;,Jï.ï:::"paren,
then delete these children as well

. Set null: all child occurrences are set null. Set default: The foreign key values of the should automatically be set
to default

, u pdate ï; ;:ïi"? ïi;:?if, i.:l;ï".:T,".tiar 
i ntes ritv i s m ai nta i ned

. Enterpise constraints; Business rules of MAG45 that result in restrictions

Required data:
The attributes that must always have a valid value are: the Supplier code, the Supplier
article code, and the MAG45 article code.
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Attribute domain constraints + Entity integrity:

Entity
TvDe

Attributè AttÍibute domain constÍaints Entity integrity:
Null values

Article Man. code
Man. type number
Man. description
NoÍm
Mass
Measurè
Unit oÍ measure
Material
EAN-code
UNSPSC -code
lmage/drawing
Country of origin
Technical Description
Dessiption in English
Artic|e in BAAN
Brand

String
String
String
String
number
number
String: PC, M, M2, KG
String
12 digits string
I digits string
Single character string consisting of'Y' oÍ'N'
String with a maximum of 3 letters
String
String
Single character string consisting oÍ'Y' or'N'
Strinq

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Aíicla
Pur-
chase
Specs

Supplier article code
Supplier article descr.
Purchasing unit
Price per quantity
Purch. Currency
Discount percentage
PCA 1=ns1 ,r,.^. ,r'..,
Customer dependent difÍerentiated higher price
MOO
OW
OLT
Still deliverable
Last l\rutation date
Supplier article group
Staffel quantity
§taffel Price

String
String
number
number
String of 3 characters, e.g. Eur
Number
Number
Number
lnleger number
lnteger number
lnteger number
Single óaracter string consisting of 'Y' or'N'
date
String
lnteger number
Number

NO

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Supplier Supplier code
Supplier name
Manufacturer

stnng oÍ E drgrts
String
Sinole characler strino consistino of'Y' or'N'

No
Yes
Yes

Article
lnsert
lnfo

MAG45 article code
MAG45 article description
Warehouse
Warehouse unit
H$code
MTB-code
FBR
MAG45 Aíicle Group
OtheÍ MAG45 article code

12 digits string
35 alphanumeric characters string
String of maximal3 characters TX
String: PC, M, M2, KG
I digits
6 digits
String: MANUFACTURER NAME : 123.abcd
String oÍ 2 letters (CC or CP) and 4 digits
12 dioits strino

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Appendix í4. Grud Matrix

Making the CRUD Matrix (Politano, 2001), forces to think about one and another before
starting with the technical optimization. Method: determine for every Íunction whether an
action (Create, Read, Update, Delete) is done in a certain table of the schema.

Note the matrix below is not fully finished, but as intended it did help with think about one
and another.

Functions

J
E
=F
o
o
E

I
E
=L6
Frl
g-

ËI,

È
G
G
EtDoo-=9G
GOÈt,

o
a,
Eí
.9
CL
cl
o

I
E

F
.9
ÉL
Ét
=o

d
E"

-'6L6<.r
Àe
oo-

E"
.so
è
ÈIíi
=o

New article ftom suoDlier CR C C
Add Partoedia c
Add other cataloo details
Acd certificates
Add 12NC C
Articlé will move out of the suoDlier assortment
Article is not availablè anvmore D
New reDlacino article will move into the assortment c
SDecial orice mechanism
New Drice Írom suoolier C
Chanoed price from supplier U
New MOQ from suoolier C
Chanoed MOQ from suoolier
New OW from suDDlier c
Chanqed MOQ from supDlier U
ls suoDlier of an article Preferred suoolier (Y/N)

Chanoe oí oreferÍëd suDDlier
Add ClassiÍication to article
Add countrv of orioin C
Add HS code C

Chanqe Hs-code due to chanoe HS chanqe U

Validate suDolier inDut for a time window C
Create historv íDossibilitv to look uo oast chanoes)
Publish infoÍmation R R R R
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Appendix 15. Literature Study on Schema lntegration
This appendix discusses the methodology that has to be applied to integrate several
schemas. Therefore firstly the definition of schema integration will be given. Secondly the
schema integration process steps are discussed. Finally potential conflicts that might occur
when integrating several schemas are discussed,

Schema lntegration Definition
Three types of source integration can be distinguished (Jarke et al., 2002): schema
integration, virtual data integration, materialized data integration. Schema integration is
exactly what is wanted in this situation, i.e. find a 'global (target) schema' in which most of
the supplier databases can be mapped. Note catalog integration is a special case of content
integration, but the latter encompasses a broader set of applications and challenges
(Stonebraker & Hellerstein, 2001 ).

Schema integration can be defined as the activity oÍ integrating the schemas of existing or
proposed databases into a global, unified schema (Batini et al., 1986). The output also
includes the specification of how to map source data schemata2a into portions of the target
schema. With virtual data integration the input is set of source data and output is a
specification of how to provide a global and unified access, without interfering with the
autonomy of the sources. With materialized data integration the input is set of source data
and output is a dataset representing a reconciled view of the input sources.

Schema integration process steps
The schema integration can be divided into three steps (Ekenberg & Johannesson, 1996):
schema comparison, schema conÍorming, and schema merging, or in four (Batini et al.,
1986): preintegration, schema comparison, schema conforming, and schema merging and
restructuring. Since the latter is more specific, this research distinguishes four schema
integration phases.

Preintegration
ln general preintegration is an analysis of the schemata to decide the general integration
policy: choosing the schemata to be integrated, deciding the order of integration, and
possibly assigning preferences to entire schemata or portions thereof (Jarke el al., 2002).
Semantic enrichment should be carried out in this phase. More specifically, that can be done
by discovering knowledge hidden in the database and making it explicit in an enriched
representation (Garcia-Solaco et al., í995), or by using Class based logical formalism:
description logic (DL) (Blanco et al., 1994).

Several differentiated speciflc methods that can be distinguished. ln a first method a
knowledge base (terminology) in the preintegration step might be created. More precisely, a
hierarchy of attributes is generated hand crafted, representing the relationship among
attributes in different schemata (Sheth et al., 1993). ln a second method, which provides a
basis for more accurate integration of component schemas, reasoning is based upon the
real-world semantics. The semantics are distinguished in intrinsic and in-context semantics,
for respectively shallow and deep semantic comparison (Masood & Eaglestone, 1998). ln a
third method structural and semantic relatedness of components within disparate
information sources is discovered with algorithms and rules (Yang & Papazoglou, 1992).

Schema Comparison

2a Schemata is a contraction of schema data, schemata lhus represents the data in a schema
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ln general schema comparison involves analyzing and comparing schemata in order to
determine correspondences, in particular different representations of the same concepts. A
general method is to propose to base database interoperation in such environments on
instance-level semantic relationships, to be defined using what they call object comparison
rules. Both the local and the remote classifïcations of the appropriately merged instances
are maintained, allowing for the derivation of a global class hierarchy if desired (Vermeer &
Apers, 1996).

ln addition several automatic comparison methods can be distinguished. The comparison
might imply that both the schema and the subsequent phase are compared (Gotthard et al.,
1992), or that the reasoning capabilities of a terminological system are exploit to classify
relational schema components and derivate candidate correspondence between them in the
description logic (Blanco et al., 1994), or that based on a formal notion of information
capacity the problem of deciding equivalence and dominance between schemata are
studied (Miller et al., 1994).

Several tools have been developed to measure the quality of the match of the several
schemas, e.g. QoM (Tansalarak, & Claypool, 2003).

Schema Conforming
The goal of schema conforming is to conÍorm or align schemata to make them compatible
for integration (Ekenberg & Johannesson, 1996). A general methodology for schema
integration in which semantics of updates is preserved during the integration process
contains the following steps: combine, restructure, i.e. normalize plus merge views into a
global schema, and optimization (Vidal & Winslet, 1994).

An approach that avoids unnecessary manualwork for mapping by automatically generating
mappings between different catalog formats wherever possible was made by Böttcher and
Groppe (2003).

Schema Merging and Restructuring
Schema merging involves superimposing the schemata in order to obtain one integrated
schema (global schema). Such a schema is tested against quality dimensions, e.g.
completeness, correctness, minimality, understandability (Ekenberg & Johannesson, 1996).

A general technique for merging database schemas in which they are placed in a partial

order that has bounded joins (Buneman et al., 1992). This means that the merging
operation, when it succeeds, is both associative and commutative, i.e. that the merge of
schemas is independent of the order in which they are considered-a property not possessed

by existing methods. The operation is appropriate for the design of interactive programs as it
allows user assertions about relationships between nodes in the schemas to be considered
as elementary schemas. These can be combined with existing schemas using precisely the
same merging operation. The technique is general and can be applied to a variety of data
models. lt can also deal with certain cardinality constraints that arise through the imposition
of keys. A prototype implementation, together with a graphical interface, has been
developed.
Another method is 'structural integration', which allows the integration of entities that have
structural similarities, even if they differ semantically (Geller et al., 1992 &1993)

More specific several restructuring methods can be distinguished (Chan & Roddick, 2005).
The methods modify the schema by removing either attributes or tuples from the relations of
a database to produce new relations that are reduced in size. There are three techniques
that may be included as schema modifying techniques.
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First there is the projection method, which involves the vertical elimination of attributes in a
relation within the database and is one of the more commonly used techniques for reducing
the size of a database. The method of projection may also be utilized in conjunction with
other types of summarization techniques, such as concept hierarchies. Projection provides a
modification to the structure of the database schema. That is, the technique is used to
remove attributes within the base relations.
Second there is the selection method, which involves the horizontal reduction of tuples
within a database commonly through a selection of values of a specified attribute. Again,
selection may also be found in conjunction with other summarization techniques.
Third there is the Hybrid fragmentation method, which is a combination of the first two.
There are different schemes by which hybrid fragmentation may be achieved. For example,
iÍ we first perform horizontal fragmentation followed by vertical fragmentation then
subsequent rejoining of the fragments (assuming each fragment is disjoint) vertically, will
produce the horizontal fragment.

Potential Gonflicts
ldeally the several schemas are integrated without any conflict occurring. More specific a
situation in which two static schemata can be meaningfully integrated and claimed that this
is the case if the rules of one of the schemata together with a set of integration assertions do
not restrict the models of the other schema can be defined with conflictfreeness (Ekenberg
& Johannesson, 1995). Unfortunately conflicts do occur. Next these conflicts are identified
because the steps that have to be undertaken by this research project can be derived from
these conÍlicts.

The most difficult part of the schema integration process is schema comparison in which
conflicts might occur. More specific the following conflicts might occur (Batini et al., 1986):
. Heterogeneity conflicts: Different data models are used for the source schemata. The

intrinsic problems of structural heterogeneity are vertical congruence, vertical distribution
of data, naming, data type correspondences, attribute correspondences, entity
correspondences, complex source constructs, and complex target constructs (Harder et
al., 1999)

. Naming conflicts: DifÍerent schemata may refer to the same data using different
terminologies, e.g. 'scrw' instead of 'screw'.

. Semantic conflicts: Different choices in the level of abstraction when modeling similar
real world entities appear. Note that the more semantics is represented formally in the
schema, the easier the similar concepts in difÍerent schemata can be detected (Jarke et
al., 2002). Note that here semantics refer to the meaning of data, with a focus on the
part of semantics related to the meanings of the terms used as identifiers in schema
definitions (Song et al., 1992).

o Structural conflicts: Different structure of the schema items (e.9., classes and attributes)
representing the same concepts. Before one integrates local schemas, one must
ascertain that conflicts and correspondences between types in different schemas are
precisely identified, e.g. Boolean2s values in one system is 'yes' and in the other system
'1'(Yang & Papazoglou, 1992).

Note that an important problem is identifuing and merging semantically equivalent but
structurally different modeling constructs (Johanneson, 1994). One way to address this
problem is to standardize the schemas to be integrated by applying a number of schema
transformations to them. We formalize the notion of schema transformation in the context of

25 Boolean algebra is an algebraic structure (a collection of elements and operations on them obeying defining axioms) that
captures essentia! properties of both set operations and logic operations. Specifically, it deals with the sel operations of
intersection, union, complement; and the logic operations of AND, OR, NOT [284, 2006].
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a logic based modeling approach. We then introduce several transformations and show how
they can be used in the view integration process.

ln order to deal with all the above mentioned conflicts the several schemas have to be
analyzed with specific attention for the used heterogeneity, naming, semantics, and
structures. lf necessary, semantic enriched can take place, i.e. the process of collecting
additional information relevant to integration, e.g. assertions or constraints among views in a
schema. Semantic enrichment is usually performed by translating the source schemata into
a richer data model, which allows representations about dependencies, null values, and
other semantic properties, thus increasing interpretability and believability of the source data
(Jarke etal.,2OO2).

Reflection
When looking at the in this chapter give definition, process steps, and potential conflicts, it
can be concluded that schema integration is more general than EPC integration. A schema
might concern flexible products, services and activities, while a product catalog is more
static since it certainly only concerns products. As a result the several process steps can be
carried out, but are relatively easy to do. ln addition are the described potential conflicts in
schema integration very similar well in those of catalog integration, but are they easier to
cope with in catalog integration.

To summarize, it can be concluded that studying the schema integration process is very
helpful for the process of catalog integration, because every step has to be carried out with
much more care.
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Appendix 16. Availability of the 12NC's

When the 12NC codes are assigned at random, there are two options. The first option is to
take only use the available 12NC's with the same four MAG45 digits. The second option is
to take different starting digits. This is possible because MAG45 is not part of Philips
Electronics anymore. Doing this is easier because there is no interference with the assigning
process by other insertion methods.

1

lf the first four digits are fixed, the other eight digits leave 99,999,999 optional MAG45 article
codes. Furthermore the last 12NC cannot be a zero, which leaves 90M options. From these
140,000 are taken, which still leaves over 98.86M options.
)99, 999, 999-1 40,000=98.86M

lf all 1,900 suppliers are able to deliver 34,000 articles, in total 64,600,000 codes are
required. Note that in order to undenrvrite the reliability of the estimation, the numbers
overestimated are overestimated, i.e. in general a wholesaler has an assortment of 34,000
articles (Abels&Hahn, 2006).
) 1, 900* 34,000=64,600,000

lf in ten years time suppliers add20o/o to their assortment, the number of available codes is
still sufficient for the coming 20 years.
à64, 600, 00 0" 1 .20* 1. 20= 93, 024, 000
à93, 024,000<98, 860, 000

Option 2
Take the Íist two digits fixed leaves 10 digits, and thus 9,999,999,999 options. This is
considerably more than 91M.

l- et."ayt"f"n'l2Nc's tn BAAN orAoBJ_
L Free to assign to new srtictes in the ADB

_)
L Alreadytaren 'l2NC's in BAAN oÍADBJ_

L Free to assign to nèw artictes in the ADB

I

L- Assignod to uss in lh€ other aÍlicl€ insertion
I rcthods-t

! Fre€ to a66ign to new articl.s in thè ADB

)

Otion 1: ListoÍaI l2NC's
availabl€ íor MAG45
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Appendix í7. Supplier Files Selection Criteria

All the selected Íiles together should cover all the found characteristics in the supplier files
analysis. The criteria are as follows:

. Origin of he file:
o Every MAG45 category should be represented.
o Both manufacturers and suppliers, including suppliers that deliver the

assortment of several manufacturers, should be represented
. Appearance of the content in the file

o Product groups list on a separate tab
o Product groups list in a word-file
o Products divided over multiple tabs

o Presence of attributes
o New Article number
o 12NC according to supplier
o EAN
o UNSPSC
o Price per [quantity]
o Unit of price/EH/UOM/Unit of measure (pc, M1, kg)
o MOQ,
o OW (Staffel/ Packing Quantity/ Del. Lot Size)
o OLT
o Customer dependent differentiated price
o Length charges
o ROHS-Status
o Valid from, Valid till in filt or in default table
o Status
o Staffels

. ln prices per category in separate cell. ln one cell in a text format allthe categories and their prices
. lrregularly listed attributes

o Discount percentages per article group
o Discount percentages per article
o Article description in multiple cells
o Additional article descriptions
o Measures
o Weight

. Default additions
o Conversion of Units of Measure
o Conversion of OLT
o Conversion of MOQ
o Valid from, Valid till in fill or in default table
o Manufacturer name, brand,
o ManCode/SupplierCode
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Appendix 18. Specific Supplier Files Selected for the Experiments

Category Man/Sup Name # of articles Soecific Reason for Selection
Tools Man Guhring 48,216 Group discounts, which in addition are listed in a

separate table
Both ManTypeNo and SupArtCode obtained
ln BAAN both Fbr and Crd

Mitutoyo 4,057 Description in two separate fields

Sandvik 25,512 Product groups in a Word-File
Gives instead of an OLT stocUnon-stock

sup Steenkist 43,744 A supplier that supplies thë assoÍment of several
manufacturers
522 Manufacturers
Update Manufacturer names

Mechanical
components

Man Festo 21,033 Customer dependent prices
Length charges
l2NCSupplier
Status
Both ManTypeNo and SupArtCode obtained
ln BAAN both Fbr and Crd

Tevema 384 Multiple table below each other)convert to three
separate Excel Sheets and then import every sheet
separately
Staffels: article-staffel combinations: 2.1 90

sup Eriks 821 l2NCSupplier (MAG45 specific Íile)
Conversions of: Unit of measure, OLT, MOQ, Staffels
Discount percentages per article; no per group.
Discount percentages of both 0 and null
Articles without SupArtCodeàDelete these

Electronic
components

Man Moeller 14,932 Gives EAN, ROHS,
Measures and weight in AddDescription
One discount percentage for the whole assortment
for MAG45 several discount orouos are oiven.

Schroff 17,663 Gives, MOQ, OW ROHS,
One discount while article groups.
Two descriptionsà AddDescription
County of origin stated (Manufacturer that states
specific different countries of origin)
Unit of measure conversion
ManTvoeNo in BAAN with -. in file without.

176,362
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Appendix í9. Database Life Cycle
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Appendix 20. Experimental Prototype Building Steps
1. EXTRACT: Import the tables from Excel,
1.1. The file is placed on a predetermined fixed location and has been given the name of

the supplier.
1.2. Analysis of the position of the tables, e.g.

1. Just one table in one sheet in Excel. This is most common.
2. Several sheets all containing one table with article of a certain article group
3. One sheet with a table containing all the articles plus one sheet containing

the specific article groups, their meaning and discount percentages e.g.
Guhring file.

4. lf several tables are listed below each other, e.g. Tevema file, then they first
have to be placed on three separate tab sheets in Excell.

1.3. Analysis of the names of the columns in the Excel sheet and identification of the
names that certainly will be different in the next list, e.g. price 2006. This is important
for the automating of the process.
í.3.1. The format and structure of the received files should remain the same.

Changes should be identified by the supplier and received by MAG45
1.3.2. Note that if there is a password, paste the content into a new file. Else

contact the supplier.
1.3.3. The symbol "*" should be replaced by other characters, because Access sees

* as select all, e.g. ln the Eriks file * is replaced by the "stock".
1.4. ldentification if every record has every required one key identifier:

1. lf no key identifier there are three options:
1. This record can be deleted.
2. A recognizable SupArtCode can be determined by MAG45, e.g. 999999

(Note that if the situation concerns more than one article, supplier can the
articles need to be given diÍferent article codes).

3. The supplier should be contacted to obtain the correct code.
2. lf a key identifier is used in multiple records, then the tooling selects at random

one of the two. ln this way the article can be found.
Note datacleaning in advance is an option, but not preferable, i.e. it consumes
time of the purchasing department.

1.5. lmport of the file excel file either through the External data import function, or through
using the beginning of the import macro.
1.5.1. lmport if possible the Excel field names as the filed names of the Access

import table.
1.5.2. Note that if the excel file consists of several tables, the table that is imported

has to be specified.
2.4 TRANSFORM: append them to carry out a first normalization, and add default

information in tables.
24.1. lf present, the unnecessary records, e.g. empty rows are deleted with a delete query.
24.2. ldentiÍication the meaning of the remaining Íïelds.

Special occasions:
2.2.1. Sometimes MAG45 does not have an OW and one discount over the whole

assortment, even if multiple discount groups are listed, e.g. Moeller file.
2.2.2. lf the leadtime is in days, one has to know whether this in working days or

week days. Note in BAAN working days are used.
2A.3. Add required information that cannot be extracted directly from a supplier Íile in a

default table, e.g. Manufacturer code, Supplier code, Country of origin, Manufacturer
name/Brand, Unit of Length charge, e.g. Meter in the Festo File.
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Special:
1. OLT: Note that if StocU non-stock articles, state both OLT values in the default

table and add the following expression to the first append query:
llf(tblSandviklmport!F4 Like "stock";tblsandvikDefaults![olt stock];tblsandvikDefaults!lolt non stock])

2. OW: Note that if this is given only state the OW for the articles that actually
have an OW

llf(tblschrofÍlmport![Del# Lot Sizel=g'Nlrll l6,achroÍflmport![Det# Lot Size])
24.4. Set the correct formats for the fields in this table, e.g.

1. Text format for names, descriptions, and type numbers. Also for OW, MOe, OLT
and staffel, because these might contain text as well.

2. Numbers for prices. Numbers on 5 decimals.
3. Double numbers for percentages

2A..5. Append the lmport table to a normalized table. This table contains only the required
columns with the correct column names. ln order to do so merge if necessary the
content of two columns into one, e.g.
1. The description is divided into two fields. lt might be that either part one or two is

empty. As a result an expression should be built that takes if available both and
places a space in between, or if the first is empty only the second, without a
space in the front, e.g.

llf(tblMitutoyolmportl[Omschrijving 1] ls Null;tblMitutoyolmport![Omschrijving
2l;tblMitutoyolmport![Omschrijving í] & " " & tblMitutoyolmportllOmschrijving 2l)

2. Additional lnformation is obtained that normally is not used by MAG45, e.g.
Measurements an weight. These are accumulated and placed in the field
Additional Description, e.g.

"Measure (Llmml.W[mm]-H[mm]): " & tblMoelerlmport![Lengte (mm)] & '*" & tblMoelerlmport![Breedte
(mm)l & "'" & tblMoelerlmport![Hoogte (mm)] & ", Weight " & tbtMoeterlmportlcewicht.

Note some suppliers do state only the weight Íor the articles they know, and for
the other ones they only state a question mark, e.g.

tblschrofflmport![Description Line 2] & (llf(tblSchrofÍlmportlweight="?';Null;", Weight: " &
tblSchroÍflm portlWeight))

Note that the Íield Measure is by MAG45 used to indicate the dimension of a
dimension article.

3. The article file displays for every article multiple prices depending on the quantity
that is going to be purchased (Staffels), e.g. Tevema file.

1. Make a first normalized table containing every article, but without prices.
2. Make a default table with the staffel categories,
3. Use this default table, the imported table and append queries for every

separate staffel.
Note that with this method for every category a separate append query
has to be built.

4. As a result a table can be generated in which every article is listed
multiple times for multiple staffels and prices.

5. Note that the higher the staffel category, the less likely an article has a
new differentiated price. As a result after all the multiple records of articles
contain staffel categories without a price. These Records have to be
deleted.

4. A Customer dependent differentiated higher purchasing price is given in addition
to the regular net purchasing price. Both prices have to be appended to their
corresponding fields, e.g. Festo file.

5. Depending on the length of the article an additional charge is given. This has to
be appended to the corresponding field, e.g. Festo file.

24.6. Update content of cells by using update queries.
1. Purchasing Und. Update the units of measure to units that are known by MAG45,

i.e. pc, kg, M1, and M2.
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2A.7

Therefore a Unit table should be made that states all the terms used by the
suppliers in a field and their corresponding MAG45 meaning in another field.

2. OLT: lÍ the OLT is given in numbers except for example stock, which is simply
identified by stock, than this term has to be converted to a number. This update
query can use the default table in which both are filled.

3. MOQ: lt might be that MOQ are given in long texts, while actually only the
number is interesting. A table can be made that states both the old and the new
MOQ values. An example was carried out in the Eriks file. Note this is an optional
conversion.

4. SÍaÍus: Some articles are new, or will be moved out of the assortment, which is
indicated in a separate column. The original meaning however is not that clear,
and can therefore be updated by a more clear meaning, e.g. Festo File.

5. ManName
Write a macro for this process. This macro now contains:
1. Delete (empty) of the import table
2. lmport of the excel file

Note that there has to be identify if the first row contains field names, and if so
indicate this in the macro

3. Delete the empty records in the lmport table
4. Delete (empty) the normalized table
5. Append the lmport information to the first normalized table
6. Delete the records without every key in the normalized table.
7. Update the Purchasing unit, OLT and others

28, Append the data of the first normalized table and of the default tables to the
Pre-ADB tables.

2B.1. Fillthe SupArtGrp table
28.1.1. Delete the content of the table with a delete query.
28.1.Z.Make select query that contains the required information. Three options:

1. No groups with discount percentages are given, but only gross and net prices
specifically for every article. ln this case The SupArtGrpCode is filled in
tblNAMEDefaults with a by MAG45 determined code, e.g. "1".

2. lf the supplier lists only the discounts for the specific articles, these can be
eÍracted and grouped with a select query first. The percentages can be
appended for both the DiscountPercentage and the SupArtGrpCode. This was
done in the Eriks file. Because it is a very time consuming task it is better to use
option two instead.

3. lÍ the supplier file states the discount groups a separate table than these have to
be a used, e.g. Guhring and Sandvik.

2.1.3. Append the information to the table.
28.2. Fillthe SupArtSpecs table

2.2.1 Delete the content of the table with a delete query.
2.2.2. Make select query that contains the required information using tblNAME and

tblDefaultsNAME
2.2.3. Append the information to the table.

28.3. Fillthe ComArtlnfo table
2.3.1 Delete the content of the table with a delete query.
2.3.2. Make select query (qsubComArtlnfoData) that contains the required

information. Use in this query tblNAME, tblNAMEDefaults, and tblSupArtGrp.
The last one has to be used to compute the discount percentages. This is
done by joining tblName to tblSupArtGrp by SupArtCode and by SupArtGrp.
Four situations might occur:
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1. A gross price and one discount percentage for the whole assortment is
given. Now the net price has to be computed.

NetPrice: tblNAMElGrossPrice*(1-tblNAMEDefaults! DiscountPercentage)

2. Did;ïiïSïllïts per sroup are tisted onty separatety.
Join tblsupArtSpecs withtblsupArtGrp by SupArtGrpCode to use the
o'"ï:li?lxiïS;'ll?n"ïlJl":.?,18[ïil"JJir:J:*ï::j"SliotheNetPrice

3. lf only the gross price and the discount percentage are given, the net
price has to be deviated in an expression, e.g. Eriks File.

4. Quanti§ discounts (Staffels): The specific table containing separate
records for every obtained article-price combinations has to be used for
the append query.

Note that MaxStaÍfelQuantity is placed to "99999999" for every article if no
staffels are used in the query. lf some articles have a staffel and other have
not, the following expression is used:

Expr2: llf([qsubComArtlnfo]llstaffel ls Null;"99999999";lgsuboomArttnfoJ![StafÍel])l)
2.3.3. Append the information to the table.

2B.4. Write a macro for this step.
28.5. lf the file states the article groups in general in a separate table, and in addition the

specific article group of every article, e.g. the Guhring file, then the following
inconsistency check should be carried out: Check with the view option whether all
articles are part of a group that is known in the SupArtGrp table. lf there are articles
that are part of an 'unknown' group, than the correctness has to be checked, and if
necessary, the group has to be added to the SupArtGrp table. ln addition it might be
necessary to add a discount percentage for the group.

2C. Check whether and if so compare the already available í2NC's of an aÉicle and
append one.

An article in the pre-ADB might have four 12NC's:
1. l2NCSupplier, i.e. the number exceptionally obtained from the supplier.
2. l2NCBAANFbr, i.e. the ManTypeNo-ManName combination in BAAN.
3. l2NCBAANCrd, i.e. the SupplierCode-SupArtCode combination in BAAN.
4. 12NCADB, i.e. the identical article only then if it has already been placed in the ADB

2C1.1. Extract ManName-ManTypeNo combinations from BAAN (Only for Manufacturer
files):
1. Split the code according to the alternative FBR-coding system into the

ManTypeNo and the ManName with a select query (qsubFbr). The query is
stated below with for every attribute the expression. Note that the expressions fill
the full FbrTxtlong in both the ManName and the ManTypeNo for the records
without a ":".
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Attribute Expression
í2NC Hoofdartikel
FbrTxtLono Artikelcode volqens alt coderingssysteem
Coderinossvsteem Criteria:'FBR"
Pos lnStr([dbo_Artikelcodes per artikelcoderingssysteem]llArtikelcode volgens alt coderingssysteem];":")

The position of the ":" is indicated
ManTypeNo Trim(llÍ([pos]<>0;Left([dbo_Artikelcodes per artikelcoderingssysteem]!lArtikelcode volgens alt

coderin gssysteeml; Ipos]-1 )))
llf([pos]<>o ) then only the records wit ":" wiil be taken into account for the left statement, else tull
the records without ":" will be placed
Left([...]![...];[pos]-1) )Every thing left of the "i'will be taken into account
Ttim )lf there are any spaces in the beginning and the end they will be taken awav.

ManName ManName: Trim(Mid([dbo_Artikelcodes per artikelcoderingssysteem]![Artikelcode volgens alt
coderingssysteeml;Ipos]+1 ;(35-[pos])))
Mid([...]![...];[pos]+1;(35-[pos]) )Everything between the ':" and the last character will be taken into
account
Ttim )lf there are anv soaces in the beqinnino and the end thev will be taken awav.

2. Make a table (tblFbrCredNr) that contains the attributes ManName and
ManCode.
Note that the records have to be filled for the Manufacturers which are
represented in the Pre-ADB.

3. Built a maketable query (qmkeFbr) in which the ManName of the qsubFbr and
the CrdName of the tblFbrCredNr are joined. As a result the table tblBAANFbr,
containing all the articles in BAAN of the in the Pre-ADB represented
manufacturers can be made.
However, this would include articles for which is signalized that they have
another preferred 12NC in BAAN. Therefore qsubFbr should also be joined with
the, from the datawarhouse imported, linked table 'dbo_Artikelen'. The criterion
should be added to not consider articles with signalizing code 'AL4'.
The table consists of the following attributes: 12NC, FBRTxtLong, ManTypeNo,
ManName, and CrdCode.

4. Use this table as a linked table that is imported into every Pre-ADB file. This can
be done by building and running an update query (qupdl2NCBAANFbr) in which
the ManTypeNo of tblSupArtSpecs is joined to tblBAANFbr.
Since multiple manufacturers might coincidently use the same ManTypeNo for
different articles, it has to be ascertained that only the ManTypNo's of the specific
manufacturer are taken into account. This is done by adding the criterion to take
only the specific manufacturer of the file into account.

2C.2. Extract ManName-ManTypeNo combinations from BAAN (Only for Supplier files (that
state the ManName and ManTypeNo)):
1. Built a Maketable query (qmkeFbrAll) that makes with the already made select

query (qsubFbr) the table tblBAANFbrAllWithoutCrdCode. lt contains all the
articles in BAAN and consists oÍ the following attributes: 12NC, FBRTÍLong,
ManTypeNo, and ManName.

2. Use this table as a linked table that is imported into every Pre-ADB file. This can
be done by building and running an update query (qupdBAANFbrSup) in which
the ManTypeNo of tblSupArtSpecs is joined to tblBAANFbrAllWithoutCrdCode. ln
order to ascertain that only the ManTypeNo of the same manufacturers are
Since multiple manufacturers might coincidently use the same ManTypeNo for
different articles, it has to be ascertained that only the ManTypeNo's of the
specific manufacturer are taken into account. This is done by adding the criterion
to take only into account the records in which the ManName in the
tblBAAN FbrAllWithoutCrdCode is eq ual to tblS upArtSpecs.

2C.3. Extract SupplierCode-SupArtCode combinations Írom BAAN (Both for Manufacturer
files and Supplier files):
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1. Use the data of the CRD-coding for the SupArtCode and the creditor for the
S with a select

2 Built a maketable query (qmkeCrd) in which the CrdCode of the tblFbrCredNr
and SupplierCode of qsubCrd are joined. As a result the table tblBAANCrd is
made. lt contains all the articles in BAAN of the in the Pre-ADB represented
suppliers. The table consists of the following attributes: 12NC, FBRTxtLong,
SupArtCode, SupplierCode, and CrdName.

3. Use this table as a linked table that is imported into every Pre-ADB file. This can
be done by building and running an update query (qupdl2NCBAANCrd) in which
the SupArtCode of tblSupArtSpecs is joined to tblBAANCrd.
Since multiple suppliers might coincidently use the same SupArtCode for
different articles, it has to be ascertained that only the SupArtCode's of the
speciÍic supplier are taken into account. This is done by adding the criterion to
take only the specific supplier of the file into account.

To Sum Up:
lf a manufacturer, then:

-FBR with the filter criterion of the supplier name (step 2C.1.).
-CRD with the filter criterion of the supplier name (step 2C.3).

Note that for files of manufacturers not only step 3.'l has to be carried out
if the manufacturer states in addition to his type numbers also order
numbers. When using this order number as a SupArtCode the match with
the CrdCode of BAAN might give in positive results, e.g. the Festo file.

lÍ a supplier, then:
-The FBR if supplier lists ManName and TypeNo (step 2C.2).
-CRD with the filter criterion of the supplier name (step 2C.3).

2C.4 ln order to obtain if available a l2NCADB the following two update queries have to
be built and run:
'1. Update the 12NC's in the ADB of the articles that match with the articles in

tblSupArtSpecs by joining them with their SupplierCode and SupArtCode
(qupdl2NCADBCrd).

2. Update the 12NC's in the ADB of the articles that match with the articles in
tblSupArtSpecs by joining them with their ManName and ManTypeNo
(qupdl2NCADBFbr).
Note that the second one is carried out the last because in this way it can
overwrite a match of action one, which is in line with the prioritization of the
several codes (see next section). Furthermore note that the criterion has been
added that the 12NC in the ADB is not null, i.e. in this way no found 12NC found
by qupdl2NCADBCrd are ovenirrritten by a null value.

To use 12NC in the ADB
Sce-
nario

12NC
ADB

'12NC

BAAN
Fbr

í2NC
BAAN

Crd

12NC
Supplior

]ZNU
ADB

ins6rted in
BAAN

Prcblem
Y/N í2NC to use in ADB; Action

5A

A

N Use l2NCSupplier

5B
Give a Íree randomly generated 12NC (if the
í2Ncsupplier is already used in BAAN for another
article)

Attribute Expression
12NC Hoofdartikel
Coderinossvsteem Criteria: 'CRD"
SupArtcode Trim([dbo_Artikelcodes per artikelcoderingssysteem]![Artikelcode volgens alt

coderingssysteeml)

ltim )lf there are any spaces in the besinning and the end thev will be taken awav.
SuoolierCode ldbo Artikelcodes per artikelcoderinqssysteemllCrediteur
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6A
A A

YoÍN N
Use l2NCSupplier to overwrite í 2NCADB (if the
l2NCSupplier is not yet used in BAAN for another
article).

6B Aid.ys N
Use the l2NCADB (if the l2Ncsupplier is already
used in BAAN for another article).

7A A Atways Y N l2NCADB is already l2NCBAANCrd.
7B A B Atways N N Use I2NCBAANCTd to overwrite the í2NCADB
EA A A N Use I2NCBAANFbT
8A A A Almys Y N l2NCADB is already l2NCBAANFbr.

A B Atways N Use I2NCBAANFbT to overwrite the l2NCADB
9A A A N Use I2NCBAANFbT

A B N USe I2NCBAANFbT
104 A A Use I2NCBAANFbÍ
í08 A B Use I2NCBAANFbT

A B I Use I2NCBAANFbT
íÍB A B N Use I2NCBAANFbÍ
124 A A A ,l l2NCADB is already I2NCBAANFbT
128 A A B Always Y l2NCADB is already I2NCBAANFbT
12C A B B Ahrays N 2NCBAANFbT to overwrite the l2NCADB

12D A B A
Use I2NCBAANFbT to overwrite the 12NCADB.
The found data-cleaning issue has to be stored and
solved in the future.

128 A AtMys N N Use I2NCBAANFbT to overurite the l2NCADB
134 A A A Always Y N l2NCADB is already l2NCBAANFbr.
138 A B Always Y N 'IzNCADB is alreadv I2NCBAANFbT
13C A B B Atffiys N N Use I2NCBAANFbT to oveMrite the l2NCADB
13D A B A Ahrays N N Use I2NCBAANFbT to overwrite the l2NCADB
144 A A A Always Y N l2NCADB is already l2NCBAANCrd.
148 A A B N í2NCADB is alreadv l2NCBAANCrd.
14C A B A Ahmys N N Usel2NCBAANCrd
í54 A A A N Use I2NCBAANFbT
158 A A B N Use I2NCBAANFbT
15C A B A N Use I2NCBAANFbT
15D A B B N USe I2NCBAANFbT
í5E A B c N USe I2NCBAANFbT
164 A A A A l2NCADB is alreadv í2NCBAANFbT

A A A B l2NCADB is alreadv I2NCBAANFbT
í6G A A B A AiMys Y N l2NCADB is alreadv í2NCBAANFbT

í6D A B A A Atways Y
Use I2NCBAANFbT to overwrite the l2NCADB
The íound data-cleaning issue has to be stored and
solved in the future.

í6E A A B N l2NCADB is alreadv í2NCBAANFbT

í6F A A B
Use I2NCBAANFbT to overwrite the l2NCADB
The found data-cleaning issue has to be stored and
solved in the future.

í6G A AÀmys N N Use I2NCBAANFbT
16H A B Allays N N Use I2NCBAANFbT

2C.5. Depending on the positive checks, several potential scenarios can be distinguished.
ln the table below the "+" and the "-' respectively indicate that a certain 12NC is
obtained or not.

2C.5.1.ldentify the articles with the 12NC-problem that they only have a l2NCSupplier, but
this article is taken already in BAAN by a different article (Scenario 5B).
1. ln order to detect the articles that have only the l2NCSupplier, which is in BAAN

already taken by another article, a select query (qryViewl2NCSupplierlnconl)
was built. This was done by joining a linked dump oÍ the table 'dbo Artiklen' of
the data warehouse with its 12NC to the l2NCSupplier of the tblSupArtSpecs.

2. Built an update query (qupdOnHoldl2NCSupplier) that checkmarks the
problematic articles in the OnHold field as true by joining the RecNr of the
tbll 2NCSupplierOnHold and tblSupartSpecs.

2C.5.2.ldentify the articles with the í2Nc-problem that they have a l2NCSupplier, which is
already taken in BAAN by a different article, and have another l2NCADB (Scenario
6B).
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1. The qryViewl2NCSupplierlnconl was adapted to this situation by adding the
criteria that the l2NCADB is not null and unequal to í2NCSupplier, resulting in
qryViewl 2 NCSupplierl ncon2.

2. For these articles not the l2NCSupplier, but the I2NCADB will be maintained as
the 12NC. This is done with qupdl2NCFroml2NCSupplierl. This is done by
joining tblSupArtSpecs to the qryView'l 2NCSupplierl ncon 1 .

2C.5.3.ldentify the articles that have the l2NCSupplier, which is not in BAAN yet (Scenario
5A), and the articles that have only the l2NCCADB and the l2NCSupplier, which is
not in BAAN yet, and another I2NCADB (Scenario 6A).
1. ln order to detect the articles that have only the l2NCSupplier, which is in BAAN

already taken by another article, a select query (qryViewl2NCSupplierToAdd)
was built.

2. Built an update query (qupdl2NCFroml2NCSupplier2) that updates the 12NC by
using the l2NCSupplier. This is done by joining tblSupArtSpecs to the
q ryViewl 2 N CSu pplierToAdd.

2C.5.4.Detect the articles that have a I2NCBAANFbT which has priority over other obtained
different 12NC's (Scenarios 8-10,12,13, í5, and 16).
1. Built a select query (qryViewl2NCBAANFbrToAdd)
2. Built an update query (qupdí2NCFroml2NCBAANFbr) that updates the 12NC by

the l2NCBaaanFbr. The criterion has to be added that this should be done only
for the records which are null.

2C.5.5.Detect the articles that have a I2NCBAANCTd which has priority over other obtained
different 12NC's (Scenarios 7, 11, and 14).
1. Built a select query (qryViewl2NCBAANCrdToAdd)
2. Built an update query (qupdl2NCFromí2NCBAANCTd) that updates the 12NC

by the l2NCBaaanCrd. The criterion has to be added that this should be done
only for the records which are null.

2C..6. For the articles for which a I2NCADB was obtained, while the selected 12NC is
another one, the 12NC in the ADB has to be changed into the newly selected 12NC.
1. This can be done by using a select query (qryViewl2NCADBChange) in which

the tblSupArtSpecs is joined by the l2NCADB to the í2NC of tblADBArtTrunk.
The criteria are added that the l2NCADB in tblSupArtSpecs is not null, and not
equal to the selected 12NC.

2. With this query an update query (qupdl2NCADBChange) has been built that
updates all the changed 12NC's in the ADB.
Note that due to the assigned relations in the ADB, the 12NC's will change
automatically in tblADSupArtSpecs and tblADBComArtlnfo as well.

2C.7. Only for the articles that didn't have a 12NC in the first place (Scenario 1) and the
ones that have been put on 'OnHold", a new 12NC has to be selected randomly form
a predefined list of 12NC's.

2C.7.1 Make a table in Access containing the 12NC's.
1. Generate a list oÍ 12NC's in Excel consisting of 16 columns with in total

1,041,37 5 1 2NC's (See 1 2NC.xls).
Note this file can be used Íor the generation of the other lists as well. ln the
orange cell is the highest 12NC value of the current list. ln the yellow cell that
value plus one should be entered and a new list is generated.

2. Copy-'paste special' the content of the file to a new file as values. Afterwards set
the format on numbers (See 12NC 2.xls). Thus exclude the red-colored row in
this process.

3. lmport the file 12NC 2 file to Access (tbll2NClmport)
4. Change the type of the attributes from number to text (í6 times).
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5. Append every column with a separate append query to tbll2NCList. Note that. ln
the future the general macro with the general containing these general append
queries can be used again (mcrl2NCRandom)

6. Add in the design view of tbll2NCFree the key identifying autonumber attribute
RecNr again and delete the already present record called RecNr, i.e. now the
first record has the number'1'.

2C.7.2.Checkmark all the articles of this list that are in BAAN as true
(mcrU pdatel nBAAN I 2NCADB)
1. ln the file 12NC.mdb a maketable query (qmkelnBAANl2NCADB) is made in

which the linked table 'dboirtikelen' of the data warehouse is joined to
tbll2Nclist by the 12NC. The criterion is added that the 12NC of
'dbo_artikelen' may not be null. This results in tbllnBAANl2NCADB.

2. An update query (qupdl2NCBAANTrue) checkmarks the articles in
tbll2NClist as true that are in BAAN by joining tbllnBAANl2NCADB to
tbll2NCList.

3. ln order to update tbll2NClist the macro mcrUpdatelnBAANl2NCADB has
to be run before assigning the í2NC's (Step 3.5.3)
! Hence this has to be done before assigning stafting the process of
assigning 12NC's.
Note that if on one day for several supplier files the 12NC has to be assigned
one run of the macro is satisf,Ting, i.e. the data warehouse is only refreshed
during the night run.

2C.7.3. Assign to every article that does not have a definitive 12NC an available 12NC from
tbll2NCList.
1. Make a separate table (tbll2NCFee) that lists only the free 12NC's using a

maketable query (qmkel 2NCFree).
2. Add in the design view of tbll2NCFree the key identifying autonumber attribute

RecNr again and delete the already present record called RecNr. Note that
saving this design might take 35 seconds. ln addition note that it is located on top
of the table list without a number in the description.
! Hence unfoftunately Íhis sÍep always has to be carrted out manually

3. Run the update query (qupdl2NCFinal) to assign the Íree 12NC's to the articles
that still did not have a 12NC or were placed OnHold. Note there is no need to
remove the OnHold. ln addition in the same query the 12NC in ADB is changed
into True. Both are achieved by joining the tbll2NCFree to tblsupArtSpecs by
their RecNr. The criterion is added that the 12NC in tblSupArtSpecs is null is
added.

4. Checkmark the in BAAN field of the assigned 12NC's in tblí2NCList as true by
running the update query qupdl2NCListlnADB. ln this query tbll2NCFree is
joined to tbll2NCList by their 12NC's. The criterion is added that the InBAAN
field in tbll2NCFree is true.

2C.8. ln order to not loose any potentially useful information, the l2NCSupplier and the
I2NCBAANCTd have to be stored as well if they are different from the selected 12
NC (=12NCRAANFbfl in respectively the fields Otherl2NCSupplier and
Otherl2NCBAANCrd.
1. Append the article trunk data of tblSupArtSpecs to tblArtTrunk

(qappArtTrunkData)
Note that if BAAN gives the warning that it could not append records due to a key
violation. This is caused by the fact that two articles, which are different
according to the supplier, are approached as one article by MAG4S's purchaser.
As a result the purchaser has assigned the same 12NC to them, in a different
coding system.
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2. Update to tblArtTrunk the record for which a I2NCBAANCTd different from the
selected 1 2N CBAAN Fbr was obtai ned (q updS upArtTru nkOtherl 2NC BAANC rd).

3. Update to tblArtTrunk the record for which a l2NCSupplier different from the
selected 1 2NCBAANFbT was obtained (qupdSupArtTrunkOtherl2NCSuplierl ).4. Update to tblArtTrunk the record for which a l2NCSupplier different from the
selected 1 2NCBAANCTd was obtained (qupdSupArtTrunkOtherl2NCSuplier2).

2C.9. Minimize the size of the Pre-ADB supplier file specific Access file by going in Access
to the Tools menu, then to Database Utilities, and then to Compact and repair
Database.

3. Upload and maintain the Pre-ADB aÉicles into the ADB-tables
Now all the required tables in the Pre-ADB are Íilled, and thus the records of the tables can
be either uploaded in the ADB, or used to update the ADB.
3.1. tblADBSupAdGrp

lf the discount percentage and/or article group name change, they can be updated.
Note that if a discount percentage for a certain group changes, this does not imply that
for the articles in this group the previous discount percentages and net prices change
in the ADB, i.e. they have been computed already in the pre-ADB and are used as
fixed numbers in tblADBComArtlnfo. Thus a discrepancy can be found in a listed
discount percentage and the actual discount between the gross and net price for
previously inserted commercial article info.

1. Update (qupdADBSupArtGrp) the records for which the combination of
SupplierCode and ArtGrpCode is already present in the linked tblADBSupArtGrp.

2. Append (qappADBSupArtGrpData) the records of tblSupArtGrp that are not
present yet in the linked tblADBSupArtGrp. The records are first selected by the
presence of the combination of SupplierCode and ArtGrpCode
(qsubAppADBSupArtGrp).

3.2. tblADBArtTrunk
1. Update (qupdADBArtTrunk) the records for which the 12NC is already present in

the linked tblADBArtTrunk.
2. Append (qappADBArtTrunkData) the records oÍ tblArtTrunk that are not present

yet in the linked tblADBArtTrunk. The records are first selected by the presence
of the 12NC (qsubAppADBArtTrunk).

3.3. tblADBSupArfSpecs
1. Update (qupdADBSupArtSpecs) the records for which the combination of

SupplierCode and SupArtCode is already present in the linked
tblADBSupArtSpecs.

2. lf an article used to be on the obtained supplier file list, but is not anymore, this is
indicated in the Status field of the tblADBSupArtSpecs by "Not Publ. Anymore".
This is done with qupdStatusNotPubl. Note that a previously listed status, e.g.
"uitloop", is overwritten now.

3. Append (qappADBSupArtSpecsData) the records of tblSupArtSpecs that are not
present yet in the linked tblADBSupArtSpecs. The records are first selected by
the presence of the combination of SupplierCode and SupArtCode
(q s u bAp p S u pArtSpecs Data).

3.4. tblADBComArtlnfo
ln order to maintain the history of this table every records is appended and thus no
record will be updated. As a result only all the records of tblComArtlnfo are linked to
tblADBComArt! nfo (qappAD BComArtl nfoData).

All update and append queries have been accumulated in mcrAppADB.

4. UAD: Union of ADB and BAAN aÉicle information
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4.2

Both tables of the UAD of day before are deleted (qdelUADSupArtspecs and
qdelUADArtTrunk). Note that deleting the latter table only should be enough due to
the defined relation. However, deleting the supplier specific table first requires less
time.
For every article in BAAN the available ManTypeNo's and ManName's are extracted
of the FbrCrd-Table. This data is added to the article information that will be inserted.
1. The-Fbr information that will be used in tblUADArticleTrunk is extracted from

BAAN using the same formulas as in Step 3.1. This information is with a select
query (qsubBAANFbr2) added to the required BAAN information.

2. Next all the required information is added to the tblUADArticleTrunk
(qappBAANArtTrunk).
Note that dashes are added to every empty field because this makes the
searching processes in the next step easier.

For every article in BAAN the available SupplierCode and SupArtCode are extracted
of the FbrCrd-Table. This data is added to the article information that will be inserted.
Now qsubBA4NCrd2 contains for every 12NC a field crediteur and a Íield supplier-
code. The latter contains the code extracted from the Crd-table. Note that if for an
article multiple CRD's have been found, they are listed in qsubBAANCRD2 as
separate records containing the same Crd-code. ln addition note that In order to
improve matching function the obtained supplier name and supplier codes are
trimmed.
ln order to insert for every article all the available supplier codes and accompanying
commercial information into tblUADSupArtSpecs, eight scenarios are identified (see

4.3

4.4.

table

For the matching application, the crediteur in BAAN has priority over the other known
suppliers. Therefore the field BAANSupplier states whether a supplier is the crediteur
in BAAN or not.

ln order to let the queries be able to cope with all the scenarios, they contain some
complex, sometimes nested, statements. They are listed in the table below.

Crd-
crcdi-
teur

QueÍies Which records

1 u<>0 34490 One record with a' and BAAN dala
2 0<>1 /3550 One re@rd with "Crediteur" and BAAN

dala
1 <>0 4569 One record wlh "Crd'and BAAN data
1=1 2001 I one record wth "crd/cre.) and BAAN data

qappBAANSupArtSpecsSin gles
007

one record wlh 'crd", wthout aAAN data5 1 <>1 Í698
gappBAANSupArtSpecsSin gles<>

009 One record with "Crediteur" and BAAN
data

qappBAANSupArSpecsDoubles
0í1 Trc rècords with "Crd", without BAAN

data
6 z<>o 374

oaooBAANSuDArtSDecsDoublèsCrd ls Null (hè rè@rd wilh '-' and RAAN deÍà
qappBÀANSupArSpecsDoubles 0Í't one record wth "crd/cre.) and BAAN data7 2=1

<>,| qappBAANSupArtspecsDoubles<>Crd
016 one record wth "crediteur" and EAAN

data
qappBAANSupArSpecsDoubles

0í1 Two records with "Crd", without BAAN
data

8 2<>1

qappBAANSupArtspecsDoubles<>Crd
016 one record wfth 'credfteur" and tsAAN

data

Queries Special Append expressions
ApDend To

qappBAANS upArtSpecsSinglès
SupplierCode Exprg: llÍ(qsubBAANCrd2lSupplierCode ls Null;

llf(qsubBAANCrd2!Crediteur ls Null;"-";qsubBAANCrd2!Crediteur);
qsubBAANCrd2!SupplierCode)

SupArtCode Expr10: llf(qsubBAANCrd2!SupArtCode ls Null;"-";qsubBAANCrd2!SupArtcode)
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BAAN Data,
e.g.
CoStPTBAAN

Expr2: I lÍ((([Eipr9]=' -") Or
(qsubBAANCrd2!Crediteur=[Expr9l And qsubBAANCrd2!Suppliercode ls Null) Or
(qsubBAANCrd2!SupplierCode=[Exprgl And qsubBAANCrd2!Crediteur ls Nutl) Or
([Exp19]=qsubBAANCrd2!SupplierCode And
qsubBAANCrd2!SupplierCode=qsubBAANCrd2! Crediteur));
qsubBAANCrd2! [Standaard kostprijs];
Null)

MultSup Expí 2: llf([qsubBAANCrd2]
ÍqsubBAANCrd2l ! [Crediteurl

! [Supplieroode]<>[qsubBAANCrd2]! [Crediteur] Or
ls Null:True:False)

BAANSupplie
I

Exp13: llÍ(qsubBAANCrd2!Crediteur<>qsubBAANCrd2!SupplierCode;False;True)

OLT+WBAA
N

Exprí : qsubBAANCrd2!OrderlooptÍd+qsubBAANCrd2!Veiligheidstijd

BAANSupplie
I

ExprT: True

qappBAANSupArSpecsDoubles and
oaDoBAANS uoArtSpecsDoubles<>Crd

BAAN Data Exp12: IlÍ([SupplierCode]=qsubBAANCrd2!Crediteur;qsubBAANCrd2![Standaard
kostpriisl:Null)

ValidFrom Expr9: llf([Suppliercode]=qsubBAANCrd2!Crediteur;qsubBAANCrd2![Laatste mutatiedatum
KPI;"01-01 -2000")

MultSuo Exprl 1 : llf([SupplierCodel ls Null:False:True)
BAANSupplie
I

ExprE: True

Note that in order to nor round nor loose no BAAN prices, the type, here thus
number, has to be set to double instead of integer.

4.5. The articles that are in BAAN, and thus now in the UAD, have to be updated if they
are in the ADB.
1. The tblUADArtTrunk is updated with an updated query (qupdADBArticleTrunk). ln

this query the table is connected to tblADBArtTrunk. Note that if no value is listed
in the ADB a dash is added, e.g.

llí(tblUADSupArtSpecs!SupArtcode="-";(llÍ(tblADBSupArtspecslSupArtCode ls Null;"-
";tbL\DBSupArtSpecslSupArtcode));tblUADSupArtSpecs!SupArtCode)

2. lf any norms, masses or measures are listed in the ADB they are updated as
well. This is done in separate queries, i.e. now only the records Íor which no
value was listed in BAAN and in the ADB a value is found are updated. lf twice a
value is obtained the BAAN-value is maintained, because this is more reliable
than the ADB-data for these attributes.

3. The tblUADSupArtSpecs is updated with an update query
(qupdADBSupArtSpecs). This is done only for articles that do not have staffels,
which is achieved by adding the criterion that the MaxStaffelQuantity has to be
'9999999'. ln this query the table is connected to tblADBSupArtSpecs, which is
connected to tblComArtlnfo. Again, if no value is listed in the ADB, a dash is
added. As exception the SupArtCode is only updated if no real code is listed yet.

llf(tblUADSupArtSpecs!SupArtCo69='-";(llf(tblADBSupArtSpecs!SupArtcode ls Null;'-
" JbIAD BSupArtS pecs! SupArtCode)) ;tblUADSupArtspecs!Su pArtCode)

Furthermore ValidFrom is updated if it is listed in the ADB.
llí([tblADBComArtlnfo]![ValidFrom] ls Null;[tblUADSupArtspecs]llvalidTilll;[tblADBComArtlnfo]![ValidFrom])

4. For the articles for which staffels are listed in the ADB, the field StaffelsADB in
the UAD for that record is set to true with an update query
(q updAD BSu pArtSpecsStaffels).

5. The Staffel records of the ADB are appended to tblUADSupArtSpecs with an
append query (qappADBSupArtSpecsstaffels).

4.6. The articles that are in the ADB, but not in BAAN, and thus not in the UAD yet have
to be added to the UAD.
1. The tblUADArtTrunk is extended with the ADB articles with an append query

(qappADBArtTrunk). Again, if no value is listed in the ADB, a dash is appended,
e.g.

llf([qrViewAD82]![ManName] ls Null;"-";[qrViewAD82]l[ManName])
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4.7

2. The tblUADSupArtSpecs is extended with the ADB articles with an append query
(qappADBSupArtSpecs). Again, if no value is listed in the ADB, a dash is
appended, e.g.

To every record of tblUADSupArtSpecs the Supplier name, supplying conditions, and
purchasing conditions are added.
1. Since this data is extracted from BAAN and added with update queries, two maketable

queries extract the information (qmkeCrediteuren and qmkePayCondtionsTbl)
2. The information is added to every with update queries (qupdSupConditions and

qupdSupplierName). Note that the name is only added iÍ no name was added yet, i.e. the
already added names are more straightforuvard, e.g. Steenkist instead of A.J.Steenkist-
Rooymans BV.

Add Codis Data
MAG45 has a certain part of standardized list oÍ by Philips Electronics used articles.
This table contains over 130,000 articles. The table contains the fields: 12NC,
ManName, ManTypeNo, and ManDescription.
1. Append the articles for which the 12NC is not listed in the ADB. To

respectively tblUADArticleTrunk and UADSupArtSpecs. Set the other
searchable attributes to'-". ln addition set status to "CODIS".

2. Add information of articles that are already in BAAN.
Thus the articles for which the 12NC is already in the UAD, but the name is
not similar are not added at all.
The information of the scenarios is added with several update queries only to
tblUADArticleTrunk.

4.8
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Appendix 2í. Union of Article Data Schema
ln order to keep articles that have nor a crd-code, nor a 'crediteur'-code unique, the 12NC is
added to the composite key. As the ValidFrom date the last price mutation is taken.

I
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ManArDescript!on
AddDescription
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Appendix 22. Data-Cleaning of Supplier files

File Data lnconistencies:

ing actions that have to be carried out if a file is uploaded are Iisted on the

List Ori-
oin

Contains Risk when this occurs and nothing is done by MAG45
àAction to teminate the risk

M1 Articles which are listed multiple times
(Moeller: 4, Tevema: 1, and Mitutoyo:
44)

. lÍthé ManTypeNo-ManName combination is in BAAN, both records receive the
same 12NC from BAAN. When the articles afterwards will be uploaded into the
ADB, one oÍ the two records cannot be uploaded due to the key violation, and
thus the problem is solved.

. lf the ManTypeNo-ManName combination is not in BAAN, both records would
receive a different 12NC.
o lf only one of the two is inserted into BAAN, the neÍ trme the Íile is inserted

both records obtain the same 12NC, and the probleÍn would be solved.
o lf f both are inserted separately the before a new file is received, BAAN gets

polluted.
)ldentiÍv and deletè the additional double records

w2 Multiple difíerent articles which are
listed under the same ManTypeNo,
which is the only unique identifier in lhe
list (Festo: 8).

. lf the ManTypeNo-ManName combination is in BAAN, both records receive the
same 1 zNC from BAAN. As a result one oÍ the articles has an inconect 12NC.
Vvhen the articles afteMards will be uploaded into the ADB, one oÍ the two
records cannot be uploaded due to the key violation. The records that is not
inserted in the ADB is selected at random. As a result the aíicle that does not
correspond to the article in BAAN might be in the ADB. This implies that BAAN
will be incorrectly cleaned.

. lf the ManTypeNo-ManName combination is not in BAAN, both recoÍds would
receive different 12NC.
o lf only one oÍ the two is inserted into BAAN, the ne)Í time the Íile is inserted

both records obtain the same 12NC. Now thus the in the previous bullet
described problems will occur.

o lÍ both are inserted the BAAN gets polluted
àí. ldentiÍy the records for which multiple aÉicles are listed under the same
MantypeNo;
2. ldentify the record that does not correspond to the article in BAAN; 3.
Delete this record ; (4. Go to the supplior to clarify this inconsistency and
obtain a correct ManTvDeNo)

Articles which are listed without a
ManTypeNo which is the only unique
identifier in the list (NotÍound in
oractice).

Article cannot be: matched Wth BAAN, Íound in the ADB by its ManTypeNo, and
inserted in BAAN in the FBR-table.
)í. Delete the record
(2, The manufacturer should be contacted to obtain the correct code)
The article will be inserted in the ADB in tblADBArtTrunk, and thus can be found.
However, tblADBSupArtSpecs and tblADBComArtlnfo will not be Íilled Íor the
article, and thus it cannot be inserted into BAAN immediately iÍ found. Since the
chance that this situation will occur is negligible table this risk is acceptable.
)Do nothind

M4 Articles which are listed without an
order number, which is provided in
addition to the ManTypeNo and
therefore used as the SupArtCode (Not
found in Dractice).

M5 Articles with different ManTypeNo's, but
with similar order numbers, which is
used as the SupArtcode in ADB
(Tevema:2).

lÍ one or both articles are listed in BAAN, both will receive a different 12NC. As a
result both can be inserted in tblADBArtTrunk and tblAoBsupArtspecs. However,
only one will be inserted in tblADBcomArtlnfo due to a key violation. As a result
both records in tblADBSupArtSpecs would refer to the same record in

tblADBComArtlnfo.
) l.Delete in advance the least useÍul record
(2. The manufacturer should be contacted to obtain the correct code)
No risks because they reíer to the same article and will be ansèrted by in the FaR-
table.
àDo nothino

M6

o
f
o6
=c
6

=

Different articles with one similar
ManTypeNo, but diÍÍerent order number
(Tevema:3).

sí Articles which are listed multiple times
íStéenkist 250).

Similar to M1

Similar to M2sz Multiplé different articles which are
listed under the same SupArtcode
íEriks: 82).

s3 Articles which are listed without a
SuoArtcode íNot found in oractice).

Similar to M3

lf multiple Íor multiple aÍticles the same Fbr is Íound, one of these articles cannot
be inserted in the ADB due to a key violation.
lf no matches did occur and the two articles both are inserted separately, into
BAAN no problem does occurs because they will be inserted in the Crd-table.
à Only check whether Fbr matches have been found, identiÍy the ono
corrèsDondino to BAAN. and delete the other one.

s5

.9
E.o)a Articles with similar ManTypeNo-

ManName combinations, but different
SupArtcode. (Steenkist: > 6000
records, > 1 000 combinations)

B,I Both

per group (Guhring: 244, and Eriks:
647).

Articles that have assigned an article
group code that is not listed in a
separate file lhat states the discounts

No net price can be computed and is thus not listed in tblADBComArtlnÍo.
) ldentify ths coÍÍect group of the aÉicle/ add the group with the correct
discount percentage to the discounts list after contacting he supplier

next page.
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Data-cleaning actions that have to be carried out if a file is uploaded

Both manufacturer and trader files:
. ldentify and delete the additional double records.
. ldentify the articles for which a discount group, which is not listed on the separate

Article group table, is obtained. ldentify the correct group of the article(s)/ add the
group with the correct discount percentage to the discounts list after contacting he
supplier

lf manufacturer:
. ldentify the records for which multiple articles are listed under the same MantypeNo.

Next identify and the record that does not correspond to the article in BAAN. (Go to
the supplier to clarify this inconsistency and obtain a correct ManTypeNo)

. ldentify and delete the records of the articles that are listed without a ManTypeNo.
(The manufacturer should be contacted to obtain the correct code)

. ldentify the articles with different ManTypeNo's, but with similar order numbers. Next
delete in advance the least useful record. (The manufacturer should be contacted to
obtain the correct code)

lf trader:
. ldentify the records for which multiple articles are listed under the same SupArtCode.

Next identify and the record that does not correspond to the article in BAAN. (Go to
the supplier to clarify this inconsistency and obtain a correct SupArtCode)

. ldentify and delete the records of the articles that are listed without a SupArtCode.
(The supplier should be contacted to obtain the correct code)

. Check whether FBR matches have been found, identify the one corresponding to
BAAN, and delete the other one.
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Appendix 23. Data-Cleaning Actions BAAN

Resulting starting points:
. Articles listed in the Fbr table with incorrect MantypeNo and/or ManName filled in the

Fbr-code need to be cleaned (List D).
Note that it might occur that all codes for one manufacturer actually are listed
correctly in BAAN, but that only marks, e.g. dashes, have been added. Now only
these marks have to be deleted, e.g. Schroff.

. Articles listed in the Crdtable with incorrect SupArtCode need to be cleaned (List E).

. Articles that are in the ADB may not be inserted by another insertion method, thus a
purchaser has to use his Regular Process searching tool, i.e. if not an article might
be inserted in BAAN under different 12NC's (List F).

Tvp€ contains Rlsl( Action
A Articles which are multiple times in the

Fbr-table under different 12NC's.
During the experiment 234 of these
double listed articles were articles found
(qryViewDoublesFbrtable). Note that in
order to find this many, the extracted
separated ManNames and separated
ManïvoeNo combinations were used.

when matching a supplier
article at random one oÍ the two
12NC's is used. As a result the
commercialArticle info of BAAN
cannot be cleaned with the
usage oÍ the ADB.
The ADB ltself functions well.

Research the reasons for having
multiple 12NC's, their relation to
publication, and their usage in
contracts. Determine to which extent
article information can be updated or
an article can be put on AL4 with a
reference to the olher 12NC.

Articles which are double listed multiple
times in the Crd-table under different
í2NC's.
During the experiment 28 of these
double listed articles were articles found
(orWiewDoublesCrdTable).

c Articles which are listèd in the Fbr-table
under a certain í 2NC and in the Crd-
table under a different 12NC.

The í 2NC oÍ the Fbr-coding
system will always be used.
As a result the commercial
Article info of the other 12NC
that uses the Crd-coding system
cannot be cleaned with the
usage of the ADB.
Thé ADB itself functions welt.

D Affdes listed in the Fbr trble with
incorrect MantypeNo and/or ManName
filled in the FbÍ code.
Note this also implies the fact that
certain ManName-ManTypeNo
combinations are listed multiple times
under diÍÍerent 12NC's.

Two Options:
. No matches for the article in

the Pre-ADB will be found
and thus a new í 2NC will be
generated. lf in the future
the ADB article is inserted
into BAAN, the article is
listed doublè. Thus the
system will be polluted.

. lncorrect matches are found
because coincidently an
incorrectly inserted
ManTypeNo now is similar
to a ManTypeNo oÍ a
different article. As a result
the article in the ADB has an
incorrect 12NC and thus is
incorrect input Íor BAAN

Replace the incorÍect ManName
in the Fbr-code, by deleting
additions and marks added by
MAG45, and replacing
abbreviations oÍ original names.
Replace the incorrect
ManTypeNo by updating it to the
input in the supplier. Note that it
might occur that all codes for one
manuÍacturer actually are listed
correctly in BAAN, but that only
marks, e.g. dashes, have been
added. Now only these marks
have to be deleted e o Schroff

E Articles listed in the Crd table with
incorrect SupArtcode.

Replace the incorrect SupArtcode in
the Crd{able by deleting additions
and marks added by MAG45, and
replacing abbreviations by the
orioinal full codes.

F Articles which are listed in the Crd-table
with one or more Supplier codes, but
from which none is conesponding to the
filled SupplierCode for the article in
BAAN. This occurs when a supplier for
an article is substituted and the Crd-
table is not Íilled for the new supplier.
Note this also implies the fact that
certain SupCode-SupArtCode
combinations are listed multiple times
under different í 2NC's.

No Crd-match is Íound for an
article. As a result the article will
get a randomly generated
12NC, with which it might be
inserted in BAAN. As a result,
articles might be listed double in
BAAN. Thus the system will be
polluted.

lÍ purchaser changes the supplier of
an article, they have to fill the new
supplier as well in BAAN.
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Appendix 24.',2NC Problem
Depending on the positive checks, several potential scenarios can be distinguished. ln the
table below the "+" and the "-" res indicate that a certain 12NC is obtained or not.

Scenanos 5 and 6
ln order to solve the problems of scenario 5 and 6, it has to be determined what to do with
articles that have a problem in Scenario 5. There are three options:

1. Do not put any more effort in the articles and do not upload them in the ADB. Note that
the number of problematic articles is marginal, i.e. not inserting them lowers the
matching chance. ln the Festo file it concern 23 out of the 21,087 articles, which is only
0.11Yo.

2. Put them OnHold an later assign a newly generated 12NC
3. Judge them to determine whether they should be placed they should get a new 12NC,

or they should get the 12NC oÍ BAAN. This judgement can be done by DM and will
take approximately 1 minute for 25 articles. This because most articles are actually the
same as the ones in BAAN, but only have a not perfectly listed ManName,

or Code see table
2NCSU 2NCSupplieÍM.nName

§ct-
nado

12ilG
ADB

1ZilC
BAÀt{ Fb

1ZilG
BAANGT

d

lZNC
Supplier

Problom
Y/N

í2NC to use in ADB; Action

1 N Give a free randomlv oenerated 12NC
2 + N USeI2NCADB
3 + N Use I2NCBAANFbT
4 + N Usel2NCBAANCrd

5A
+

N Use l2NCSupplier

5B Problem if the 12NC already used in BAAN Íor another article;

6A
+ +

N Use l2NCSupplier if the l2NCSupplier is not yet used in
BAAN for another article, and overwritel2NCADB by
l2NCSupplier

6B lf the l2NCSupplier is already used in BAAN Íor another
article, use the í2NCADB.

7 + + Use I2NCBAANCTd to overwrite the l2NCADB
E + + Use I2NCBAANFbT to overwrite the l2NCADB
I + + Problem iÍ any differences in the 12NC's. Action depending on

used policy option (See below).10 + +
11 + +
12 + + +
13 + + +
14 + + +
Í5 + + +
16 + + + +

I2NCBAAN ManTypeNo l1 2NcBAANManName

\ML zie 2922 030 07977 INML zie 2922 030 07977 ADV-16-'t0-A Festo

IFESTO 
**tttrttL***t\DV-20-1 0-A ADV-20-10-A Festo

IFESTo 
*NML*

-FM.M2.G1/I-AR
{B-PK4 9203 IFESTO
)NC-32-22G.PPV-CT í 63302 IFESTO DNC-32- Festo

zie 292203100388 HGL-1/4-B IFESTO HGL.,I/4 Festo

HS-4/3-íl&B(21 20) IHS-4/3-1/B-B(2 HS-4/3-1l8 Festo

DGS-25-4OPPV IFESTO DGS-2'40-PPV Festo

DPNN-32 13468 IFESTO DPNN.32 Festo

sGM27X2-B 14987 IFESTO SG.M27X2-B Festo

HS,4/3-1/2-B 9784 IFESTO HS-4/3-'t /2-B Festo

DNU-32.1OGPPV.A I4,I25 IFESTO DNU-32-100-PPV-A lFesto
sMB-3-B 36í63 IFESTO SMB-3.8 Festo

DSI{-20-í2P IFESTO Festo

Csnu-2t500 ppv-a;festo ldsnu-25-500 ppv-atÍesto

osN-20- -P

DSNU.25-5OO.PPV-A Festo

í 50027-LFR-í/4-S-sMB-5 Micron IFES LFR.í/4S.5M B lFesto
DGP.32-1 1 sO-PPV.A IDGP-32-1 1so-PPV-A DGP- 32. PPVA Festo
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VIV.LD.í2.24VDC lFESro MV-LD-12-24DC Festo

l2NCBAANSupCode
t'

2NCBAANSupAÉCode í2NCSupplier
SupCodé

í2NCSupplier
SupAÉCode

247715 1s831 2477 15 9832

2477'15 li4907 NML zie't88109 2477 1 5 14907

247715 Irsrros 2477 15 1 51 883

247715 ,lí 2939=NML att=s3oo31 247715 í 2939
247715 ltaztss. 247715 182755
247715 It zlgt Ntvtl****.- 247715 12491

247715 15064 - 12 2477 15 5064

247715 Ir zsr ss-r r so 247715 1 50708

2477',t5 ltszzz - soo 247715 15222

ln order to not loose any data and not put too much extra effort in the process, the
second option is the easiest, i.e. extracting them can be done with a general query. ln
addition for articles in Scenario 68, always the l2NCADB will be used instead of the
12NC Supplier.

Scenar'os 9 to 16
Only in the scenarios 9 to 16 cause any problems when there are any differences,
differences between l2NCSupplier, I2NCBAANFbr, and I2NCBAANCrd. These problems
can be solved by carrying out certain actions that depend on the by MAG45 selected policy.

Option one will not be used because this would cause a process of making many changes to
MAG4S's used coding, while this is sufficient at the moment. This would imply both internal

Policv Reason Actions
1 Use prioÍity:

1. l2NCSupplier
2. ,I2NCBAANFbT

3. I2NCBAANCTd
4.12NCADB

12NG Supplier is a more
original code than the
codes in BAAN

Use the l2Ncsupplier as the í2NC. Research the current
usage of the other 'Í2NC's (publication and contracts) and if
possible redirect to the inserted l2NCSupplier.
lf the l2Ncsupplier is not obtained, use lhe I 2NCBAANFbT
as the 12NC. Research the current usage ofthe
í2NCBAANCTd and iÍ possible redirectto the inserted
l2NCSupplier.
lf nor the í 2Ncsupplier nor the 1 2NCBAANFbT are obtained
use the l2NCBAANCrd.
lf only the l2NCADB is obtained, then use this, else overwrite
it by one of the other codes.
lf no code is obtained oenerate a new í2NC.

2 Use priority:
1. I2NCBAANFbT
2. I2NCBAANCTd
3. l2NCSupplier
4. l2NCADB

The article is known by
MAG45 (and its customers
by a 12NC that is already
in BAAN. The
'l2NCBAANFbr is on article
level.

Use the I2NCBAANFbT as the 12NC. Research the cunent
usage of the I2NCBAANCTd and if possible redirect to the
inserted I 2NCSupplier.
lf the I2NCBAANFbT is not obtained, use the I2NCBAANCTd
as the 12NC.
lf nor the í 2NCBAANFbT nor the I2NCBAANFbT are obtained
use the l2NCSupplier.
lf anly the l2NCADB ls obtained, then use this; else overwrite
it by one oÍ the other codes.
lf no códe is obtained oeneralé a new 1 2NC

3 Use priority:
1. I2NCBAANCTd
2. I2NCBAANFbT
3. l2NCSupplier
4. l2NCADB

The article is known by
MAG45 (and its customers
by a í2NC that is already
in BAAN. The
I2NCBAANCTd is on
supplier-article specific
level.

Use the 1 2NCBAANCTd as the í 2NC. Research the current
usage of the í 2NCBAANFbT and if possible redirect to the
inserted 1 2NCSupplier.
lf the I2NCBAANCTd is not obtained, use the I2NCBAANFbT
as the 'l2NC.
lf nor the I2NCBAANFbT nor the I2NCBAANCTd are obtained
use the l2NCSupplier.
lf only the l2NCADB is obtained, lhen use this, else overurite
it by one of the other codes.
lf no code is obtained oenerate a new 12NC.

4 No 12NC is leading
bèforehand

The several 12NC's might
be used for diÍferent
purposes. As a result one
cannot say immediately
which óne is the 'best onè'

A judgmental action by purchasing, dèpending on the decision
carry out the action of one oÍ the Íirst five options.
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changes, i.e. the coding itself, and external changes, i.e. communicating the replaced 12NC

to customers.
Option four will not be used because the general problem that should be solved in this thesis

is to obtain a shorter throughput time oí project by matching more articles, and lower the

work for the Purchasing department, option two is used.

Option two is preferred-over option 3 because the l2NCBAANfbr is on article level, which is

one level higher than the I2NCBAANCTd'
lf this priori[ization is used, it can be determined in which scenario which 12NC has to be

selected as the 12NC in the ADB. All scenarios can be found in the table below. A '-'
indicates that the code was not obtained, and the 'A', 'B', 'C', and 'D' indicate the difference

between the 12NC's, i.e. if two times e.g. an 'A' is listed they are similar, if once e.g. an 'A'

and once a'B' is listed then they are different.
Note that if an article is inserted from the ADB it always has a similar code in either the FBR

or the CRD.

scènado
12NC
ADB

r2NC
BAAN

Fbr

12NC
BAAN

Crd

12NC
SupplieÍ

12NC
ADB

inserted in
BAAN

Prcblem
Y/N í2NC to use in ADB; Action

5A
A

N Use l2NCSupplier

5B
Give a randomly generated 1 l2NCSupplier is

used in

6A
A A

YorN N
Use l2NCSuppl
l2NCSupplier is

ier to overwrite l2NCADB (if the
not yet used in BAAN Íor another article)

6B Always N
the'1 Supplier is tn

7A A A N 1 1

7B A Ahilays N N Use 1 overwrite the

8A A A Ahmys Y N 1 12NC

EB A B AhMays N Use overwrite

9A A A N Use 1

9B A B N Use

104 A A se í2NC

108 A B N
,l

Í14 A N

ííB A B N I2NCBAANFbT

12A- A A A N IS

128 A A B Always Y N is

12C A B B Always N N tjse I2NCBAANFbT to overwrite the l2NCADB

12D A B A Ahilays Y
Use to CADB. The found

stored and Íuture.

12E A B Always N the

13A A A \ Always Y r. í2NCADB is

138 A A Atways Y N ts Fbr

í3C A B ] Always N 1 the 1

13D A B Ahtr ys N N 1

'l4A A A Ahrays Y N IS

148 A-A A
B

AiMaF Y

AiraF N

IS

í54 A A N Use I2NCBAANFbT

í58 A A B N 1

í5C A B A N

í5D A B B N

í5E A B N

í64 A A A A N IS

í68 A A A B N ts br

t6c A A B A N CADB br

16D A B A A Alwaye Y
Use 12NC overwrite the 1 found

issue and solved in

í6E A A B B At\ilays Y N 1

í6F A B A B
Use í to The found

in the future.to be stored

16G A B B A AhMys N t Use 1

í5H A B B B Always N Use 1
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As a result oÍ this knowledge the following actions are undertaken.
1. ldentify the articleswith the 12NC-problem that they only have a l2NCSupplier, but

this article is taken already in BAAN by a different article (Scenario 5B).
2. ldentify the articles with the 12NC-problem that they have a l2NCSupplier, which is

already taken in BAAN by a different article, and have another l2NCADB (Scenario
6B).

3. ldentify the articles that have the l2NCSupplier, which is not in BAAN yet (Scenario
5A), and the articles that have only the l2NCCADB and the l2NCSupplier, which is
not in BAAN yet, and another I2NCADB (Scenario 6A).

4. Detect the articles that have a I2NCBAANFbr, which has priority over other obtained
different 12NC's (Scenarios 8-10,12,13, 15, and 16).

5. Detect the articles that have a í2NCBAANCrd, which has priority over other obtained
different 12NC's (Scenarios 7, 11, and 14).

For the articles for which a l2NCADB was obtained, while the selected 12NC is another
one, the 12NC in the ADB has to be changed into the newly selected 12NC.

Only for the articles that didn't have a 12NC in the first place (Scenario 1) and the ones that
have been put on 'OnHold", a new 12NC has to be selected randomly form a predefined list
of 12NC's.

Process of making a table in Access containing the 12NC's.
Assign to every article that does not have a definitive í2NC an available 12NC from
tbll2NCList.

1. Make a separate table that lists only the free í 2NC's using a maketable query.
2. Add in the design view of tbll2NCFree the key identifying autonumber attribute

RecNr again and delete the already present record called RecNr. Note that it is
located on top of the table list without a number in the description.
! Hence unfortunately this step always has to be carried out manually

3. Run the update query to assign the free 12NC's to the articles that still did not have a
12NC or were placed OnHold. Note there is no need to remove the OnHold. ln
addition in the same query the 12NC in ADB is changed into True. Both are achieved
by joining the tbll2NCFree to tblSupArtSpecs by their RecNr. The criterion is added
that the 12NC in tblSupArtSpecs is null is added.

4. Checkmark the in BAAN field of the assigned 12NC's in tbll2NCList as true by
running the update query qupdl2NCListlnADB. ln this query tbll2NCFree is joined to
tbll2NCList by their 12NC's. The criterion is added that the InBAAN field in
tbll2NCFree is true.

ln order to not loose any potentially useful information, the l2NCSupplier and the
I2NCBAANCTd have to be stored as well if they are different from the selected 12NC
(=í 2NCBAAN Fbr) in respectively the fields Otherl 2NCSupplier and Otherl 2NCBAANCTd.

A summarization of the potentialADB data-cleaning actions can be found on the next page.
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Summarization of the ADB
Contains Occurs when: Action

1

2

Articles that are only in the ADB
and already have a í2NC
Articles which are listed multiple
times in the ADB under differenl
l2NCls

New supplier file is uploaded
containing 1 2NCSuppliers's
Articles without manuíacture
information, i.e. they can only be
distinguished by their SupplierCode-
SupArtcode combination.

Replace the l2NC in the ADB by the
í2NCSupplier
lÍ a purchaser knows that two articles Írom
two diÍÍerent.suppliers are actually the
same article, then he thus should know
the ManTypno as well. Actions: Change
the 'l2NC of the one into the other, merge
the ArticleTrunk inÍormation, and add the
ManTvoeNo.

3 One article is listed multiple
times in the ADB under
different 12NC's while they
have the same ManTypeNo.

The article was already in the
ADB and is now inserted in BAAN
by another insertion methad as
well.
The article was already both in
BAAN and the ADB, but in the
latter it did not have a
ManTypeNo. Now the article in
the ADB is enriched by a
manuÍacturer type number of the
supplier.

Change in the ADB the l2NCADB to the
12NCBAAN. Note that lhere is no need to
store the replaced I2NCADB because it is
a not yet used randomly generated 12NC.

4 Articles for which only a
l2NCsupplieÍ is obtained. This
12NC is in BAAN assigned to
another article. However, when
taking a befter look, they
consider the same article, but
the Fbr or Crd information is
Ílled with minor differènces in
BAAN.

When a Supplierarticle Íile is
received with correct Fbr and Crd
information versus inexactly filled Fbr
and Crd inÍo in BAAN e.g. 'PU-6-BL'
in the Festo file versus'PU:6, BLUE'
in BAAN (+See table x»()

The ManTypeNo, ManName, orthe
SupArCode have to be replaced.
Compare with a select query BAAN to the
supplier file Fbr and/or Crd information,
and determine which articles actually arè
the same, and replace for those the
inÍormation in BAAN.
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Appendix 25. Ambiguous Usage of Supplier Codes
ln order to insert for every article, all the available supplier codes and accompanying
commercial information into tblUADSupArtSpecs, eight scenarios are identified (Table xxx).
The scenarios differ in the number of record in qsubBAANCrd2, whether the record does
contain a code extracted from the Crd-table, a crediteur code, and whether they are similar
(=) or different (<>). Note again that an article might not have a 'Crediteur'-code in BAAN,
while the other information is available.

*oí
PC

CRD.
code

or
'Cre-
diteur'
-code

Code
that is
usèd as
Supplier
Code

Add
BAAN
data Notes:

1 1 0 0 + No problem
2 0 1 Creditèur + No Problem
3 1 o CRD + Only one match, thus add BAAN values can be added to the

record.
4 1 1 CRD--

Crediterrr
+ No problem

5 1 1 CRD Problem: first the record containing Crd is added without
BAAN values. Afterwards the record containing the
Crediteur-code and the BAAN data is added.

6 >.) >2 0 CRD Unknown which of the two records corresponds to the data
in BAAN. Therefore both records are inserted without the
BAAN data. The BAAN data as added afteMard with a "r' as
the suoolier code

7 >r. 1 CRD=
Crediteur

+ The record at which both correspond is inserted with the
additional BAAN data.

CRD For the record for which both are diÍferent, the Crd-code is
insèrted without the BAAN data.

8 >2 1 CRD Both records are inserted with the Crd-code and without the
BAAN data. AfteMards a record is added with the Crediteur-
code and the BAAN data.

The first five are scenarios for which is qsubBAANCrd2 only one record is obtained for the
12NC. lf no code is obtained (Scenario 1), a dash instead of a code is inserted in
tblUADSupArtSpecs. For this article BAAN data can be inserted without any problems. lf
only a Crediteur-code is obtained (Scenario 2), this is inserted together with the BAAN data.
lf both are obtained and similar (Scenario 4), the code is inserted together with the BAAN
data without any problems.
lf only one CRD-code is obtained (Scenario 3), than can be concluded that this code
corresponds with the commercial article information in BAAN, which thus is inserted.
The first problematic situation occurs when both codes are obtained, but different (Scenario
5). ln order to cope with this scenario, fïrst the CRD code is inserted as a separate record.
Afterwards the record with the Crediteur Code and the BAAN data is inserted as a separate
record.

The last three are scenarios for which is qsubBAANCrd2 multiple records are obtained for
the 12NC due to multiple CRDtable matches. !f now no Crediteur-code is found (Scenario
6), it is unknown which of the two records corresponds to the data in BAAN. Therefore both
records are inserted without the BAAN data. The BAAN data is added afterward with a dash
as the supplier code.
lf a crediteur-code is obtained and it corresponds to one of the articles (Scenario 7), the
record at which both correspond is inserted with the additional BAAN data. For the record for
which both are different, the Crd-code is inserted without the BAAN data. lf both records
obtained records are different from the Crediteur-code (Scenario 8), both records are
inserted with the Crd-code and without the BAAN data. Afterwards a record is added with
the Crediteur-code and the BAAN data.
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ln the table below is listed which queries are used for which scenarios. ln addition there is
listed which records the specific query append for the scenario. Note that some queries are
listed multiple times.

GÍd-crcditèur Cluerles Which rocords
,| t <>t

qappBAANSupArtspecssingles 007

009

One record with':" and BAAN data
2 t)<>1 One record with'Crediteur'and BAAN dala
3 í<>0 One record with "Crd" and BAAN data
4 'l=1 One record with "Crd"fcrediteur and BAAN data
5 1 <>1 without BAAN data

6 2<>O oaoDBAANSuDArSDecsDoublés 0ít without BAAN data
0aDDBAAN§uDArtSDecsDoublesCrdls Null 013

7 2=1
<>1

qappBAANSupArSpeCsDoubles 01Í Onè re@rd with "Crd7crediteur" and BAAN data
0aDDBAANSUDATI§DecsDoubles<>Crd 0í6 One rc@rd with'Credibuf and BAAN dàta

E 2<>1 qappBAAN SuoArSDecsDoubles 01í T\r,o r€cords with'Crd". without BAAN deta
qapDBAAN SuDArtSpecsDoubles<>Crd 0í6 One record with'Crediteurr end BAAN date

For the matching application, the crediteur in BAAN has priori§ over the other known
suppliers. Therefore the field BAANSupplier states whether a supplier is the crediteur in
BAAN or not.
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Appendix 26. Codis Upload Scenarios for Matching 12NC's

All article for which no12NC-match is found in the UAD are inserted

Scen. Codis Codls attributès that are added

Nam6 Tvoeno Descr. Name TvDeno Descr
1A Not Null Null Null Name

1B

1c Not
Not Null
Not Null

Null
Not Null

+

Name + +

1D Null Null Not Null Name+ Description

241 Not Null Not Null Not Null Similar Name+ Description

242 Not Sim.

281 Not Null Not Null Null Similar TvDeNo

2B2 Not Sim.

2c1 Not Null Null Not Null Similar Description

2C2 Not Sim.

2D1 Not Null Not Null (Not) Null Similar Nót Null TvDe No

2D2 Not Sim. Not Null

281 Not Null (Not) Null Not Null Similar Not Null Description

2E2 Not Sim. Not Null Description
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Appendix 27. Building Steps of Functional Application Prototypes
Below are firstly the building steps of prototype of the match application and secondly
building steps of the prototype of the search application listed:
Building Steps of Prototype of the Match Application
1. lmport the linked UAD tables.
2. Make a project file in Access.

2.1. The fields in this file that can be filled by the project manager are: ManNameCust,
ManTypeNoCust, SupNameCust, SupArtCodeCust, EANCodeGust, and
12NCCust. Note that in addition the file might contain other fields that are useful for
a project manager. However, these are not required to obtain any output
inÍormation.

2.2 The fields that are filled by the project file are: 12NCMAG45, MatchQuality,
MatchBy, BCMAG4S, SignCode, lnADB, SelectedSup, OtherSupKnown,
MOQMAG45, MAQMAG4S, StaffeIsADB, OLTMAG4S, OWMAG45,
PurPriceMAG4S, PurchUnit, OrderCosts, StatusMAG4S, LengthCharge,
CusDepDifHiPrice, SupCond, PayCond, ValidFrom, ValidTill, Description, Norm,
and Material.

3. Find the matches for the articles in BAAN, and fill after using a prioritization the correct
information.
3.1. Use a select query (qsubLatestRecords) in which of tblUADSupArtSpecs only the

latest records are added. This is done by selecting grouping all other primary keys
and taking the latest (max) ValidFrom date.
ln the Íollowing select query (qsublnBAAN) this query is joined to all the primary
keys of tblUADSupArtSpecs. From this table and tblUADArticleTrunk all the
required information is selected for the articles that are in BAAN. This is done with
the criterion that the inBAAN field is true.

3.2. Build a query in which the sought matches are found, e.g. qryFbrl lnBAAN.
1. Join the field of the Project file for which a match is sought to the corresponding

field of qsublnBAAN.
Note that for the two combined matching options the name field is not
connected. This is done because the name in the Project file may be without a
postposition, e.g. "BV". The match by name is achieved in step 3.6.7.

2. The criterions are added that the attributes for which match are sought, the
Íields in the Project file may not be null, i.e. now empty fields are not matched.

3. The criterion is added that the 12NCMAG45 has to be null, i.e. articles for
which already a higher prioritized match is found will not be taken into account.

4. When for one record in the project file multiple matches are found, the record of
the supplier in BAAN has to be selected. Therefore the criterion is added that it
has to be the BAANSupplier.

3.3. ln a maketable query the data of the previous query is placed in a table, e.g.
TblFbrl, that is used to update the Project file.

3.4. Now really all the information that has to be inserted into the Project file is in one
table.
1. ln order to insert the information, every record in the Project file has obtained

an autonumber as a primary key. This number is also listed in the table that
containsthe to be added information. As a result in this update query, e.g.
qupdFbrí, only the fields RecNr have to be joined.

2. Regular information is updated, i.e. 12NC, Status, SelectedSup,
OtherKnownSup, ValidFrom, ValidTill, Norm, Material, SupCond, and
PayCond.
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3. Because the articles are in BAAN, the fields BCMAG4S and SignCode are
filled.

4. lf the article is also in the ADB this is indicated in the InADB field. lf so, and
staffels are used as well, this is indicated in the filed StaffelsADB. Furthermore
it is indicated if LengthCharges and/or customer differentiated higher prices are
applied by the supplier.

5. Specific information that has it origin in BAAN, and is more important than the
information in the ADB is filled, i.e. MOQ, OW, OLT, Purchasing price,
Description, Purchasing unit, and order costs. Note that the cost price in BAAN
is the purchasing price with an additional 1.50%. Therefore al the Prices from
BAAN are divided by 1.015.

6. The match quality is indicated and which caused the match are indicated, e.g.
respectively " 1 00o/o' and " Fbr+name".

7. As stated in 3.2.1, a match by name is added by filling for the name field , e.g.
Maname in tblFbrl, that it has an overlap with the corresponding field in the
project file, e.g. Like "*" & [MasterfileFilled]![ManNameCust]& """.

3.5. This is done for respectively ManTypeNo+ManName, SupArtCode+SupName,
EAN-Code, ManTypeNo, identifying 12NC of the record, Otherl2NCBAANCrd, and
Otherl2NCSupplier.

Find the matches for the articles that are not in BAAN, and fill after using a prioritization
the correct information.
4.1. The first step is similar; only the criterion of the inBAAN field is set to false.
4.2. Similar to step 3.2; only 3.2.4. is now nor not required.
4.3. When for one record in he project file multiple matches are found, the record with

the lowest price is selected with a maketable query (e.9.
qmkeTblFbrí GroupByMin).
The 12NC's are grouped.
The minimum of the NetPrice is taken.
ln addition the criterion is added that only the articles for which no staffels are
listed are taken into account, i.e. for staffels the highest instead of the lowest
price needs to be selected.
As a result a table is made that lists the 12NC's with the lowest price. Note that if
multiple matches are found, from which null values and values for the cost price
in BAAN, the one with the cost price in BAAN is selected (which is what is
belonged).

4.4. An append query (e.9. qappStaffelsTblFbrlGroupByMin) is used to add the
record with the highest price for staffel records.

4.5. ln a maketable query (e.9. qmkeTblFbrlNotlnB) the in the in the previous two
steps made table is joined to the query of step 3.2. by both the 12NC and the
NetPrice. The created table consists only the information that will be inserted into
the Project file after the prioritization by price, e.g. tblFbrl NlB.

4.6. lf only one match for an article is found, this article is not listed in the in the
previous step made table. Therefore these records are appended to the table
with an append query (e.9. qappTblFbrlDataNotlnB). Now the tables of step 3.2
and 3.3 are joined only by the í2NC and the criterion is added that the cost price
in BAAN is null.

4.7. With an update query the required information is added to the Project file.
Dashes are added to the fields BCMAG45 and SignCode. Note that the
purchasing price now is stated correctly. Furthermore if any commercial value is
not obtained, and thus not listed in the ADB, "Not Obt." is stated.
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Field Type that is used to
ln the query qsublnBAAN is joined
to e.q. tblFbrí

ln the query qsubNotlnBAAN is roined to
e.s. tblFbríNlB.

í2NCIuAG45 Text ttblFbít!Í12Ncr ttblFbrl NlBl!lí2NCl
MatchQualitv Numeric í' "1
MatchBy Text "Fbr+Name" "Fbr+Name"
BCMAG45 Text ttblFbrl l!f ProdSÍtBAANl
SionCode Text ttblFbrl lltSionCodeBAANl ÍtblFbrl NlBl !tSionCodeBAAN]
InADB Yes/No ttblFbrll!tlnADBl ttblFbrí NlBl!ÍlnADBl
SelectedSup Text ttblFbrl l!tSuoolierNamel ttblFbrl NlBl lÍSuDolierNamel
BAANSuoollier Yes/No
OthersupKnown YesiNo llf([tblFbÍ ]! [Multsup]=

True:True:False)
I lf([tblFbÍ NIB] ![MultSupl= True;True; False)

MOQMAG45 Text [tblFbrl]![MoOBAAN] llÍ([tblFbrlNlB]![MOOADB] ls Null;':Not
Obt.":ÍtblFbrl NlBllÍMOOADBI ls Null)

MAQMAG4s Text ltblFbrll!IMAOBAAN] llf([tblFbí NIB] ![MaxstaffelQuantity] ls
Null;"Not Obt.";
ttblFbrí NlBl!tMaxStafíelOuantitvl)

StafielsADB Yes/No ttblFbíMStaÍfelsADBl Comparable
OLTMAG4s TeÍ ltblFbíl![OLT+WBAAN] llf(ltblFbí NIB] l[OLTADB] ls Null;"Not

Obt.":ÍtblFbrl NIBMOLTADBn
OWMAG45 Text ltblFbrll![oWBAAN] llf(ltblFbrl NIB] !IOWADB] ls Null;"Not

Obt.": ttblFbrí Nl BMOWADBI)
PurPriceMAG45 Numeric ltblFbrl I![CostPrBAAN] llf(ltblFbrl NIB] llNetPricel;"Not

Obt.": ftblFbrí Nl Bll tNetPricel)
PurchUnit Text ttblFbrlMUnitBAANl ItblFbrl NlBl! tPurchUnitl
OrdèrCosts Numeric ttblFbrl IIIOrdercostBAANl
StAtUsMAG45 Téí ÍtblFbrl l!ÍStatusl ÍtblFbrí NlBl!tstatusl
LengthCharge Yes/No llÍ([tblFbÍ ]! [LengthCh]=T7us 1,r. F'r,

se)
llf([tblFbrl NIB] ![LengthCh]=True;True; False)

CusDepDifHiPrice Yes/No ll([tblFbí ]! [NetcustDepHighLengthC
haroel ls Null:False:True)

llf([tblFbrl NIB] ! [NetCustDepHighLengthCharg
el ls Null:False:True)

Supcond Text ÍtblFbrl l!ÍSuoConditionsl ttblFbrl NlBlltSupConditionsl
PavCond Text

Date/Time
[lblFbrl l![PayConditions]
ÍtblFbíl!ÍValidFroml

ltblFbrl NIBI![PayConditions]
[tblFbrí NlBl !tvalidFroml

ValidTill Date/Time ÍtblFbíllÍValidTilll
Description TeX Ítbl Fbí MBAAN DescriDtionl ltblFbrl NlBl![SupArtDescriptionl
Norm Text ÍtblFbrl l!ÍNorml ttblFbrl NlBl!tNorml
Material. Text ÍtblFbrll!ÍMateriaall ttblFbrl N lBl!lMateriaall

5

6

lf no matches are found, it is important that the project manager knows wheher the
supplier is known by MAG45. Therefore for the not matched articles, this is checked
with an update query (qupdNoMatchButSupKnown). Now in the match quality filed is
listed "No match found, but supplier known".
Since it is possible that after a full match also partial matches are carried out,
additional macros are made. For these macros the buttons are added on the user-
front end. The partical matches are exported in an Excel table call
M asterfi le Parti al F illed

Building steps of the prototype of the search application
1. lmport the linked UAD tables.
2. Build a table containing allthe searchable attributes (tblSearchSingular)
3. ln order to only take the latest records (for every article into account, a select query

(qsubUADlatest) in which of tblUADSupArtSpecs only the latest records are added. This
is done by selecting grouping all other primary keys and taking the latest (max)
ValidFrom date.

3. Build a query that is carries out the search action (qrySearchsingular)
1. ln this query all the Íields of the UAD-tables at which searches will be carried out are

listed. Furthermore tblUADSupArtSpecs is joined with every key to qsubUADLatest.
2. lf only exact matched would be required, the tables could be connected, however, in

order to find also specific matches; the UAD tables are not joined. lnstead the
attributes have a certain criterion, e.g. Like "*" & [tblSearchsingular]![12-NC] & ""'.
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The *&[ 
]&* usage in the application makes it possible to find articles if the searcher

does not have the Íull term, e.g. some ManTypeNo's can have a suffix that is not
known by the searcher, but now still are found, or names of suppliers or
manufacturers without suffices as BV Note that now multiple inserts in the
description field are enabled by putting a "*" in between. The only drawback is that
now no matches are found when the term behind the star is listed in the UAD before
the other term. Thus to find these as well, both terms have to be interchanged.

3. ln order to enable combined all the criteria have to be added into one query.
Because some attributes can be found in multiple tables in the UAD, e.g. 12NC also
in Otherl2NCBAANCrd and l2NCSupplier, the query contains multiple rows with
criteria. Since Íor description four fields are used, in total there are 3 times 4 are 12
rows with criteria.

4. ln order to make the application user friendly, the Íollowing steps are undertaken.
1. For the user friendliness the specific search action can be file out in a form

(frmSearchSingular). lf the button on this form is pressed, a macro runs in which first
the results of the previous search action are deleted.

2. Afterwards the new results are displayed on another form (frmResultsResults).
Note that the responsiveness of the application is not very high, i.e. multiple fields are
searched without joined tables. ln order to improve the responsiveness of the exact
search actions for one single insert, in separate queries the specific corresponding fields
could be joined. !n addition only the necessary fields are searched. However, since the
focus of this research was not on building a search application, no further improvements
have been carried out.
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Appendix 28. Validity and Prioritization of the Automatic Matches

lf a match is performed on article trunk level, by Fbr (+Name) or by 12NC, multiple suppliers
for the record of the Project file are found. ln this case the information of the BAAN supplier
is matched. This is done by adding this criterion in the several update queries.
lf a match is performed on article trunk level, by Crd (+name) or by EAN, a match is found
for one specific supplier. !t can be possible that this supplier is not the BAAN supplier,
therefore now no criterion has to be added to the BAANSupplier field.

Starting with the 12NC, then issue that occurred during the building process of the
experimental prototype oÍ a database is indicating that a match by í2NC is not always
correctly. The reason thus lies in the fact that all the former Philips business units, which are
know operating by their own, use the Philips guidelines for assigning a 12NC perfectly
anymore. However, numbers of found inconsistency are marginal when compared to the
total number of 12NC's.

Unfortunately the EAN-code is only occasionally obtained from suppliers, i.e. typing errors
are the only reason why the validity is not 100%. Pitiful though is that the codes are nor
obtained frequently from suppliers, nor from project customers.

For the Crd-code see the report text.

Prio-
ritv

BAAN Attribute(s) lf Multiple
suppliers

Matching validity [%]

1

z
d)
.tr
o
-g
.9Ë4

Manufacture type number + Manufacture name Atways
BAAN
supplier

99%
2 Unique Supplier article code + Supplier name 99%
3 EAN-code 99%
4 Manufacture type number onlv 90%
5 12NC out of BAAN 70o/o
b 12NC of Supplier 65o/o
7 Unique Suoolier article code onlv 60%
I Not unioue Suoolier aÉicle code + Suoolier name 99%/#match. e.o. 49.50%
o Not Unique Supplier Article Code Only 99%/#match. e.o. 49.51o/o
í0 z

Í
dt
,E
o
E
o
n)

EË4

Manufacture type number + ManuÍacture name Normally the
one with
lowest price,
if staffels,
then the one
with the
highest price

99o/o
11 Unique Supplier article code + Supplier name 99%
12 EAN-code 99%
't3 Manufacture type number only 90%
15 12NC of Supolier 65o/o
í6 Unioue Suoolier article code onlv 600/0
17 Not unique Supplier article code + Supplier name 99%/#match. e.o. 49.50%
18 Not Unique Supplier Article Code Only 60%/#match. e.o. 30o/o
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Appendix 29. Currently Used Attributes in the project file
Field Consists of
ArtCodeCust
ArtDescriptionCust
NormCust
MeasureCust
Unitofl\Ieasurecust
DemandedQuantity
UnitOfDemandedQuan ntity
ManNameCust
ManTypeNoCust
SupNameCust
SupArtCodeCust
EANCodeCust
l2NCCust

lnput of the
project
customer

ProjcetArticleStatus
Wave
Scheduled startingDate
ActualstartingDate
SalesPrice
Marqin

Additional
information
that is filled by
the project
manager

MatchBy
Description
BCMAG4S
SignCode
InADB
lnCodis
SelectedSup
BAANSupplier
OtherSupKnown
MOQMAG45
MAQMAG45
StaffelsADB
OLTMAG4s
OWMAG4S
PurPriceMAG45
PurchUnit
StatusMAG45
LengthCharge
CusDepDifl-tiPrice
SupCond
PayCond
ValidFrom
ValidTill
Norm

lnformation
filled in the
match
application
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Appendix 30. User lnterface of Prototype of Match Application
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Appendix 31. Match lnput and Match Output
Below an example of match input. Note that only the fields are listed that are used

Below an example oÍ match output generated by the application. ln order to Íit it on thls page it is
divided into two parts: a left part and a right part.
Left Part:

6101@1t8277
00@0s0t279
081202608012
0122157M28
0812026040r2
0036s00v21
8401@4{83
24220880026!
8@1m60880
00002@0r279
8r01m0956
8122S1@2r3
8322261 S?69
0122160@49
042203304r{2
0422&s@275
0036s907771
0722r90m93
8401@59S
é401ffi$37
É401ffi§39
8401@1S2@
0822@&02
2É2261m388
0r221@@g
r2221@W1
412»14..200.
24220342402
8i22862@
282025&2@
28U@0S14
33222?009&
28165013s1

PLASTIC TUBINC

ftUE FALSÉ S.h.óí
FALSE FALSE F.rto 6V

TRUE IM
TRUE ROTEX
TRUE [iCS

FALSE I

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSÈ

FÀLSE

01-aoc07

3l-dec-06

EÍO ETO

:Ío :'o

ó.s ,,,
0Fs
oFs

oroDTO IJOC

FALSE
ÍRUE

ÍRU€

TRUE
FÀLSE
ÍRUE

TRU€
FALSE
ÍRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
ÍRUE

FALSE
FALSE
FÀLSE

FÀTSE

rRUE

FALSE
FÀLSE

TRUE
ÍRUE

F{SE
TRUE
TRUE

FALSE
FA!SE

03-okt43
01.seo-Co

22-m6i$
08-nov-C5

22-mí-06
01.ian40
01ran-00
2C-sèo.Co
2C-*p-C6
2C-*o.Co
20-*o-06
01-*ÈC6
29-md-06
0rran{0
01-ian-00
01{n{0
0lran{o
20-mí-06
26r!n-03
0rran-00
27-urS

30run'05

a3É9980
99S9899

FÀLSE O

9l @% U^iou.AnC&+N.m.
99 @% N.F.+AíCd.
60 m% U.6u.Accst AnC6.onLy
60 @% Uniou.Accst AíCd.od!
99 @óó EAN

70.@9b 12NC
70 @% 12NC
70.m% 06.1 12NC:B..nCd
65.@% Os., 12Nc:Suoolbr
99@% N.r.+l!{No
98.@.À Nfi..lvrNo

SCFEWSKÍ CSK HO [!4X12 LG SST
§16 I G.o M...uó G.c. So.ci.l lO"Cli2È8
3'VOUDIGE ZE(ERINGHOUOER
SN.E
Co6t.il.k.r xMY2.2.2t.2.5 LEO
PL Mutil.tr. PE 1000o@.n 2000x1000,25
SBORT.STROKECYI NOE
PUSÍIC TUB NG

àto

ors

àro

àro

1

200

1

:'o

,,t
àto

iro
ATO BTO
oÏo

oFs
oFs
OFS UIT
oTo

TRUE FALSE F..Ió BV

FALSE FÀLSÉ J.6K.8V

9999@8S
9t90s39
99t99t99
8t999999
99999800
99999999
99999999
99909999

499999!9

99999999
999909n9
99999899
99999S96

I C0-19!
5C&1000
I 0s199
1 o&ts9

999099?9

ÍRUE FÀISE F.!ro BV
FALSE FALSE.

99S9999
l9s99S

FÀLSE 1

FALSE 1

ÍRUE 1

TRUE 6
TR!€ 6
TRUE
TR!E

FÀLSE NcI ObI
FÀLSE
FÀLSE 1

TRUE
TRUE 50

FÀLSE I

FALSE 12

FAISE
FALSE
FÀLSE
FAL§E

99@% Unko.Adcodé+Nomo
60.@% Uniou./Accel. AíCod. onrv

91.@e, Nm.+AnC6.

BOUSCSR RVS &14X10 A155340,0.
MONÍ OR 6MM2 BUUW ryC lOOMA
TRE&EER 5XO,5X5OO
nE«EEB 6X0 6X500
nE«EER r0xt x5o0
ÍREWEER r2x1.2XSo

TRUE FALSE M,lulolo
TRUE FAISE Nlo.lirr

ÍRUE FAISE Erb
ÍRUE FALSE.

FAfsE FALSE Fl.rri^t
FATSE FALSE BoÈilEó Bv
FÀLSE FALSE AW lduili.l
iRUÉ FALSÉ T.v.m.

RUE FALSE l.v.mr
ÍRUE FÀLSE Í.v.m!6!.@"À

70 @%
Unia@accèt AnCd. onrv

99 @% N.r..Tv{No

70 @% 1:NC
30.@% NOI Und. Ancod.r2x

20 mÈ NOT Un@.&Cd.r3x
30,m.a Nor UniaE AdCd. only

30 me, NOÍ Uóiao. Àíd.:2x
No r.rcn bd sueli..
No m.1cn. blr S!@li.r

PROF ELCR SrcNS ZWART O 5'JM
NON.REÍURN VALVE AGL.B

ROLViNYLB 1/4 ZWART'MAT ROTEX

àorogeneout etse Mnon oloeoe
SUNGPI$S4X[I5 UITWENO'G
PAÍENÍ PUNÍK\{A§Í NR 18

NITRIL HANOSCHOEN NIT6 S

FALSE

FALSE FAISE Cvdd.!! §
FALS! TRUE EMERGO
FALSE FÀLSE cftnn.
FALSE mUE WP s.r.lv

FA!S€
FALSE

Right Pad:

FALSE 2 1 € 45.88 Óc TRUE ÍR.Ee
FÀLSE Nct Obt. 50 € 0.37 FALSE FALSE DDP 90 dels aff.Í inv dàtè Éto 22-mei$ 31-de-t0 .
FALSE 2 , € 5 89 oc FA-SE FALS: CoÍ 90 davr aff.r n!. dà!è reno 03.oho3
FALSE Nolobl Nolobl €0.29 FALSE FALSE CPT godavsaí.ri.v detè rcro 0j-ian$ 31dÈ,06,
FALSE 4 t €6.03 Dc FALSE TRUE CPT 90 dàvs affèr nv dal. mto 22-m.r& 31ne-06 -
FALSE Nol Obl Nd Obr € O 29 FALSE FALSE CoÍ 90 dàvs.nè,.^v dàre refio 0 r.r-6 31{e-06 -
FALSE 5 200 € O.Ol oc FA-SE FALSÉ Cor 90 da\s àff.Í in!. dàl. rcro z}de-C4
FALSE Nd Obr No1 OU. € sot 83 FALSE FALSE o1,run$ 31-mei{7 -
FALSE 2 1 € 10.90 oc FALSE FALSE CPT 60 davr aneí rnv. dàlé Éto O5-S€D-OS 3t{kÈ07 .
FALSE 5 NdOd. €2.30 FALSE FALSE CPT 60dóvs.ffurnv darc rcno O1-nov-C6 31{k107-

FALS:
FALSE
FALSE FA:SE

FALSE 2

EÀLSE 5
FALSE 2
FALSE 1

FALSE 2
FALSE 7
FALSE 12
FALSE
FALSE
ÍRUE Nor Obr
IRUE Nd Od
ÍRUE Ncl Obl
TRUE Nol Obl.
TRUE

FALSE 2

FALSE Nd OàI
FÀLSE Nor OU.
FALSE Nol Obl
FALSE
FALSE 27
FALSE 7

FALSE Nor Obt.
FALSE 4
FALSE 8
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

€ 5.89 oc.
€ 476.54
€ 46.20 oc

€ 0.98 pc

€ 1.25 oc
€ 16.14 M1
€ lo80 M1

FALSE FALSE CPT
NolObl.
I
1

6
6

FALSE FAISE CPT
FALSE FALSE CPT

í121.25 FALSE FALSE CPT
E75.41 FALSE FALSE CPÍ

€ 144,36 FALSE FALSE CPI
€ 146,99 FALSE FALSE CPT

FALSE FALSE CPÍ
€ 18 68 Dc N.w FÀLSE TRUE CPÍ

FALSE FALSE CPT
FALSE FALSE
FALSE TRUE CPT
FALSE FALSE
FAISE FALSE CPÍ
FALSE FALSE CIP

E0 d.vs affëí in! daie relto

90 davs afler i^! dàlè Èto

60 dàv3 àfr.r rn! dài. mtó
60 dàvs.tér rn! dàr. refro
60 d.v3 afrcr rnv. d.r. rcno
E0 dav3 afl.Í rnv dal.. rctto

FAISE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

60 dav! lhr inv dà|. do
60 dev3 .n r inv dàrè .ètó
90 dav! .tèí rnv dat. rcto

!1-aDÈ07

45 dav! .t r inv. dar.. n.to
80 day! .í!r,iv daté h.no

60 daví afieí rnv dale. rcto

Nor Oil
Nd Obl
Nd Obr.
No1 obl

1

Nor o&
No: Obt
No! Oh

CODIS
CODIS
CODIS

FALSE

FALSE
FALSE CPT
FALSE DOP
FALSE CPÍ
FAISE
FAISE CPT

€8350c
€3i7pc

CODIS
€ 15.03 oc
€1 26 Dc

20
1

Nor Obr.
1

12

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FA!SE
FALSE
FALSE
FÀtSE
FALSE
FALSE

Wffi

ffi

FALSE CPÍ
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
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TU/e MAG45 Aooendix 32. User lnterÍace of of Search Apolication

Appendix 32. User lnterface of Prototype of Search Application
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TU/e MAG45 Aopendix 33. SOL Used bv the Prototvoe the Search Aoplication

Appendix 33. SQL Used by the Prototype of the Search Function

Like "i" & [EANCodel & -"» OR
Lik€ "'" &

[NameManufacturer] &
Like "." &

lDescription] & *) AND
Like "'" & FilanuÍactureroodeMAc4sl & ".")

Like & *")

AND
&

AND
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TU/e MAG4§ Aooendix 34. Previouslv Des CJrrotation Process

Appendix 34. Previously Designed Quotation Process
Taken from Van de Ven (2006)

The redesigned process
consists of three consecutive
phases, the initiative, reach
ability, and preparation. The
figures below state the
schematic forms of the
different phases of the
redesigned quotation

Together with this process, the supporting lT architecture was redesigned as well. The most

important task of the redesig
normalization and matching.
process. ln addition to the
database is given.

ned lT-structure is the first step of the reach ability phase, i.e.

The figure below shows the schematic representation of this
process, the matching function with the designed Supply

project
Customer Regular order

rèquest

follow-up

Order
cancelled

Order lines
return

Offer request
customer

Bring out order
status ).3

autom. matching
Normalization project based on

3.2Replenisch
missing data

lnitial choice
businesson order in BAAN

Upload data in3.3

BAAN

customer
Nomalize 2 l I

BAAN
tn

Masteíih
nomalizedCodis

2.I.3
Sécond nomlizationcuslomerd0mnd

matchingSuppliers Assortment
database

Équest not
'clea/

Ouotaiion rèquesl
to

Maslerfilè mct
rccord status

Compe-
titors

EE
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TU/e MA§4§ Annendiv - Petri-Net of fhe Reclesioned C)rrotalion Proeess

Appendix 35. Redesigned Project Feasibility and Preparation Phases

ln the re below the dashed arrows indicate that ths is an but not necessa

ObLin.d.íicl. ln
projcct d.End

No mtch
tound

Se.rch .rticl. with Article not
íound

Norma-
liz.tion

Not
MAG,I5

D.t
§t tuE
check

Arliclè rGtumèd
to customer

All

data
Give quotation

Cqntact

Posi{ive Prcpare Articlè lnsedaíicle
loinsertinto Aíiclere.dyto intoBAAN AÉiclere.dytoBAAN bG insèried ínto bè oÍdèred

BAAN

Neg.tiv.

mtch
Roadyfor Full M.lch

Prrtial
Match

roquired

.e
chGck

Nol
m.lch

SA

vrlid ity
mtch
accepted

No mtch Íound;
still mtch

.íèmpl possibh

Arlicle
found with

Gheck:
supplier ii

MAG'|5?

Article unkrown;
suppli.r knryn

No ch.ck
roquirrdv

.lidity

Obtain

com.

Find
articlè

Obtrin
mlr!lng
com. date

R.gulrr
!carching

Ouotation ai
cuilomèr
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TU/e MA§-4§ Aooendix 36. Realization l)esion of the AIlB

Appendix 36. Realization Design of the ADB
Note that the only difference between the two project files lies in the macro number 360

For every macro the involved tables and queries are listed. The numbers refer to the number
in the description of the macro, table, or query in the Íile. Furthermore it is indicated which
ones have to be adjusted to the specific file. ln several occasions this only implies changing
the word 'NAME' into the actual name of the supplier. Clearly it can be seen that this
especially in the first steps is required, i.e the ones to get to a first normalized table; the
following steps are exactly the same for every file.

Filè Macros * F
Tables *

!-

F Ouèries í

ö

ts

tbl§uDDlierTrunk 000

-PÍBt0r

mcÍBAANUpdate 000 N tbIBAANFbT N omkeFbr 341 N

tblBAANFbrAllwithoutCrdCode N omkeFDrAI 342 N

tblBAqNCrd N omkeCrd JOI N

tbIBAAN,I2NC N omkeÍ2NCBAAN ó/u N

oz
mcrl2NCRandom olo N tbll2NClmDort 009 N odell2NClmoort UU9 N

tbll2NCList 020 N oa2.42NColumnX utu N

mcrupdatelnBAAN
,I2NCADB

Y tbIInBAANI2NCADB omkelnBAANl 2NCADB JVY N

tbtl2NCList ouDdí 2NCBAANTTUe 399 N

o
Èo
o

mcrlmport olo tbllmportNAME N odelNAMElmoortTbl utu Y

tbINAME 't 00 odelNAMETbl utl Y

qappNAMEData
tblDefaults 110

tb|NAMEArticlos (Tevema tile) 101 Y odelTevemaArticlesTbl tuu Y

oaDDTevemaSiafÍelsXArticleDate í01 Y

tblNAMEArticlesStaÍf els 110 Y qdelNAMEArticlesStaÍelsTbl
(Tevema Íile)
qappstaffelsxData (Tevema Íile)

109

Í10

T

Y
tblMaxStàffelQantitiesDeÍaults
(ïeveme Íile)

040

tbt[Jntts ltu Y ouDdLJnit 013 Y

ouodol I íEriks Filè) 013 Y

tblNormalizeMOO íEriks f le| ul ouodM(J(J ÍEnks Ftle) lu3 Y

tblstatus íFesto File'l 1t1 Y ouDdstatus íFesto l-rlel 114 Y

mcrAppPreADB 200 N tblSupArtGrp 210 odelSuoArtcmTbl 21U Y

osubSuoArtGro 211 N

oaDDSuDArtGrcDala 213 I
tbl§upArtspe6 220 N odelSuDAíSDecsTbl 220 N

osubSuoArtsDecs
oaDoSuDArtSoecsData 222

tb lG o mArtlnfo 230 N qdelComArtlnfoTbl 230 N

qsubComArtlnfo 231 Y
qaDDComArtlnfoData 232 Y

dtuViè-w íG[hrino Íilè] 240 Y

gryvvewArtwithoutGrp (Guhring
Íile)

241 Y

mcrl2NCADBFrom
FbrcrdMan

360 N tb|BAANFbr (linked) 340 N ouodÍ 2NCBAANFbTMan 311 Y

tb|BAANCrd ílinked) 360 N ouDdí 2NCADBCTd
tblBAANFbr (linked) 340 N ouDd'l 2NCADBFbT 35'
tb|BAANCrd flinked) 360 N ouDdl 2NCBAANCTd 361

mcÍl2NCADBFro
mFbrcrdSup

300 N tblBAAN FbrAllwithoutCrdCode
ílinked)

342 N qupd'l 2NCBAANFbTSUp 342

tb|BAANCrd ílinkedl N OUOdI 2NCADBCTd J)U

tb|BAANFbr (linkedI 340 N ouDdl 2NCADBFbT ó31

tb|BAANCrd íllnked) 350 N ouDdí 2NCBAANCTd JOI

mcÍAddAvailablel
2NC

l2NCBAAN 371 N oruMew'l 2NCSuDolierlnconl 370 N

ouDdOnHoldl 2NCSuDDlieÍ J/U N

orvMew1 2NCSuDDlierlncon2 J/l N

oupdl 2NCFroml 2NCSuDplieri 271 N

orvMew1 2NCSuDolierToAdd 372 N

quDdl 2NCFrom'l 2NCSuDDlie12 N

N

oUDdl 2NCFToml 2NCBAANFbT 3/3 N

oryVrèw1 2 N(;BAANCrdToAdd 3t4 N

ouodl 2NCFroml 2NCBAANt;rd N

tbl'l2NCFree Y omke l 2NCFree 3tu N

mcrAddListl2NC 39',| N tbh2NCFree N ouod'l2NL;Frnal N
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lblí2NCList 39U N ouDdl 2NCListlnADB 392 N

mcrADBChangel2
NC

J99 N tblqDBAÍtTrunk (linked) N qryViewl 2NCADBChange
qupdl 2NCADBChanse

3S9 N
N

mcrAppArtTrunk 400 N tbl,ArtTrunk 400 N ddèlArtTrunkTbl 400 N

daDoArtTrunkDala 401 N

qupdSupArtTrunkOther
NCrd

l2NCBAA 402 N

qupdSupAÍtTrunkOtherl 2NC§uPli
eÍ'l

4UZ N

qupdSupArtTrunkOthell 2NCSupli
et2

402 N

mcrAppADB 500 N tblqDBSupArtcrp (linked) N ouDdADBSupAÍtGTp 500 N

qsUbADpADBSUDATIGTP 50í N

OADDADBSUPATIGTPDAIA N

tblqDBArtTrunk (linked) 510 N duodAl)BArlTrunk 510 N

osubAooADBArtTrunk 511 N

daDodADBArtTrunk 512 N

tblADBSupArtspecs (linked) 520 N ouodADBSuDArtSoe6 520 N

dsubAooSuDArtSDecsData 521 N

oaDoADBSuoArtSDecsData 5z2 N

tblADBComArtlnf o fl inked) 53U N oaDDADBComArtlnÍoData 530 N

1.

1.1.
1.2.
2.
2.1.
2.2.

2.3.

Steps:

Supplier File Selection
Make a list containing the number of diÍÍerent articles purchased per supplier

Select the to be added supplier file
Prepare the system for the uploading process

Àdd the SupplierCode and SupplierName to the tblSupplierTrunk table in the ADB'
Run the mcrBAANupdate to use the latest BAAN inÍormation in the rest of the process.

Run the mcrUpdatelnBAAN't2NCADB to use the latest update of tbll2NcList in the rest of the process.

Furthermore note that iÍ on one day for several supplier files the í 2NC has to be assigned one run of the

macro is satisfying, i.e. the data warehouse is only refreshed during the night run.

lmport Preparation
Content Analyses

A Need to Have Check
-lf ManuÍacturer:

Need to have check of identical ManTypeNo per article.
Nice to have check: Article order number, which can be used as SupArtcode.

-lf Supplier:
Need to have if check of identical SupArtCode per article.
SupArtCode missing Íor one product. 3 Options:
í.This record can be deleted
2. The supplier should be contacted to obtain the correct code.
3. A recognizable supArtcode can be determined by MAG45, e.g. 999999 (Note that iÍ the

situation concerns more than one article, supplier can the aÉicles need to be given difÍerent
article codes).
The first option clearly is the least time consuming.

-lf a key identifier is usàd in multiple records, then the tooling selects at random one of the two. ln

this way the article can be found.
Note datacleaning in advance is an option, but not preferable, i.e- it consumes time of the
purchasing dePartment.

B l.iice to have check: ManTypeNo and ManName, which can be used as SupArtCode.
lf yes, the spelling method oÍ the names of these manuÍacturers should be compared with the names

useO Uy MÀCaS.ihe found 'incorrect spellings in the supplier files have to be. updated to MAG45's

spellinó, i.e. if this name is maintained, than the BAAN assortment cannot be matched with this

supplier file.
fnlé tasX should be carried out by the purchaser who obtains the file. All old and new names should

be placed in a default name table with íor every incorrèct and correct name a separate field (Step

s.s.s.)
ldentify special occasions in the meaning oÍ the remaining fields:

í. Sometimes MAG45 does not have an OW and one discount over the whole assortment, even if

multiple discount groups are listed.
2. lf the leadtime É in àays, one has to know whether this in working days or week days- Note in BAAN

working days are used.
Analyze the position oÍ the tables, e,g.

1. Just one table in one sheet in Excel. This is most common.

2. Several sheets all containing one table with article of a certain article group

3. One sheet with a table containing all the articles plus one sheet containing the speciÍic article
groups, their meaning and discount percentage§.

à. lf several tables are listed below each other, they first have to be placed on three separate tab

sheets in Excel.

tblSupplierTrunk (AOB)

mcrBAANUpdate
(BAANFbrCrd.mdb)
mcÍUpdatelnBAAN'l 2 NCADB

Eriks

3.
3.í.
3.1.1

Steenkist
(Uses for Guhring the name

'Guehring oHG').

Moeller3.1.2.

3.1.2
Almost all
Tevema
Guhring

Tevema

TU/e MAG45 Aooendix 36. Desion of the ADB
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TU/e MAG45 Aooendix 36. Realization Desion of the.ADB

3.í.3.

3.1.4.

5. lí the group discounts are listed on a separate table in a word-file, then this table first has to be
copied to excel Íile. ln this file the format of the article group code has to be converted to texl

Analyze the useful rows and columns, and especially analyze if the first row contains any headers. Use
this information in Step 5.1.
Analyze the names of the columns in the Excel sheet and identify which names will certainly be different
in the next list, e.g. price 2006. This is important foÍ the automating oÍ the process.

L The format and structure of the received files should remain the same. Changes should be
identified by the supplier and received by MAG45
2. Note that if there is a password, paste the content into a new Íile. Else contact the supplier.
3. The symbol '*' should be replaced by other characters, because Access sèes * as select all.

Place the file which now should be ready for import on a predetermined Íixed location and give it the
name of the supplier.

lmport the file into the correct starting file, either 'Pre-ADB_Supplier' or'pre-ADB_Manufacturer', and
rename the starting Íile

Delete (empty) of the import table
Specify the location in the macro design view, and
Note that if the excel file consists of several tables, the table that is imported has to be speciÍied, ending
with a questionmark.
SpeciÍy the name that the table should obtain
Mark if the first row in the Excel file contains the headers of the fields.

Carry out the first normalization resulting in a basic table

Delete the unnecessary records, e.g. empty rows; only the useful records remain.
Set the correct formats for the fields in this table

Text Íormat for names, descriptions, and Type numbers. Also for OW, MOQ, OLT, and staffel,
because these might contain text as well.
Numbers for prices. Numbers on 5 decimals.
Double numbers Íor percentages.

Add requíred information that cannot be extracted directly from a supplier file in a default table,
ManCode, ManName, SupplierCode, SupplierName, CountryOfOrigin, Valid Íorm, Valid till, and
Length Charge, e.g. meter.
Normalize the OLT and OW

Normalize the OW:
Note that if Stock/ non-stock articles, state both OLT values in the deÍault table and add the
expression to the append query.
Normalize the OW:
Note that if this is given only state the O\ / for the articles that actually have an OW

Merge iÍ necessary the content of two columns into one, e.g.
The description is divided into two fields. lt might be that either part one or two is empty. As a result
an expression should be built that takes if available both and places a space in between, or iÍ the Íirst
is emp§ only the second, without a space in the Íront.

Additional lnformation is obtained that normally is not used by ÍvlAc4s, e.g. Measurements an
weight. These are accumulated and placed in the fleld Additional Descriptlon, e.g.
Note some suppliers do state only the weight Íor the articles they know, and Íor the other ones they
only state a question mark.

Note that the field Measure is by MAG45 used to indicate the dimension of a dimension article.

The article file displays for every article multiple prices depending on the quantity that is going to be
purchased (Stafiels).

Make a Íirst normalized table containing every article, but without prices.
Make a default table with the staffel categories.
Use this default table, the imported table, and append queries for every separate staffel. Note that
with this method for every category a separate append query has to be built.
As a resutt a table can be generated in which every article is listed multiple times for multiple
stafiels and prices.
Note that the higher the staÍfel category, the less likely an article has a new differentiated price.
As a result after all the multiple records of articles contain staffel categories without a price.
These Records have to be deleted.

A Customer dependent diÍíerentiated higher purchasing price is given in addition to the regular net
purchasing price. Both prices have to be appended to their conesponding fields.
Depending on the length of the article an additional charge is given. This has to be appended to the
conesponding field.
Update content of cells by using update queries.

Purchasing UnlÍ: Update the units of measure to units that are known by MAG45, i.e. pc, kg, M1, and
M2,
Therefore a Unit table should be made that states all the terms used by the suppliers in a field and
their corresponding MAG45 meaning in another field.

Sandvik

Guhring
Eriks

mrclmport (010)

qdellmportNAMETbl
SiDatabase\ADB\NAME\NAME.xls

Guhring

tbllmportNAME

qdelNAMERec Guhring

tblDefaults

Sandvik
llf(tblsandviklmport!F4 Like
"stock"IblSandvikooíaults lÍolt
stockl;tblSandvikD€íaults![olt non stock])

Schrotf
llf(tblSchrcíÍlmponllDc* Lot
sizel=0 Null tblschrcfflmport!ÍDe# Lot
Sizcl)

Mituloyo
llf(lblMitutoyolmpoÍtllomschriiving 1 I ls
NullltblMituloyolmport! IOmschÍijving
2l;tblMitutoyolmportllorochrijving íl & "
& lblMitutoyolmport![Omschíijving 2])

Moeller
"Measure (Llmml'W[mm]'HÍmml): " &
tblMoeleílmportllLengte (mm)] &'*" &
tblMoelerlmpoí11[Breedts (mm)] & ''" &
tblMoelerlmport![Hoogte (mm) & ",
Weight " & lblMoelerlmpoít!Gewicht.

Schroff
tb§chrcfflmpoÍt![DescÍiption Line 2l &
(llf(tblschrcílmpoílWeight="?";Null;",
Weight " I tblschrofflmportlweight))

Tevema

tblNAMEArticles
tblmaxstaffelOuantitiesDefault
qappNAMEArticlesTbl
qappNAMEStaffelsData

tbINAMEAÍticlesStaffels

4.3.
4.4.
5

5.1 .

5.2.
5.2.1

5.2.2.
5.2.3.
5.3.

5.4.
5.4.1

3.2.

4.

4.1.
4.2.

5.7.

5.8.

5.9.
5.9.1

e.g.
Unit of

qappNAMEData
qdelNAMETbl

5.4.2.

5.5.
5.5. Í

5.5.2.

5.5.3.

5.5.4.

5.6.

5.6.1.
5.6.2.
5.6.3.

Fèsto

Festo

tblUnits
qupdUnit
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5.9.2.

5.9.3.

5.9.4.

5.9.5.
5.1 1.
6.

OLI lf the OLT is given in numbers except for example stock, which is simply identiÍied by stock,
than this term has to be converted to a number. This update query can use the deÍault table in which
both are filled.
MOQj lt might be that MOQ are given in long telits, while actually only the number is interesting. A
table can be made that states both the old and the new MOQ values. Note this is an optional
conversion.
SÍaÍus; Some articles are new, or will be moved out of the assortment, which is indicated in a
separate column. The original meaning however is not that clear, and can therefore be updated by a
more clear meaning.
ManNamesr See step 3.1.1.

Adapt the macro by adding these speciÍic queries
Fill tblsupArtcrp, tblsupArtspecs, and tblcomArtlnÍo. The macro is the same Íor every file when the delete
and update queries that are part of the macro all have the same standard name.
The queries are part of the starting file, but empty, and thus need to be filled.

tblSupArtcrp
Make select query that contains the required information.
lf the supplier file states the discount groups a separate table than these have to be a used.
No groups vÍith discount percéntages are given, but only gross and net pÍices specifically Íor every
article. ln this case The SupArtcrpcode is Íilled in tblNAMEDeÍaults with a by MAG45 determined
code, e.g.'í'.
Append every attribute qsubSupArtcrp to tblsupArtcrp.

tblSupArtspecs
Make select query that contains the required information oÍ tblNAME and tblDefaultsNAME.
Append every attribute qsubSupArtspecs to tblsupArtspecs.

tblComArtlnÍo
Make select query that contains the required information of tblNAME and tblDefaultsNAME.

lf one DiscountPercentage Íor the whole assortment is used to obtain the NetPrice, no tables need to
be connécted.

lÍ the Discounts are only listed per group on a separate table, then tblNAME has to be joined with
tblsupArtspecs by SupArtCode, and tblsupArtspecs has to be joined with tblSupArtGrp by
SupArtcrpcode. Now the Net price can be computed
lf per article only a gross price and a discount percentage is given than the Net price has to be
calculated in a similar way.
Append every attribute qsubcomArtlnÍo to tblcomArtlnfo

Obtain the 12NC's from BAAN and the ADB for matching articles.

Assign if possible one oÍ the obtained 12NC's
ldentify the articles with the I 2Nc-problem that they only have a l2Ncsupplier, but this article is taken
already in BAAN by a different article.
Select of the obtained 12NC's one 12NC as the 12NC that will be used in the ADB.

Assign to every article that does not have a definitive 12NC an available 12NC from tbll2NCList.
A separate table (tbh2NCFee) is made that lists only the free 12NC's using a qmke'l2NCFree (part of
mcrAddAvailablel2NC)
Add in the design view of tblí2NCFree the key identifying autonumber attribute RecNr again and delete
the alÍeady present record called RecNr. Note that saving this design might take 35 seconds. ln addition
note that it is located on top oÍ the table list without a number in the description.
! Hence unfortunately this step ahrvays has to be carried out manually.

Run mcrAddlistl2NC which assigns the free 12NC's to thè articles that still did not have a 12NC or
were placed OnHold and checkmark the randomly selected 12NC.

Run mcrADBchangë12NC which changes for the articles for which a l2NCADB was obtained, while the
selected 12NC is another one, the current 12NC in the ADB into the newly selected 12NC.
Run mcrAppArtTrunk which fills tbArtTrunk.
Run mcrAppADB which upload the Pre-ADB articles into the ADB.

tbloLT
qupdOLT

Eriks

tblMoo
qupdMOQ

Eriks

tblStatus
qupdStatus

Festo

qupdManName Guhring
mcrlmport (010)

mcrAppPreADB (200)

qsubSupArtcrp
Guhring &
Sandvik

qappSupAÍtGrpData

qsubSupArtSpecs
qappSupAÍtSpecsData

qsubComAÍtlnfo

Schroff &Moeller
NetPrice: tblNAMElGrcssPÍice*('l-
tblNAM EDetaultslDbcountPorcentage)

Sandvik
NetPíce: tblsandviklGrcssPrice'(1 -
lb§!pAÍtGrp!DiscountPercent g6)

Eriks

qappComArtlnfoData
mcl 2NCADBFromFbrCrdMan

OR
mc1 2NCADBFromFbrCÍdSup

mcrAddAvàilablel2NC

mcrAddListl2NC
tbl l 2NCFree

mqAddListl2NC

mcrADBChangel 2NC

mcrAppArtTrunk (400)
msAppADB (500)

6.1 .

6.í.1

6.1.2.
6.2.
6.2.1.
6.2.2.
6.3.
6,3.1.

o.5-z
7

8.
8.1

8.2.
L
9.1.

9.2.

10.

11.
12.
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Appendix 37. Analysis of the Suppliers per Project List
ln the table below of five projects the top 20 suppliers in relative number of supplied articles
are listed. Clearly the there is no real overlap between the suppliers.

ln the table left are all the
suppliers listed that were part
of multiple list. ln addition the
total number of articles per
supplier over all the projects
are stated.

300
223
r76
171
116

77

50
46
39
3l
30
28
25
21

2508
1468

12?5

10m
§82
843
763
625
542
481
451

341
327

316
272
25A

gv
BV,

Eyre & RuygeEWPl

45

Ey'e A Ruyge6 Leek

NEDFRIÀND B V

B.V

IECHNISCHE HANDELM,
tcA

415
264
210
141
r46
132

95

94

93
7S
11

75
71

69
64
58

BV
8V

BV
A,V

Berclur
BV,

B,V

B,V

BV,

0,01

0,01
0.01

0.01

0.0i

0.01

ONKENHOUï B V
BV

.ROOYMANS 8,V

451

123
119

99

&
77

66
64
60
50

41

34

v
31

28
2A

B.V
ETG

B

Europe

gV

8V

BV

EuíoF a.V
STEEL

32

19
18

16

12

12

12

12

12

12

11

10

9

m.dical Syil.ms B

ETECTRONlC

Nedeí.nd B V

EUROPE

B.V

Liss€ B.V.

CENTER

Tools B.V

GmbH
I
BV

g.v.

Mellrl B V

1

I

1

Nddand B V

Elàclrol€chni€k

Nedeíand B V

RIDDER SERVICE

Fin€ Tooling Bv

ICA

ED[1

B,V,

B.V.
BV,

8V.

BV

8,V,

86ll€ch

B.V

B,V

Srick.rs

8V.
V€ren B.V.

EXPRESS

BV

T.chniek B.V.
BV

Z€iss B V.
lndulriàl B V

B,V.

B.n.lux B V. SGM Mach:.€ T6ch.ology 8V
Tar HoÍst BV
SchóeíÍlér NèdeÍlaid B V.
TEXI[1
Sainlcobain Abrasives 8.V

ROÏO SMEETS SÈRVICES
RossmàÍk Wat.rbh.ndàling
8V,
PhiliP3 CFÍ
SEHER
Vàn Vsghèl lndu.kià
WINKEL

Voh6-Í$ec lve*zeu9€
Gmbts
Vogsl Nod6n.nd B V

SYST,O.MAÍIC
vos
ROBERÍ BOSCH
v6n Gènn p vgrpakklng BV
Uoil.d Spring! È.V
Uddoholm 8.V
TOPA
Thovip BV
THK
V.cloíAand4ff.chni.k B V.
bpp Kab€l B.V
RösleÍ E€n€lux B.V
[lituloyo

LEYBOLD
ÀluldèGHàrdsn&19 B.V
Legris

UNKiORST
H[1AN ÍECtsNOMARKT
Kuryal B-V.
Koning&HrnmanBV
KSS'NG
Kisn€í B V. Ndsilànd

LENZE 8 V
P.ppédlFuchs BV
Rimas Sysl€m3 I V

FROTEMrc
Pr6cdöölF6^rvck N V

Philps ETG
MOSS

KIMfulAN
PARKER

Oud. R6im€r BV
oMRON

NEO§CHROEF

Shèll 1

11C

7

208
51

3E
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Cost
determination
cateooÍiès

General category
issues

sPeclflc options per general catogory
issue cd.

lmpact
Iminl Easy Med. Hard

uveraI =40 40 40 40
M an uta ctu rer =a'l +10

without man dala =a'l +5
Type of
supplier Supplier

Wilh ManName's and ManTvoèNo's dela
Bí

=41+1O

45 50 50

unè table =U'lAnrcles On

Multiple tables, i.è. per product group c1 =(81_40).
# add.
tables

45 50 70

No product groups,
discounts) D6Íault

and no
discounl

=ul+5

No product groups and discount listed
sDecificallv for evèru erticle.

=C1+5

Produc{ group and discount listed
specmcaflv Íor everv article.

=C1+5

Producl group listed for every speciÍic
article, discount per group listed separately
only.

=C1+7

One Íile or
multiple Íiles in
one format

Product gÍoups and
discounts

Product orouDs list in a word-Ílè

c2

=C1+8

50 55 78

Nol otrtainèd =c2
ln one separate Íeld wth text =C2+3

stafÍels

ln mullrolè sèoerale íèlds
D1

=C2+45

50 55 123

obtained in a séDàrale lIèld =D1 +3OLI
Not obtained ,uefaull D2

=D1 +3
53 58 126

Not obtàrned =D2OW
Obtained in seoàrale Íield

D3
=L)2+3

53 61 129

NOt Obtarned =D3
Obtained- but neèds to be normalized =D3+ /

MOQ

Obtained in seoarate Íield
D4

=D3+3

53 64 í36

Not aDolied =D4Length charge
D5

=D4+3
53 67 139

Not aDolied =D5Cust.dep.diff. price
Used and thus oiven

D6
=D5+3

53 72 142

Not obtained =D6Purchasing unit
Obtained in a sèparate Íield, but
convèrsion is rèduiÍèd

o7 =D6+7 53 79 '149

Not ot tainèd =D7Pne per [quantityl
()blainèd D8

=D7+3
53 82 152

Nol obtained =DaEAN
()t tained

D9
=D8+3

53 a2 í55

Nol obtained =DgUNSPSU
(Jblllrned D10

-D9+3
53 82 158

Not obtained =D l0Status
obtarned. but needs to be normalized

Díí
=D 1O+7

53 a2 í65

Not obtained =D',I1ROH$Status
Obtained

D12
=D1 í +3

53 82 í68

Not obtainedàDeÍault =D1 2+3Valid From
Obtained

D13
=D12+3

56 85 172

Not obtained)Defauh =Dí3+3Valid Till
Obtained

o'14
=D13+3

59 88 175

Not obtained =D14l2NCSupplier
Obtained

D15
=D14+3

59 88 178

Not obtained =D15
Obtained in one feld =D Í 5+3

Description

Obtained in multiDle felds
D16

=D15+5

59 91 183

Not obtained =D'16

other obtained
attributes

Additional descripÍve
information, e.g.
measures and weight

Oblaaned o17 =D16 + (2*
# of descr.
íèldsl

€ 9,1 ICg

TU/e MA§{.§ Annendiv 38. Costs Íor lnitiallv [Joloadino of a SLrnnlier File

Appendix 38. Costs for lnitially Uploading of a Supplier File
Below a framework to calculate the required time per file. ln the three coolumds on the right
hand side are filles for the three

On the next page a table can be found in which the characteristics per category for the nine
uploaded supplier files are listed.
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rule MA,§*§ Aooendix 38. Costs for lnitiallv Uploadinq of a Suoolier File
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